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Prairie View State Normal and 
Industrial College 
For The 
School Year 1931-1932 
With Announcements for the School Session 
Beginning September 21, 1932 and 
Closing May 30, 1933 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 
WALLER COUNTY 
Published Monthly by The Prairie View State Normal and 
Industrial College, Prairie View, Texas 
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office at Prairie View, 
Texas, under the Act of August 24, 1912. 
NOTICE!! 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
HISTORY 103.—Texas and Federal Constitutions. 
A study of the Texas and Federal Constitutions for the purpose 
of certification. This course may not be completed in less than 
forty-eight days. 
For particulars write the chairman of the Correspondence 
Course, Prairie View State College, Prairie View, Texas. 
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September 20, Tuesday. Dining Room Opens 
September 21, Wednesday First Semester Begins 
September 21-24 Registration and Payment of Fees 
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May 19, 20, 22, 23 Examinations for Seniors 
May 24, 25, 26, 27 Second Semester Examinations 
May 28, Sunday Baccalaureate Sermon 
May 29, Monday -Commencement Day 
May 30, Tuesday Second Semester Ends 
Summer School 
June 5, Monday —Summer School Begins 
August 8 Summer Term Ends 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
F. M. LAW, President 
BYRD E. WHITE, Vice-President 
S. G. BAILEY, Secretary 
Term Expires 1933 
E. J. KIEST Dallas 
P. L. DOWNS, Jr Temple 
W. T. MONTGOMERY San Antonio 
Term Expires 1935 
l 
F. M. LAW Houston 
BYRD E. WHITE Lancaster 
WALTER G. LACY Waco 
Term Expires 1937 
H. C. SCHUMACHER Houston 
JOSEPH KOPECKY Halletsville 
G. R. WHITE : Brady 
Prairie View Committee 
H. C. SCHUHMACHER, Chairman 
WALTER G. LACY P. L. DOWNS, Jr. 
NON-RESIDENT ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
T. O. WALTON, LL. D„ President 
GEORGE A. LONG, B. S., Supervising Accountant 
J. K. WALKER, B. S., Supervising Engineer 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CABINET 
Willette R. Banks, A. M., Principal 
Charles W. Lewis, Local Treasurer. 
Joseph J. Abernethy, B. S., Director, School of Mechanical Arts 
L A Potts, B. S., Director, School of Agriculture 
Elizabeth C. May, B. S„ Director, School of Home Econ°™1CS 
John M. Franklin, M. D„ Director, School of Nursing Education, 
College Physician 
Edward B^ats "D. ^Associate Director, School of Agriculture 
Captain Edward L. Dabney, Dean of Men 
M. E. Suarez, Dean of Women 
C. H. Waller, B. S., State Leader, Extension Work 
G. W. Buchanan, Manager, College Exchange Ao-ent 
Napoleon B. Edward, B. S., Executive Secretary and Publicity Agen 
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION 
DIVISION OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
(With Teacher Training Department) 
Professors 
F. A. Jackson, Economics. 
A. B., Atlanta; M. B. A., New York. 
Henry A. Bullock, Sociology. 
A. B., Virginia Union; A. M., Michigan. / 
James E. Pierce, History. 
A. B., Toledo; one year's graduate work, Ohio State. 
*Rufus P. Perry, Chemistry. 
A. B., Johnson C. Smith; M. S., Iowa. 
Harvey G. Dickerson, Biology. ' 
B. S., Ohio; M. S., Iowa. 
Earl L. Sasser, English. 
A. B., Shaw; A. M., Cornell. 
Albert W. Randall, Mathematics. 
A. B., Alcorn; A. M., Colorado. 
Charles E. Carpenter, Romance Languages. 
B. L., California; M. L., California. 
Mack T. Williams, Philosophy, Chaplain. 
A. B., Roger Williams; B. D., Oberlin; Graduate Student, Chicago. 
O. Anderson Fuller, Jr., Music. 
A. B., Bishop College; Student, New England Conservatory. 
•On leave 1931-1932. 
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Associate Professors 
Mrs. Gladys E. Thompson, Education, Supervisor of Teacher Training. 
A. B., Nebraska; A. M., Howard. 
George W. Reeves, Education. 
A. B., Atlanta; A. M. Michigan. 
Edwyna H. Randals, Education. 
B. S., and A. M., Southern California. 
Paul E. Bledsoe, Education. 
A. B., Talladega; Ph. B., Central. 
W. Henry Houston, English. 
A. B., Redlands; A. M., University of Southern California. 
William L. Donley, Chemistry. 
B. Ch. and M. S., Detroit. 
Maurice Jones, Physics. 
B. S., Illinois. 
Ruth I. Clark, English. 
A. B., Kansas. 
Sam B. Taylor, Physical Education and Coach, Mathematics. 
B. S., Northwestern. 
Mabel J. Lucas, Chemistry. 
B. S., Michigan, Graduate Student, Chicago. 
Assistant Professors 
W. A. Perry, Education, Head, Department of Education. 
A. B., Johnson C. Smith; One year's graduate work, Iowa. 
Altheda B. Moore, English. 
A. B., Iowa. 
J. Mercer Johnson, English. 
A. B., Clark; Graduate Student, Colorado. 
Virginia R. McDonald, Education, Supervisor, Training School. 
A. B., Pittsburg. 
Hamilton J. Brown, Chemistry. 
A. B., Atlanta. 
Douglass R. Turner, Chemistry. 
B. S., University of Illinois. 
Instructors 
Marie J. Davis, History. 
B. S., Prairie View; Graduate Student, Colorado. 
Emma Jean Mosby, Languages. 
B. S., Kansas. 
Clara E. McMillan, History. 
B. S., Prairie View; Graduate Student, Colorado. 
Gertrude E. Turner, English. 
B. S., Ohio State. 
Susie E. Pinckney, Education. 
B. S„ Des Moines; Graduate Student, Drake., Chicago University. 
/ 
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Henrietta Brogwell, Education, Demonstration Teacher, Elementary 
Practice School. 
A. B., Pittsburg. 
Julia A. Greene, English. 
B. S., Prairie View; Graduate Student, Colorado. 
*Walter M. Booker, Chemistry. 
A. B., Morehouse; Graduate Student, Iowa University. 
Marjorie-Johnson, Physical Education. 
A. B., Oberlin. 
G. Patricia Offutt, Physical Education. 
B. S., Indiana State Teachers' College. 
E. E. Byais, Biology. ; 
B. S., Bishop; Graduate Student, Colorado. 
Matilda Morris, Commercial Studies. 
Diploma, Michigan Normal. 
Anna L. Campbell, English. 
B. S., Bradley Polytechnic. 
Mabel K. Bullock, Music. 
Howard University. 
Leah M. Minor, Music. 
Spelman College; McPhail; St. Frances De Sales. 
Evelyn J. Rucker, Mathematics. 
B. S., Prairie View. 
Edward L. Dabney, Military Science and Dean of Men. 
Capt., Infantry Reserve, U. S. A., Hampton Institute. 
Thomye W. Collins, Critic Teacher, Training School 
B. S., Prairie View; One year's graduate work, Atlanta University. 
J. Adelaide Walker, Education. 
A. B., Atlanta. 
Additional Summer School Instructors 
John Lovell, English. 
A. M., Northwestern; Ph. D., Pennsylvania; Howard U. Faculty. 
Ella Montgomery, Home Economics. 
B. S., Prairie View; Instructor, Public Schools, Dallas, Texas. 
Anna F. Davis, Home Economics. 
B. S., West Virginia State; Instructor, Langston University, Okla. 
Mrs. W. L. D. Johnson, English. 
B. S., Prairie View; Head, English Dept., Phyllis Wheatly High 
School, Houston, Texas. 
K. C. Stewart, Education. 
B. S., Prairie View; Graduate Student, Columbia; Instructor, Prai­
rie View Extension School, Nacogdoches, Texas. 
*On leave 1931-1932. 
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Alyce P. Shields, Education. . 
B. S., Prairie View; M. A., Columbia; Instructor, Prairie View 
Extension School, Beaumont and Jasper. 
W. B. Bozeman, Education. . 
B. S., Fisk; A. M., Kansas University; Instructor, Prairie View 
Extension School, Houston and Galveston. 
Booker T. Greer, Chemistry. 
B. S., Prairie View. 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
Professors 
*L. A. Potts, Director. 
B. S., Iowa State College; Graduate Student, Cornell University. 
Edward B. Evans, Veterinary Science. 
D. V. M., Iowa State College; Graduate Student, Iowa State College. 
J. M. Alexander, Animal Husbandry. 
B. S., Prairie View State College; M. S., Iowa State College. 
Associate Professors 
J. C. McAdams, Itinerant Teacher-Trainer. 
B. S., Hampton Institute. 
Assistant Professors 
Church H. Banks, Vocational Education. 
B. S., Hampton Institute. 
S. H. Settler, Farm Crops and Soils. 
B. S., Kansas State Agriculture College; Graduate Student. 
G. L. Smith, Farm Management and Truck Gardening. 
B. S., Hampton Institute. 
W. R. Harrison, Rural Sociology. 
B. S., Howard University; M. S., Cornell University. 
E. L. Smith, Stenographer and Clerk. 
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Professor 
Elizabeth C. May, Director. 
B. S., Kansas State Agricultural College; Graduate Student, Chicago 
Associate Professors 
E. J. Anderson, Child Care. 
B. S., Kansas; M. S., Kansas. 
Nellie B. Dillon, Vocational Education. 
B. S„ Prairie View State College; Graduate Student, California. 
*On leave of absence studying. 
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Elcena F. Martin, Clothing. 
B. S., Prairie View State College; Graduate Student, Chicago. 
Assistant Professors 
Irene Pride, Foods. 
B. S., Kansas State College. 
*D. S. Dent, Clothing. 
Ohio State. 
Ophelia C. Hubert, Foods. 
B. S., Hampton Institute. 
Mary I. Moore, Handicraft. 
A. B., Fisk University; Graduate Student, Chicago University. 
Grace L. Smith, Clothing. 
B. S., Kansas University. 
DIVISION OF MECHANIC ARTS 
Professor 
J. J. Abernethy, Director. 
B. S. in M. E., Kansas State Agricultural College. 
Associate Professors 
C. L. Wilson, Mechanic Arts. 
B. S. in M. E., Kansas State Agricultural College. 
F. G. Fry, Chief Engineer. 
B. S., in E. E., Kansas State Agricultural College. 
Instructors 
D. W. Martin, Electrical Engineering. 
B. S., Prairie View State College 
N. A. Jones, Machine Shop. 
Langston University. 
H. T. Farrell, Laundering. 
Prairie View State College. 
William Cook, Printing. 
Prairie View State College. 
Charles G. Oler, Printing. 
Prairie View State College. 
Sadie Allen Johnson, Printing. 
Prairie View State College. 
R. F. Johnson, Shoemaking. 
St. Louis Training School; Prairie View State College. 
A. G\ Cleaver, Broom and Mattress Making. 
Prairie View State College. 
T. H. Brittain, Carpentry. 
Tuskegee Institute. 
*On leave of absence studying. 
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Edward T. Johnson, Auto Mechanics. 
Prairie View State College. 
A. J. Wallace, Carpentry. 
Prairie View State College. 
D. F. Dailey, Blacksmithing and Wheelwrighting. 
Prairie View State College. 
W. P. Terrell, Teacher Trainer. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
J. M. Wilson, Tailoring. 
Tuskegee Institute. 
D. F. White, Mechanic Drawing 
B. S., University of Michigan. 
George F. Jones, Chief Clerk. 
Tillotson College. 
DIVISION OF NURSING EDUCATION 
John M. Franklin, Resident Physician and Training School Director. 
M. D'., Meharry. 
~T. A. Richardson, Interne. 
"*• A. B., Morehouse College; M. D., Meharry. 
rtin L. Edwards, Interne. 
A. B., Clark University; Graduate Work, Northwestern University; 
M. D., Meharry. 
/ivin K. Smith, Dentist. 
A. B., Fisk University; D. D. S., Meharry. 
Herman C. Fitzgerald, Pharmacist. 
Ph. G., Meharry. 
Mrs. M. S. Brannon, R. N., Superintendent of Nurses. 
Tuskegee Institute, Graduate Student, Minnesota. 
Mrs. L. M. F. Langford, R. N., Assistant Superintendent of Nurses and 
Surgical Supervisor. 
R. N., Meharry. 
Zula A. Douglas, Night Supervisor. 
R. N., Flint-Goodrich, New Orleans, La. 
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION AND ASSISTANTS 
Willette R. Banks, A. M., Principal. 
Napoleon B. Edward, Executive Secretary. 
B. S., Western University. 
Youra J. Quails, Stenographer, Principal's Office. 
Elicker's School of Business. 
John B. Cade, Registrar. 
A. B., Atlanta; A. M., Chicago. 
John N. Southern, Assistant Registrar. 
A. B., Butler College, Indiana. 
Arzelia M. Jones, Stenographer, Registrar's Office. 
CV 
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Sumner Junior College, Kansas. 
Rubye L. Rush, Research and Transcript Clerk, Registrar's Office. 
• Prairie View State College. 
Charles W. Lewis, Local Treasurer. 
Samuel Huston College. 
Harvey R. Turner, Accountant, Treasurer's Office. 
B' S"> in c- E-> Rhode Island State College. 
I. A. Reese, Bookkeeper, Treasurer's Office. 
Prairie View State College 
La\aughn C. Mosley, Cashier, Treasurer's Office."— 
B. S., Prairie View State College 
Roby W. Hilliard, Steward, Treasurer's Office (Subsistence). — 
B. S., Prairie View State College. 
Capt. Ed^^ L Dabney, Inf. Res., U. S. A., Dean of Men and Professor 
of Military Science and Tactics. 
Inf. Res., U. S. A.; Hampton Institute. 
M. E. Suarez, Dean of Women. 
v nIan,1f>t<ln Institute> Special work at Columbia. 
Lstella M. Greene, Matron. 
Prairie View State College. 
Orestes J. Baker, Librarian. 
A. B., Morehouse; B. S„ L. S., Hampton Institute. 
Bertha Procella Patton, Assistant Librarian. 
G w'RS,;bPrairie JieW State College; B- S" L- S- Hampton Institute. ' Buchanan, Manager, College Exchange. 
Bishop College; Prairie View State College. 
EXTENSION SCHOOLS 
John B. Cade, Director. 
A. B., Atlanta; A. M., Chicago. 
Kelly C. Stewart, Instructor,G alveston. 
B ^Cokunbia Vl6W State College>" one year's graduate work, 
Eugene S. Richards, Instructor, Beaumont and Houston. 
Theodore "rvfrtiP^T'' A' M" University of Southern California, ineodore Griffith, Instructor, Nacogdoches. 
A. B., New Orleans; A. M., University of Iowa. 
STATE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE 
C. H. Waller, State Leader. 
B. S., Penn State. 
I. W. Rowan, State Home Demonstration Agent 
B. S., Prairie View State College. 
H. S. Estelle, District Agent. 
B. S., Prairie View State College. 
E. W. H. Gilmore, Stenographer. 
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HISTORY OF PRAIRIE VIEW STATE COLLEGE 
August 14, 1876, an act of the Fifteenth Legislature of Texas to 
establish an A. and M. College of Texas for the benefit of Negroes. The 
College was located in Waller County. 
Kirby Hall, erected prior to 1860, a two story frame building was 
the only building on the grounds when the School opened. Fm- a time 
it housed various college departments but it is now being usea to nouse 
some of the employees and their families. 
April 19, 1879, act providing for organization and support of a 
Normal School in Waller County. 
1876-1880, L. M. Minor, first principal. 
1880-1884, E. H. Anderson, second principal. 
1884-1896, L. C. Anderson, third principal. 
1890, Old Agricultural Building, a two-story frame building, erect­
ed at cost of $3,000. 
1889, Administration Building, three story brick, erected at a cost 
of $35,000; remodeled 1924. 
1896-1915, E. L. Blackshear, fourth principal. 
Sept. 1, 1915-Oct. 10, 1915, N. A. Banks, acting principal. 
Oct. 11, 1915-Aug. 31, 1918, I. M. Terrell, fifth principal. 
June 6, 1899, Act changing name from Normal School for Colored 
Teachers at Prairie View to the Prairie View State Normal and Indus­
trial College. 
March 28, 1901, College 'Department established by act of Legis­
lature. 
1909, Foster Hall, three story brick dormitory for men, erected at 
a cost of $15,000. 
1909, Luckie Hall, three story brick dormitory for men, erected at 
a cost of $25,000. 
1911, Auditorium and Dining Hall, erected at a cost of $20,000. 
1912, Annex Building, two story frame dormitory for women, erect­
ed at a cost of $2,000. 
1912, Crawford Hall, three story brick dormitory for women erected 
at a cost of $15,000. 
1912, Repair Shop, one story steel and frame structure erected. 
1916, New Frame, two story frame dormitory for women, erected 
at a cost of $4,000. 
1916, Minor Hall, three story fireproof brick women's dormitory, 
erected at a cost of $55,000. 
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1916, Household Arts Building, three story fireproof brick, erected 
at a cost of $55,000. 
1916, Power and Ice Plant, one story fireproof brick, erected at a 
cost of $35,000. 
1916, Laundry, two story fireproof brick structure, erected at a 
cost of $30,000. 
Sept. 1, 1918-Aug. 31, 1919, J. G. Osborne, Acting Principal. 
Sept. 1, 1919-Aug. 31, 1925, J. G. Osborne, sixth Principal. 
1918, Spence Building, three story fireproof brick, housing division 
of agriculture, erected at a cost of $60,000. 
1923, Canning Plant, one story fireproof brick, erected at a cost 
of $2,500. 
1924, Science Building, three story fireproof brick building, erected 
at a cost of $70,000. 
1924, College Exchange, two story brick building, erected at a cost 
of $14,000. 
1925Veterinary Hospital, one story fireproof brick, erected at a cost 
of $15,000. 
1925, Elementary Training School, Rosenwald design, one story, 
brick, erected at a cost of $9,000. 
1925, Practice Cottage, two-story frame structure, erected at a 
cost of $5,000. 
1925, Music Conservatory, two story frame structure, erected at 
a cost of $3,000. 
Sept. 1, 1925-Aug. 31, 1926, P. E. Bledsoe, Acting Principal. 
Sept. 1, 1926, W. R. Banks, Seventh Principal. 
1926, Blackshear Hall, two story brick dormitory for women, erect­
ed at a cost of $36,000. 
1926, Woodruff Hall, two story brick dormitory for men, erected 
at a cost of $14,000. 
1926, Store-room and Filling Station, one story fireproof structure, 
erected at a cost of $28,000. 
1928, Evans Hall, three story fireproof brick building for women, 
erected at a cost of $100,000. 
1928, Farm Shops Building, one story frame building, erected at 
a cost of $1,800. 
1929, Hospital, three story fireproof brick building with 50-bed 
capacity, erected at a cost of $100,000. 
1930, Industrial Engineering Building, a two-story fireproof build­
ing erected at a cost of $90,000. 
1931, Education Building, a -three story fireproof building, erected 
at a cost of $75,000, with aid of General Education Board. 
Location 
The College is located in Waller County, one mile north of Prairie 
View, through which passes the Houston and Texas Central Railroad, 
and six miles east of Hempstead. A paved road runs from Prairie View 
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to Houston, the largest city in the State which is only 45 miles from the 
College. 
The campus proper covers 75 acres. Thirty-one main buildings and 
forty-two teachers' cottages adorn the campus. Including the campus 
proper the school owns 1,435 acres of land. 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS 
The attention of the prospective student is directed to the following 
important matters: 
1. Please read carefully "Requirements for Admission." 
2. Study the College Calendar. 
3. An estimate of the expenses may be found under general 
expenses. 
4. A student will find under the course of study an outline of 
work required for graduation. 
5. No student is permitted to make a deposit for a diploma until 
all other fees have been paid. 
6. Old and new students planning to enroll should first write the 
Registrar requesting an application blank to make application for en­
trance before coming to the College. 
7. Students are required to use the text books adopted by the 
Committee on Text Books. These text books may be purchased after 
arrival at the College. 
8. To obtain a diploma, a student must satisfactorily complete the 
course of study undertaken and must have spent at least a year in resi­
dence at the college. 
9. All students should bring with them one spread, four sheets, 
three pillow cases, one pillow and sufficient bed covers, curtains and 
covers for table and dresser. A washable bedside rug is desirable. 
10. Parents are earnestly requested to send money for students' 
accounts directly to C. W. Lewis, Local Treasurer, Prairie View State 
College, Prairie View, Texas. Money should be sent by registered mail, 
or express money order, or bank draft. PERSONAL CHECKS WILL 
NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
11. Students should come to the College with sufficient funds to 
pay all fees for one month in advance and with a sufficient additional 
amount to cover the cost of books, stationery, and incidentals. The 
Board of Directors has established a College Exchange on the west side 
of the campus where students can purchase books, stationery, and sup­
plies at reasonable prices. All students should add to necessary ex­
penses for each semester about $18.00 for books. 
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UNIFORMS 
Women 
The regulation uniform consists of a dark blue serge skirt, plain 
white blouse, small black tie and cuban heel shoes. A dark blue coat 
suit is desirable. Each young woman should have at least four plain 
white blouses and one of crepe. An umbrella, rain coat and galoshes 
or boots, as well as a heavy servicable overcoat are necessary. 
Men (Cadets) 
All men will provide themselves with the regulation uniforms, 
whether or not they are members of the Cadet Corps. Each student 
should have four pairs of trousers (khaki); two coats (khaki); four 
shirts, cotton or woolen O. D.; two pairs of shoes, army regulation; 
two pairs of leggings, spiral; one hat, army regulation. The student 
may have a serge uniform for dress wear but it must be of the regular 
U. S. Army regulation. These uniforms can be purchased at the Col­
lege Exchange at a very reasonable price, not exceeding $30.00. 
Nurses 
When not on duty, nurses may wear simple clothing in keeping 
with the regulations of the school. 
ADMISSION 
General Requirements 
Admission to all branches of the College is under the control of the 
Registrar and the Registration Committee. 
All communications in regard to admission of students to the Col­
lege should be addressed to the Registrar, Prairie View State College, 
Prairie View, Texas. 
Admission may be (1) to Freshman standing, (2) to advanced 
standing, (3) as adult special students, and (4) as irregular students. 
Applicants for admission to the Freshman Classes should be at 
least sixteen years of age and must have graduated from an accredited 
high school and completed satisfactorily the required number of units 
of preparatory work. Conditional admittance may be gained otherwise 
as stated below. 
A unit is the equivalent of one high school study satisfactorily pur­
sued during one school year of at least thirty-six weeks, on the basis 
of five recitations a week of 40 or 50 minutes each. Laboratory courses 
indicate three recitation periods and two double periods of laboratory 
work. 
All credits for admission must be filed and classified in the Regis­
trar's Office before the student may attain academic status of any kind. 
All students entering the Freshman Class are required to take a 
psychological test and an English test on grammar for the purpose of 
proper classification. 
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Admission by Certificate 
Students w ho present complete certified transcripts showing gradu-
Trnn '"•"t atam'ltad schools will be admitted without examination. 
l.J, !? °U' 0n file in the Registrar's Office at least one month 
tn vl6' + 6 rGf1 i ,raV°n date °f the semester in which the student plans 
egister. A blank for this purpose will be sent by the Registrar for 
ated nntl',a ° ' 10 R'^h School from which the applicant was gradu-
Admission from Non-accredited High Schools 
n A,P.Plftnt® PreSenting the required number of units from a non-
acciedited high school may be admitted to the Freshman Class only 
tn 6 successful passing of an entrance examination given by 
the College examination committee during the period of registration, 
r i l  rT°'lnS' sub'cct matter in which the condition is received, or (3) by both. 
Entrance Requirements for Music Majors 
Entrance requirements to the Music courses leading to a degree 
J., p equi • a .erR f° those in other courses leading to a degree, although 
they vary m detail according to the student's major work. 
. , ° a. e Pmno as a major the student should be grounded in correct 
touch and good technique. He should be able to play both major and 
nor scales correctly m a moderately rapid tempo. 
malro tv, 6n S wbo very nearly comply with these requirements may 
taV „ "P T r6CeiVe one"half of the usual credit; beginners may take requirements in non-credit courses. 
knovfl(vVn< nt f ®"tel 'ng the course in Voice as a major should exhibit 
andlntervol thV e™nts °f VOCal culture- of sight singing, tone value 
the niano N an ablhty to play simple standard works on 
piano! N°n-Credlt and one-half credit courses apply in voice as in 
Admission to Advanced Standing 
rlher«"""wm admi,M *•> 
of honorable HiJL* i College upon presentation of: First, a letter 
work completed. S& ' SeC°n ' a" officlal transcript of all previous 
misskn^nd0 graduation4 I"Stl];Utions which maintain standards of ad-
equivalent amount of work in s^fa^Rapph^11 * Cr6<lited f°r 
in this college and in so for o in , applies on any course offered 
the beginning of thrSenior year ^ n0t Gnter Iater tha" 
upon the maintenance* o^T^'h aCCepted' final acceptance will depend 
student. g°°d average standing for one year by the 
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Admission as Adult Special 
Persons at least 21 years of age who cannot fulfill the regular ad­
mission requirements for Freshman standing, but who present an equiv­
alent academic training, or who have otherwise acquired adequate 
preparation for collegiate courses, may be admitted as "adult specials 
upon the approval of the Director of the Division in which the applicant 
desires to enter. 
Adult specials are subject to the same regulations as regular stu­
dents and are not candidates for graduation until they have fulfilled 
all requirements including those for admission. 
A personal interview with an applicant for admission as a special 
student is desired. 
Admission As Irregular Student 
Applicants who cannot meet all requirements for admission, or speci­
al students admitted because of mature years, may be permitted to re­
strict their studies to special courses upon petition to the Registration 
Committee and the Director of the Division in which the work is to be 
pursued. Such permission is usually confined to those interested in 
trade courses. 
Subjects Required and Accepted for Admission 
Of the units required for admission from high school, certain ones 
are required while others are elective. The following represents the 
distribution of these units: 
(Required) 
English 3 units 
Mathematics 2 unitr 
*History and Civics 2 units 
Natural Science (with laboratory) 1 unit 
(Elective) 
Foreign Languages 2 units 
Social Studies 1-2 units 
Natural Science 2-4 units 
Music 1-2 units 
Agriculture 1-2 units 
Commercial Subjects 1-2 units 
Home Economics 1-2 units 
Industry 1-2 units 
*Study of United States and Texas Constitutions. 
EXPENSES 
Tuition is free to all students; the following fees are required of 
all students, subject to change: 
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WOMEN To b. paid on ontranco: 
Matriculation Fees 
Uniform 
SJ'SSS*"- •»» 'SSISZZZIIII: "S 
Ub„„,0rr F — » 
take science) ^ 









Board and Maintenance 
...$59.70 
is $18. This amount fML dueT^ I"°nth> P^able strictly in advance, 
do not meet their dues prom nth" 6 Z* °f e3Ch month and those who 
ing regulation is rigidly enforced: ^ t0 Suspension" The follow-
10th. ofMch^omh^nd^vhosP SCttle °bligati0ns t0 the ^Hege by the 
be assessed a delinquent fee of °n th® delinquent list win 
dropped from classes and will h ' addition to the fee they will be 
-t made by the close of £TM* * Sett" is not ade by the close of h • required to withdraw if s close of business on the 15th, of the month. 
Laboratory Fees 
General Chemistry su on ... , 
Organic Chemistry ..... , 1? School Physics $4.00 
Qualitative Analysis" IZ ? on agre Physies 4.00 
Quantitative Analysis ?*nn n f ,  Seho°l Biology. 4.00 
N. B. Personal checksTm'n^h ** Bi°Iogy 4.00 cks will not be accepted. 
Nurses 
The applicant is required in 
amount covers the cost of matricuhfliZ enZZCe fee of $89-00. This 
S eZb°°ls for th« first year onlv rV laboratory fees, uniform 
1 be about $24.00 to cover the cost of f.Xpense for the second year 
J ear will cost about $30.00. Funds to cov Z" 3nd b°°ks- The third 
be deposited on September the first ' the above expenses mus, 
lit 
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Tuition for Music 
Piano, two lessons a week, $3.00 a month of four weeks, including 
use of piano for practice. 
Voice, two lessons a week, $3.00 a month of four weeks, including 
use of piano for practice. 
Late Matriculation 
All students who matriculate by September 21, 1932, will pay a 
matriculation fee of $28.00. After that date, the fee will be $29.00. 
Deductions and Refunds 
No deductions will be made for entrance within seven days after 
the opening of the term, nor will there be any refunds for the last 
seven days of a term or the last seven days paid for. Registration, in­
cidental, medical and sanitation, lecture and entertainment fees will, 
in no case be refunded. 
Fees for Certificates and Diplomas 
Trade Certificates are issued upon payment of $1.00 (optional). 
Cost of College Diploma and degree is $7.50 (optional). 
Extra Examination Fee 
A fee of $1.00 will be charged for all deficiency and extra examina­
tions, effective .September 1, 1931. 
Change in Schedule Fee 
After schedule has been approved by the division in which the stu­
dent is taking his work a charge of $1.00 will be made for each subject 
changed. 
Transcripts of Records 
The policy of the institution is to supply the student with one 
transcript of his record free, with a charge of $1.00 for each additional 
transcript which he may desire. 
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES 
Freshman Class 
The Texas school law provides that those who complete the work of 
the Freshman Class in a teachers college of Texas, including six semes­
ter hours in English, six semester hours in Education, and eighteen 
semester hours in at least two other subjects, may receive an element­
ary certificate valid for four years. The work is largely elective, but 
those who desire an elementary certificate must include in the work 
Education 113, 123 and English 113, 123. 
The four-year elementary certificate authorizes the holder to con-
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T e x a s g l a d e S  0 n e  t o  s e v e n  i n c l u s i v e  i n  a n y  p u b l i c  s c h o o l  o f  
he two-year high school certificate authorizes the holder to con­
tract to teach in any public school of Texas with the exception of the 
high school department of first and second class schools. 
Sophomore Class 
er v> 01'k Sophomore Class in any teach-
certifir t '' " 6ifal entltles Die students to an elementary permanent 
uoon °r S 8 SCh°01 certificate, valid for four years, depending 
more PUrSUed" The geMral requirements for the Sopho-
fsee r!e ™ 38 follows: English, 12 hours; Elective, 36 hours 
weeks each? reQUlrements): Physical Education, 4 terms of eighteen 
the Xnnbl>™h0tdeSirfi.tlle permanent elementary certificate must meet 
the requirements of the special elementary curriculum. 
elude \Tth7 d6fr® the f°ur-year high school certificate must in-
school cerifilfi Education 293. The holder of the four-year high 
any public sc^cfi'of Texas"'' t0 C°ntraCt t0 te3Ch in any department of 
Junior Class 
mendTed0forWflh0-C0mPletie- ^ W°rk °f the Junior Class "lay be recom-
this foi nclude"5'^1' ^ SCh°01 certificate the first class, provided 
traLw for biob ™ Edl,catio"> one course bearing upon 
included thirtv sl . J , g' 3nd Pr°vided further' there nfust be included thirty-six clock hours of practice teaching. 
Senior Class 
w coL„ in ™"f<nn ,he* ™rk 
.chci fe«hi„e and 5ludy of ^LTLT:„"""""ui,on l,,sh 
Extension of Certificate 
the summer in whiehLrtificalefexpire?16"''6'1 UP°n W°rk d°n6 duri"g 
REGISTRATION, CLASS ATTENDANCE, ETC. 
Order of Registration 
Report to: 
i -.P'nte Physical 
boys. U"lf0rm f0r gIrls! Dean of Men-Uniform for 
Chapel for class assignments and general information. 
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4. Treasurer's Office for payment of fees, etc. Registration is not 
complete until all fees are paid. Delay in presentation at Fiscal 
Office subjects one to the late registration fee and possibly exclu­
sion from the College. 
(NOTE: Students who are not going to board and lodge in the dor­
mitories must get a special signed permit from the Principal before 
going to the Treasurer's Office). 
5. Dean of Women or Dean of Men for permanent room assignments. 
6. Report to classes as per schedule. 
Classification 
Students who have credit for thirty-two hours are classified as 
sophomores; those having sixty-four credit hours are classified as juni­
ors; and those having ninety-six hours' credit are classified as seniors. 
One hundred twenty-eight hours are required for a degree. 
Conflicts 
No student will be permitted to carry conflicting subjects. If a 
student has a conflict he will be held responsible for not reporting same 
immediately to the director of the Division in which he is pursuing his 
work. 
Adding and Dropping Courses 
After the first registration for the session a student may add a 
course only with the approval of his director. No course may be added 
after the tenth working day of any semester. Adds and drops must be 
attended to in person and not by mail or a friend. The total number of 
hours must not become less than twelve. A student who drops a course 
after the first ten days of either term for any cause other than with­
drawal from the College, is, at the discretion of the director, given an 
"E" in the course for the term. To drop a course officially requires the 
consent of the student's director; to drop a course unofficially (and per-
isstent absence from class amounts to dropping) means to sever ones 
connection with the College. 
Assignments 
No student shall be enrolled in class in any subject before receiving 
an assignment card, and no assignment card is complete until it is ap­
proved by the student's classifying officer and stamped by the College 
Treasurer. A student is not assigned any subjects later than seven days 
after the opening of school without special permission. 
A student desiring assignments to make up deficiencies by outside 
study must have the written consent of the Committee on Registration. 
Course Numbers 
The numbers used for designating courses are uniform for all di­
visions and departments of the college. Reckoning from left to right 
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the fiist arabic numeral following the name of the subject indicates the 
year in which the course is to be given; the second numeral indicates 
the semester, and the third numeral indicates the semester credit. (Note: 
Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals indicate second 
semester.) 
Undergraduate Class Attendance and Absence 
Regular and punctual attendance upon classes, laboratories, and 
other exercises at which the student is due, is required. Any student 
who is absent more than nine times, for any cause, from any course 
which meets three times per week shall receive no credit for the same. 
Any student who is absent more than six times, for any cause, from a 
course which meets twice per week shall receive no credit for the same. 
Any student who is absent more than three times, for any cause, from a 
course which meets once a week shall receive no credit for the same. 
Any student who cuts a class more than the number of times that the 
class meets per week shall suffer a reduction of gade for each two cuts, 
e. g., a student who earns a grade of "A" and has two extra over cuts 
shall be given "B", and so on. Any student who is absent from a class 
must present an admit approved by his director before he will be ad­
mitted to class again. Absences due to late registration count as though 
the student registered at the beginning of the term. 
Dropping from rolls because of absences—persistent absence from 
classes, laboratories, or other exercises ( including required physical 
tiaining) at which the student is due, shall be sufficient cause for drop­
ping him from the rolls of the college. 
Failing to Pass 
Any student who, at the first intra-semester report, fails to make a 
passing grade in 50 per cent of the hours in major courses for which 
he is registered, will be placed under "Special Observation"; if, at the 
end of the semester such student still fails to pass in 50 per cent of the 
hours in major courses for which he is registered, he shall be dropped 
from the institution for at least one semester. This shall not apply 
when a student fails to make a passing grade in all his major courses. 
In such a case the student must withdraw from the institution im­
mediately. 
Return after Failing to Pass 
i- f student, who has once been dropped for failing to pass as out-
med above, returns after the lapse of at least one semester and again 
fails to pass in 50 per cent of the hours in major courses for which he 
is registered, at the end of the semester he shall be dropped permanently 
from the institution. 
Application of Rule 
The foregoing requirements and the rules governing "special ob­
servation ana 'final trial" apply to all students, and the director is 
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without discretion except in the case of mature students over 25 years 
of age. 
Class Attendance 
The College expects, and has a right to expect that a student on 
"special observation" or 'final trial" will attend classes with unfailing 
regularity, will be very punctual in reports and other written work, 
and will make every effort to show marked improvement in his courses. 
A failing student unwilling to put forth every effort to keep up with 
his classes should be withdrawn from the College. In case of illness or 
other imperative reasons for absence, a student should file a written ex­
planation of each absence with the Director of his Division to be entered 
upon his record card. 
EXAMINATIONS 
Exemptions from examinations will not be given. During the last 
seven days of each semester before examinations, no written examina­
tion or review shall be given; and all essays, theses, synopses, and the 
like, will be given in before this period begins. In all examinations, 
account is taken of the student's use of English. 
Absence from Examinations 
A student who is not on final trial and who is compelled to be ab­
sent from a semester examination on account of sickness or other im­
perative causes, should petition his Director—beforehand if at all pos­
sible—for permission to pospone the examination. This permission must 
be presented in writing to the teacher who is to give the examination 
and submitted by the teacher with the grade to the Registrar's Office. 
A student absent from a semester examination without the Di­
rector's permission is graded "E" and required to repeat the semester's 
work if he desires credit for it. Absence from a postponed, condition, or 
advanced standing examination, after once a percnit has been granted, 
will have the same effect as failure, unless the student presents to the 
Director of his Division within a week after the date set for the exami­
nation a satisfactory excuse for his absence. 
Incomplete Class Work 
A student who is compelled to delay beyond the end of the semes­
ter the completion of the class work of the semester on account of sick­
ness or other imperative cause, should, in person or through a friend, 
petition the Director—beforehand if at all possible—for permission to 
delay the work. If this permission is granted—and it will not be granted 
to students because of taking more than fifteen hours a week—the work 
may be finished within a year and credit for it given at the discretion 
of the instructor. A student whose work is reported incomplete without 
the Director's permission is graded "E." 
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Posponed Examinations 
An examination officially postponed may be taken within a year 
of the date from which the examination was postponed in any one of 
the series prepared therefor, or with the next class in the same course, 
provided the student petitions the Registrar as required below. Post­
poned examinations are held in regular series on dates scheduled for 
the same. Applications for examinations in the respective series must 
be in the Registrar's Office not later than two days before examination 
is given. 
Condition Examinations 
An examination to remove a course condition, grade of "E", may 
be taken on one of the days appointed for this purpose or with the next 
class in the same course. It must be taken not more than twelve months 
after the condition was received. If a passing mark is made the term 
grade then becomes "D". A student who fails to pass a condition exami­
nation forefits thereby the right to ask for another examination in that 
subject and must take that semester's work over to secure credit for it. 
(After the regular session 1931-1932 "D" will be the lowest passing 
grade). 
The student must make application to the Registrar for a condition 
examination just as in the case of postponed examinations. This permis­
sion must be filed in the Director's Office on the days specified on the 
schedule and the Director will notify the teacher to give said exami­
nation. 
REPORTS AND CONFERENCES 
Semester Reports From the Registrar 
Reports are sent out to parents and guardians at the end of each 
semester for all students in the College. Self-supporting students over 
21 years of age, if they request in writing, may have their reports 
sent to them instead of to their parents. 
Intra-Semester Reports 
On November 1, December 15, March 19, and May 1, reports are 
sent for students doing work below the passing grade, both to the stu­
dents themselves and to their parents or guardians. 
Conferences 
The Directors will confer with all students in the College who are 
doing unsatisfactory work, both at the intra-semester dates and at the 
end of the semester. The object of these conferences will be to advise 
with the student for his improvement. 
GRADES 
Reports of Grades 
Teachers will report within four days after the close of any semes­
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ter or summer session class tickets for all students in their classes with 
the grades earned by each, recorded on the tickets. In addition to the 
tickets, teachers will also pass to their directors, on blanks furnished, 
duplicates of all grades furnished the Registrar. 
In the case of Seniors who are candidates for graduation at either 
the regular session or summer session the grades are due in the Regis­
trar's Office within two days after the close of the examination period. 
Final examinations are required and the graded papers together with 
the examination questions are to be deposited in the Principal's Office. 
The Record Books bearing the complete records of all students taught 
showing dates of absences, withdrawls, and cumulative records are to 
be deposited with the class tickets in the Registrar's Office. 
Grading System 
The grading symbols are: A (95-100); B (85-94); C (75-84); D 
(65-74); E (60-64); F (below 60); I (Incomplete). Grades of "I" can 
become passing grades by completing the work prescribed by the in­
structor. A grade of "I" means that some relatively small part of the 
session's work remains undone because of sickness or other unavoidable 
reasons. "F" is a failure. Credit for a course in which "F" is given 
can be secured only by repeating the course. "W" is given when a stu­
dent withdraws from class by change or withdrawal card. 
Special Honors 
"Special Honor" may be awarded to the student who distinguishes 
himself in his major field on concentration. Such honor is awarded on 
the recommendation of the department under whose direction the work 
is pursued. 
Honors and Awards 
The honor list is made up of all students who distinguish them­
selves in scholarship. Students who win three "A's" in major subjects, 
provided they have no grade in minor subjects below "B", are assigned 
to the first group on the honor roll. Those who win two "A's" in major 
subjects and have no grade below "B" in the other major subjects and 
no grade below passing standard in any major subject will be assigned 
to the second honor roll. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES 
Grade Points 
For a grade of "A" in any subject, three times as many points will 
be given as there are hours in the course; for a grade of "B", twice as 
many points; and for a grade of "C", the same number of points. No 
other grades yield grade points. 128 grade points are required for 
graduation. 
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the Council. New members are chosen on a basis of the Honor Roll 
sent out from the Office of the Dean. _ „™whiD 
Beta Pi Chi.—An honorary scientific society in which mem P 
is based on high scholarship in Natural Science. The s°"e^fwh°0 
membership from the sophomore class each year a limited n ^ 
give promise of becoming investigators m the various bran 
science. „ , 
Sigma Nu Debating Society.—Organized to promote the art o -
bating as a means of stimulating intellectual interests m some of the 
great questions before the country today. 
The Charles Gilpin Dramatic Club—Organized in 1929 by the De­
partment of English, is open to all students of the col eg . 
offers to its members and co-workers opportunities in the arts a 
crafts of the theatre. 
The Panther—Student publication which is published mon y 
the students of the college. 
THE ALUMNI AND EX-STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
The Alumni Association was organized in 1901. In 
changed to The Prairie View College Alumni and E,-Stu<M A._ 
sociation. Graduates and all ex-students who have been honor y 
missed from the College are eligible to membership. Satur-
The Association meets at the end of the regular ses. 
day before Commencement and at the end of the summer session. The 
officers are: Hobart Taylor, President, 409-11 Smith Str-t Houston 
Texas; Thomas L. Holley, Vice-President, 1547 E. Crockett Street S 
Antonio, Texas; Napoleon B. Edward, Executive Secretary Pra r 
View College, Texas; R. T. Tatum, Treasurer, 711 Poplar Street, Beau 
mont, Texas. 
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES 
While no particular denominational influence is exerted at Prairie 
View College, the authorities of the institution are thoroughly com­
mitted to the benefits of religious training. A chaplain is regular y se­
lected from the faculty to have charge of religious activities of the 
College community which include Sunday School each Sunday morning, 
a weekly Sunday morning sermon by the chaplain or invited clergyman, 
a Vesper Service at 7:30 on Sunday evenings, and weekly Prayer Meet­
ing on Wednesday evenings. Students' attendance is required at Sun­
day morning sermon and at Vesper Service. 
Y. M. C. A.—The Young Men's Christian Association supplies, in a 
large measure, spiritual, moral and physical aid to the young men of 
the college. At present a reading-room is provided where one may find 
many of the best magazines and periodicals. 
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Applying for a Degree 
A candidate for a degree should register in the College, and should 
apply for the degree not later than May 1 for the Long Session or July 
1st for the Summer Session. 
To apply for a degree the applicant must: 
(a) File with his director a "Degree Card." This card will be filled 
out in the Registrar's Office upon request of the applicant. 
(b) Register in the College with his director and must not with­
draw before graduation. 
(c) Fill out a "Diploma Card" and get his director to sign it. 
In advising and registering students, the director and his assistants 
try to prevent errors. Avoidance of errors is the main purpose of the 
Degree Card. However, the student himself is expected to remember 
that graduation is attained according to some one catalogue and is ex­
pected to study the requirements set forth in that one catalogue and to 
register in accordance therewith; and he finally registers at his own 
risk alone. 
DISCIPLINE 
The object of discipline at the College is to secure the best con­
ditions for scholarship and moral conduct. If it becomes apparent that 
any student by misconduct or by neglect of studies is doing harm to 
himself, he is then subject to disciplinary action as the judgement of 
the discipline committee may think expedient. 
ATHLETICS 
The Athletic Department projects two distinct programs, the Var­
sity or Inter-collegiate program, and the intramural program. The 
Varsity program includes football, baseball, basketball, track and tennis. 
The sports are under the supervision of instructors who have been out­
standing in their particular fields. 
The Intramural sports are largely conducted by students and in­
clude tennis, volley-ball, basketball, baseball, football, indoor baseball, 
and track. At the close of the Intramural season, there is staged a field 
day at which all of the classes participate. 
STUDENTS SOCIETIES AND ORGANIZATIONS 
Agricultural Club.—All students interested in agriculture are eli­
gible to membership in the Agricultural Club. The object of the orga­
nization is to encourage sound economic thinking and to promote 
general interest in agriculture. 
Alpha Pi Mu Honorary Society.—Open for men and women of the 
college who have achieved such record in scholarship as is outlined by 
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Special Requirements for Seniors 
All seniors are required to pass a standard test in English grammar 
and a special test in Arithmetic, before they will be approved for gradu­
ation. Drill classes are open to those who fail to pass these tests. 
Thesis Requirement 
Every candidate for the Bachelor's Degree must write a thesis or 
an essay on some practical topic or project in the field of the major 
subject. The essay must be typewritten, double-spaced, on plain white 
bond paper, and must be approved by the head of the department (un­
der whose advice it has been written) and two copies, original and first 
carbon, filed in the Director's Office not later than April 15 of the aca­
demic year in which the degree is to be conferred. Candidates for the 
degree at the Summer School convocation must file their thesis before 
August 1. 
Graduation Honors 
Students who maintain a standing in the first group on the honor 
list for a period of six semesters will be graduated "With Great Dis­
tinction." Students who maintain a standing in the second group will 
be graduated "With Distinction," provided that such standing is for a 
period not less than six semesters. 
General Requirements 
The requirement in semester hours for all bachelor's degrees is 128. 
No honorary degree will be conferred by the College. No degree will 
be conferred except publicly on Commencement Day at the end of the 
long session or at the end of the summer session. 
Every candidate is expected to attend in person the Commencement 
at which his degree is to be conferred unless absent for a good cause, in 
which case he will petition the Principal at least one week in advance, 
giving the reason for absence and providing address and postage for 
mailing diploma. 
No degree will be conferred without residence in the College of at 
least two long session semesters or three summer session terms and the 
completion in residence of at least thirty semester hours of work count­
ing toward the degree. 
No second bachelor's degree will be conferred until the candidate 
has completed at least twenty-four semester hours in addition to those 
counted toward his first bachelor's degree. 
At least twenty-four of the last thirty semester hours offered for 
an undergraduate degree must be taken in the College. 
Of the courses offered for any undergraduate degree, at least six 
semester hours in advanced courses in the major subject must be com­
pleted in residence at the College. 
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. The Purpose of the Young Women's Christian Asso­
ciation is to unite the women of the institution in loyalty to Jesus Christ. 
lble training classes are conducted under the auspicies of the associa­
tion for the training of teachers for Sunday School work. Every after­
noon the Y. W. C. A. Reading-room is open for all girls. 
ANNUAL PRIZES 
Prizes will be awarded for excellence in scholarship and certain 
literary attainments. 
In 1931-1932 the Odd Fellows gave a sum of $5.00 to be applied as 
View'26 m What6Ver Manner directed by the Administration of Prairie 
The Committee on Prizes felt it advisable to substitute this prize 
for the prize formerly known as the O. P. DeWalt Medal which was 
OdT FellowseprizeenCe " Here&fter ** kn°Wn *S the 
allv ™,°ViMAS MEDAL-—The Hobart Thomas Medal is awarded annu-
wJ „ Wmer m the Girls' Declamation Contest. 
J awarded ^ }MEDAL;-The V" G- G°ree Medal with a value of $15 
selected bv C°mmencement to that student in the college 
ecutte ctbinetPU I lh6 StUd6nt b°dy and aPProved by the Ex-
lngthe year 68 greatest contribution to the college dur-
the rr™ PRIZE.-A prize of $10.00 to be known as 
he Phi Beta Sigma Prize will be awarded the student who as made the 
greatest contribution to Prairie View 8ete Pnim • ? the of three years Vlew bate c°Hege during a residence 
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Outline and Description of Courses of Study 
THE UNIT OF CREDIT 
The unit of credit at Prairie View State Normal and Industrial 
College is the semester hour. A semester hour represents one recitation 
or lecture hour, per week, for eighteen (18) weeks. Two laboratory, 
practice or demonstration hours represent the equivalent of one reci­
tation or lecture hour. 
The following illustrations offer a key to the figures in parenthesis 
following descriptive titles and numbers of courses: 
(A) EDUCATION 113 (3-0) 
"(3-0)" indicates that three lecture or recitation and no labora­
tory hours will be given weekly. 
(B) PHYSICAL EDUCATION 112 (0-4 
"(0-4)" indicates that four practice and no recitation or lecture 
hours will be given weekly. 
(C) CHEMISTRY 114 (2-4) 
"(2-4)" indicates that two lecture or recitation hours and four 
laboratory or practice hours are given weekly. 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
L. A. Potts, B. S., Director 
E. B. Evans, D. V. M. W. R. Harrison, M. S. 
C. H. Banks, B. S. G. L. Smith, B. S. 
S. H. Settler, B. S. J. M. Alexander, B. S. 
J. C. McAdams, B. S. 
DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTION 
This department offers a four-year course leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture. The entrance requirements for this 
course are the same as for the other divisions of the college. The work 
in this department centers around instruction and practice in animal 
husbandly, crops, soils, horticulture, rural engineering, rural economics, 
rural sociology, veterinary science, rural education, and extension ser­
vice. In addition to subjects purely agricultural, the student is given 
balanced instruction in professional and vocational subjects, and the 
sciences closely related to agriculture. (See requirements for admission) 
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENT 
One hundred and twenty-eight (128) semester hours of work must 
be completed as outlined in the course of study for the division, before 
a degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture is granted. 
SUMMER SESSION 
The courses in the Summer Session are offered to meet the needs 
of those who are engaged in teaching vocational agriculture or home 
economics. Special attention is given to methods of teaching vocational 
agriculture, terracing, farm shop work, veterinary science, and thorough 
training in technical agriculture subject matter. The courses offered 
are of a collegiate grade and can be applied toward the degree of Bach­
elor of Science in Agriculture. 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN AGRICULTURAL 
EDUCATION 
FRESHMAN 
First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. . 
English, 113 (3-0) 3 
Composition & Rhetoric 
Mathematics, 113 (3-0) 3 
Math. Analysis 
Chemistry, 114 (2-4) 4 
Inorganic Chemistry 
Animal Husb., 112 (1-2) 2 
Market Classes 
Veterinary Science, 112 (1-2) 2 
Anatomy & Physiology 
History, 112 (2-0) 2 
Constitution of U. S. & Tex. 
Infantry, 111 (i_2) i 
Second Semester ... Sem. 
Hrs. 
English, 123 (3-0) 3 
Composition & Rhet. 
Mathematics, 123 (3-0) 3 
Math, for Ag. Studn'ts 
Chemistry, 124 (2-4) 4 
Qualitative Analysis 
Animal Husb., 123 d-2) 2 
Feeds & Feeding 
Veterinary Sc. 123 (1-2) 2 
Anatomy & Physiol. 
Infantry, 121 (1-2) 1 
Military Training 
English, 213 (3_o) 
Public Speaking 
Animal Husb., 213 (2-2) 
Poultry Production 
Chemistry, 214 (2-4) 
Organic Chemistry 
Science, 214 (2-4) 
General Zoology 
English, 223 (3-0) 
Journalism 
Animal Husb., 223 (2-2) 
Poultry Diseases, Insects, 
their control 
Chemistry, 224 (2-4) 
Quantitative Analysis 
Science, 224 (2-4) 
Agricultural Botany 




















Agronomy, 313 (2-) 
Cotton, Corn & Small 
Grain. 
Science, 313 (2-2) 
Gen. Bacteriology 
Education, 313 (3-0) 
Classroom Management 
Animal Husb., 312 (1-2) 
Farm Dairying 
Animal Husb., 332 (1-2) 
Swine Production 
Rural Eng'riring., 312 (1-2) 
Farm Shop 
Infantry, 311 (1-2) 
Military Training 
Agronomy, 323 (2-2) 
Soil Fertility 
Science, 323 (2-2) 
Genetics 
Education, 323 (3-0) 
The study of Ru. Schools 
Animal Husb., 322 (1-2) 
Farm Dairying 
Animal Husb., 342 (1-2) 
Farm Meats 
Rural Eng., 322 (1-2) 
Farm Shop 
Infantry, 321 (1-2) 
Military Training 
SENIOR 
Education, 473 (3-0) 3 
Special Methods 
Rural Econ., 413 (3-0) 3 
Ru'l Org'n. & Problems 
Science, 412 (1-2 2 
Plant Physiology 
Science, 432 (1-2) 2 
Entomology 
Farm Man'gmt., 412 (2-0) 2 
Product of Crops 
and Animals 
Military Sc., 411 (1-2) 1 
Military Science 
(3-0) Rural Econ., 423 
M'k'ting. Ag. Products 
Science, 422 (1-2) 
Field control of Insects 
Science, 442 (1-2) 
Entomology 
Farm Man'gmt., 422 (2-0) 
Management of success­
ful Texas Farms 
Education, 493 (1-4) 
Observation & Prac­
tice Teaching 
Military Sc., 421 (1-2) 
Military Science 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE OF STUDY 
AGRf9N°Mr 3I3' 323—Cotton, Corn and Small Grain Production 
Kt-d.) Credit 3, each semester. 
A thorough study of these crops, including the growing, harvestin 
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marketing and uses. Second Semester—Soil Fertility: Formation of 
soils and the general principles of fertility, including the physical chem­
ical and bacteriological factors affecting crop production and plant 
nutrients, depletion, maintenance, and methods of perfecting a system 
of permanent agriculture. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 112, 123.—Types and Market Classes of Live­
stock—(1-2) Credit 2, each semester. 
Judging types carcasses, markets and market classification. Second 
semester Feeds and Feeding: Composition and digestibility of feed­
ing stuffs, physiology, preparation, feeding standards, and calculation 
of rations. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 213, 223.—Poultry—(2-2) Credit 3, each 
semester. 
Scope of the industry, breeds, feeding, housing, sanitation, culling, in-
aubation, brooding, marketing and caponizing. Second semester—Poul­
try Diseases, Parasites and Their Control: A study of efficient disinfec­
tion of incubator, effective method of cleaning brooder houses, handling 
of coecidiosis and bacillary white diarrhea infections. Considerable time 
is given as to how these diseases are recognized and controlled. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 312, 322.—Farm Dairying—(1-2) Credit 2 
each semester. 
Secretion, composition, testing and separation of milk; the farm manu­
facture of butter, ice cream and cheese. Second semester—Considera­
tion is given to the general management problem of large and small 
herds, beginning a dairy herd; feeding and flitting animals for show 
and sale. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 312, 322—Farm Dairying-(l-2) Credit 2, 
each semester. 
This course comprises a systematic study of the economical methods of 
growing swine for the market and home use. The work includes practice 
in feeding, management and housing of swine. Second semester: Farm 
Meats: Killing, cutting and curing of farm meats. 
HORTICULTURE 212, 222.—Fruit Growing—(1-2) Credit 2, each 
semester. 
A study of the principles of fruit growing with special reference to 
exas conditions; including location, varieties, soils, fertilizers; plant­
ing andcultural methods; pruning, spraying, harvesting and storing. 
econd semester—Vegetable Growing: A study of the principles of suc­
cessful vegetable gardening in the South with special reference to home 
gardening and canning. 
EDUCATION 493.—Observation and Practice Teaching in Agriculture 
—(1-4) Credit 3. I or II. 
The student participates in conducting class exercises and the control of 
fie classroom at first as an observer, but gradually entering into teach-
fin r®sp°nsi ' 1*les until he takes complete charge. This work is con­
fined to teaching high school students. 
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RURAL ECONOMICS 421, 422.—Farm Management—(2-0) Credit 2, 
each semester. 
A study of farm planning; choosing a farm; farm labor and equipment; 
farm tentantry; cropping and feeding system and production costs. 
Second semester: Special emphasis placed on Management of Texas 
farms. 
EDUCATION 473.—Special Methods in Agriculture—-(3-0)—Credit 3. 
I or II. 
Courses of study; lesson plans; equipment, reference books, yearly, out­
lines and surveys are some of the subjects considered in this course. At 
least two weeks of second semester will be devoted to extension methods. 
RURAL ECONOMICS 413.—Organization and Problems—(3-0) Credit 
3, 
Forces and factors in rural progress; the development and adaptation 
of rural institutions and organizations. 
RURAL ECONOMICS 423.—Marketing—(3-0) Credit 3. 
Principles underlying the successful agencies, legal rights and obliga­
tions arising out of marketing transactions, the middle man, special 
marketing problems and the present marketing system. 
SCIENCE 412.—Plant Physiology—(1-2) Credit 2. 
Principles of absorption, conduction, transpiration, photosynthesis, res­
piration, growth, movement and reproduction. 
SCIENCE 422.—Plant Pathology—(1-2) Credit 2. 
Discussion of the nature, cause, and control of diseases of field and 
orchard. 
SCIENCE 432.—Economic Entomology—(1-2) Credit 2. 
A study of the life histories and methods of control of the chief eco­
nomic species of insects. 
SCIENCE 442.—Entomology—(1-2) Credit 2. 
Field control of insects on the college and community farms. 
SCIENCE 323.—Genetics—(2-2) Credit 3. 
See Division of Arts and Sciences. (Biology 404). 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 112, 122.—Anatomy and Physiology—(1-2) 
Credit 2, each semester. 
A study of the anatomical and physiological structure, the digestive 
respiratory and genito-urinary organs of the horse, ox, sheep, pig and 
chicken; the more common diseases of farm animals and their preven­
tion. 
The Division of Agriculture has all necessary modern equipment 
for instruction in the following subjects: 
1. ANIMAL HUSBANDRY—Livestock, Poultry, Dairying. 
2. CROPS AND SOILS—Field Crops, Soils, Horticulture. 
3. VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE—Farm Shop, The School Farm 
4. VETERINARY SCIENCE 
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DIVISION OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
The Division of Arts and Sciences has for its objective the pro­
vision of the means to a liberal education. The Division offers a wide 
variety of courses in Biology, Chemistry, Economics, English, History, 
Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Sociology 
and Foreign Languages. 
The first two years' work affords the student an opportunity to 
survey some of the general fields of the natural and social sciences, 
language and literature, and to perfect the tools required in more ad­
vanced studies. It aims to lay a substantial foundation upon which the 
student may build his professional training, particularly in Law, Medi­
cine, and Dentistry, or proceed to the more intensive work which a lib­
eral education implies. During the last two years of college work, a 
considerable degree of concentration in a major field is required, though 
ample opportunity is given for cultivating related interests or pursuing 
studies which do not fail within the field of the student's major. 
Bachelor of Arts 
The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred upon all candidates who 
satisfy all the general requirements for graduation and satisfactorily 
. complete the major work in English, the Social Sciences or Music. 
Bachelor of Science 
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred upon candidates 
who satisfy all the general requirements for graduation and satisfac­
torily complete the major work in the Natural Sciences, Mathematics, 
or Physical Education. 
Bachelor of Science in Education 
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Education is a technical de­
gree conferred on candidates who satisfy all the general requirements 
for graduation and complete the major work in Education or Physical 
Education. 
Distribution of Work for the Bachelor's Degree 
Of the one hundred and twenty-eight semester hours, eighty are 
prescribed and forty-eight are semi-elective. The prescriptions are dis­
tributed among the following departments: 
A. Departmental Requirements 
a. English 12 semester hours 
*b. Education. 
c. Social Sciences (including History 6 semester hours 
d. One Foreign Language 12 semester hours 
e. Science or Mathematics 12 semester hours 
*See state requirements for certificates, page 21. 
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f. Physical Education or Military Science 8 semester hours 
g. Mathematics 6 semester hours 
NOTE.—Some work in industrial arts is required in excess of the 
requirements for the degree or certificate. 
Music 
Major Subject ...40 semester hours 
English 12 semester hours 
Education 24 semester hours 
Foreign Language 12 semester hours 
Social Science 6 semester hours 
Other musical courses 16 semester hours 
Electives 10 semester hours 
Physical Education or Military Science 8 semester hours 
All other requirements for graduation and scholastic standing are 
the same as stated in the catalog for other courses. 
B. Major and Minor Requirements 
After the Sophomore year every student with the advice of the di­
rector and department head selects for his field of concentration or 
specialization one of the major departments of the school. A "major" 
at the present time is restricted to the fields of English, Education, 
Sociology, Economics, Chemistry, Biological Sciences, Mathematics, 
Music and Physical Education, and consists of not less than eighteen 
semester hours and not more than thirty above the sophomore year. 
The student must select for his "minor" a subject or field allied to his 
"major ' and complete therein at least twelve semester hours above the 
sophomore year. 
Selection of Courses 
First and second-year students in the Division of Arts and Sciences, 
whether candidates for degrees or not, are required, unless specially 
excused by the Registrar before registration, or by the Director of the 
Division of Arts and Sciences after registration, to take the work laid 
down for regular freshmen and sophomores. See the section of the 
Catalogue on "Requirements for Degrees." None of the requirements 
so laid down may be abrogated, and a postponement of any may be 
secured only for cogent reason on petition to the Registrar before regis­
tration, to the Director of the Division of Arts and Sciences after 
registration. 
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Education, 113 (3-0) 3 
Intro, to Ed. and Tch. 
Foreign Lang., 113 (3-0) 3 
El. Fr., Span, or Germ. 
*Physical Ed., Ill (0-2) 1 
Freshman Practice 
Military Sc., Ill (1-2) 1 
Infantry 
Mathematics, 113 (3-0) 3 
College Algebra 
**History, 113 (3-0) 3 
Early & Late Mod. Eur. His. 
**Science, 114 (2-4) 4 
Inorg. Chem. or Biology 
*For women students only. 




3 English, 123 
Composition 
Education, 123 (3-0) 
Prin. of El. Sch. Subj'ts. 
Foreign Lang., 123 (3-0) 
El. Fr., Span, or Germ. 
*Physical Ed., 121 (0-2) 
Freshman Practice 





Early & Late Mod. Eur. His. 
**Science, 124 (2-4) 4 




(3-0) 3 English (Elec.) (3-0) 3 
(3-0) 3 Education (Elec.) (3-0) 3 
(3-0) 3 Foreign Language (3-0) 3 
Fr., Sp., or Germ. 
(0-2 1 Physical Ed., 221 (0-2) 1 
Sophomore Practice 






Fr., Span., or Germ. 
Physical Ed., 211 
Sophomore Practice 
"Electives 
'Two electives from followin 
Mathematics, and Philosophy. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR 
Military Science 311, 321, 411, 421 4 Sem. Hrs. 
Advanced Infantry 
Major Subject jg Sem. Hrs. 
Minor Subject 12 Sem. Hrs. 
Electives 30 gem Hrs_ 
Majois or Minors may be completed in the following departments: 
English, Education, Music, Social Science, Chemistry, Zoology, Physical 
Education (for women), Foreign Language. 
group: Natural Science, History, 
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Matilda E. Morris, Acting- Head 
The department aims to train efficient and accurate clerks, stenog­
raphers and secretaries. Two years of special training in shorthand 
and typing together with English are required to complete the work 
leading to the Commercial certificate. A fee of one dollar ($1.00) per 
month is charged all students in the department for the use of type­
writers. 
Description of Courses 
COMMERCE 113, 123.—Shorthand. (0-6) Credit 3 each semester. 
A study of the fundamental principles; practice for speed. Speed at 
end of course is seventy-five words a minute. 
COMMERCE 133, 143.—Typewriting. (0-6) Credit 3 each semester. 
Makes use of the Touch System and emphasizes speed and accuracy. 
Speed at end of course is fifty-five words a minute. 
COMMERCE 213, 223.-—Advanced Shorthand. (0-6) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
COMMERCE 233, 243.—Advanced Typewriting. (0-6) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
Exercise in mimeographing, tabulation, graphing and billing. Speed 
at end of course is eighty words a minute. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
W. A. Perry, A. B., Head 
Susie E. Pinckney, A. B. Gladys E. Thompson, M. A. 
Thomye Collins, B. S. in Ed. Virginia R. McDonald, A. B. 
P. E. Bledsoe, B. S., Ph. B. J, Adelaide Walker, A. B. 
Edwvna H. Randals, M. A. in Ed. Henrietta Brogwell, A. B. 
George W. Reeves, M. A. 
The aim of this department is primarily to train teachers for the 
public schools of the state. Differential curricula designed to meet the 
fundamental needs of kindergarten-primary, elementary, and high school 
teachers are offered. Courses for principals and teachers in service are 
given in the summer session. 
For Kindergarten-Primary and Elementary Teachers 
EDUCATION 113.—Introduction to Education and to Teaching (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
An introductory course to the study of education setting forth certain 
principles of teaching. Required of all Freshmen. 
EDUCATION 123.—Principles of Elementary School Subjects. (3-0) 
EDUCATION 213.—Materials and Methods of the Kindergarten-Pri­
mary Grades. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
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Some materials used in the education of young children. Sand, clay, and 
cardboard are used together with materials for sewing and weaving. 
EDUCATION 223.—Kindergarten Plays and Games. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
To develop an appreciation for the value of play by the teaching of 
plays and games suitable fo young children. 
EDUCATION 233.—Elementary School Methods. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Methods and procedures foi' the teaching of the intermediate and gram­
mar grades. 
EDUCATION 253.—Practice Teaching in the Kindergarten-Primary 
Grades. (1-5) Credit 3. I or II. 
Required of all students enrolled in the kindergarten-primary course. 
Teaching will be done under the supervision of a critic teacher. 
EDUCATION 203.—Observation and Practice Teaching in Elementary 
Grades. (1-5) Credit 3. I or II. 
All observation and teaching done under supervision of critic teacher. 
Prerequisite: Education 123. 
EDUCATION 313.—Classroom Management. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
A course dealing with the problems of classroom organization and con­
trol. Prerequisite: Education 123. 
EDUCATION 343.—Child Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
EDUCATION 373.—Rural School Methods. (3-0) Credit 3 I or II. 
A course in methods, types, technique, and interpretation of rural 
schools. 
For High School Teachers 
EDUCATION 263.—Vocational Education. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
EDUCATION 283.—Educational Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Education 293.—Principles of Secondary Education. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
The social phases of secondary education together with principles and 
practices involved in curricula and administration of secondary schools. 
EDUCATION 333.—Modern Methods in Secondary Education. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
Methods of teaching the high school subjects, and study of selection and 
organization of subject matter, etc. 
EDUCATION 353.—Adolescent Psychology. (3-0). Credit 3. I. 
The psychological development of the adolescent boy and girl. Prere­
quisite: Education 273 or its equivalent. 
EDUCATION 363.—Home Economics Education. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Preparation for the student teaching and practicing in planning of 
courses, lessons, and the observation of model lessons. 
EDUCATION 383.—Methods of Teaching in Industrial Education. (3-0) 
Credit 3. II. 
Most effective organization of equipment, and economic ways of secur­
ing materials as teaching aids, program planning, discipline, reports 
and records. 
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EDUCATION 393.—Principles of Industrial Education. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of aims, development, and organization of industrial education 
in the nation and state. 
EDUCATION 303.—Observation and Practice Teaching in High School. 
(1-5) Credit 3. I or II. 
Observation and practice teaching in high school under supervision of 
a critic teacher. 
EDUCATION 401.—Home Economics Problems. (1-0) Credit 1. I or II 
EDUCATION 473.—Special Methods in Agriculture. Credit 3. 
(See Division of Agriculture for description.) 
EDUCATION 483.—Practice Teaching in Mechanic Arts. (1-5) Credit 
3. II. 
Observation and practice teaching under supervision. 
EDUCATION 403.—Teaching Home Economics Subjects. (3-0) Credit 
3. I. or II. 
One semester of actual teaching in high school classes under supervision. 
EDUCATION 493.—Observation and Practice Teaching in Agriculture. 
Credit 3. 
(See Division of Agriculture for description.) 
General Education 
EDUCATION 243.—History of Education. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
The historical development of the elementary school in the United States. 
EDUCATION 323.—Rural Sociology. Credit 3. 
(See Division of Agriculture for description.) 
EDUCATION 413, 423.—Elementary Research. (3-3) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
For students majoring in Education. 
EDUCATION 433.—Elementary Statistics. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
An introduction to the study of statistics and their use. 
EDUCATION 443.—Tests and Measurements. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
The place of tests and measurements in education; selection and con­
struction of the most commonly used tests and measurements. Prere­
quisite: Education 433. 
EDUCATION 453.—Vocational Education (Smith-Hughes Act). (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
Effective training, method of training, training on the job, trade analy­
sis. Special attention is gven to the provsions of the Smith-Hughes Act. 
EDUCATION 463.—Mental Adjustments. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A study of personality as an intergrated force. The psychology of the 
unadjusted school child. Prerequisite: Education 353 or its equivalent. 
Psychology 
PSYCHOLOGY 203.—General Principles of Psychology. (3-0) Credit 
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General principles with particular emphasis on the laws of learning. 
PSYCHOLOGY 233.-Social Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. . 
(See department of Sociology.) Credit 3. IL 
PSYCHOLOGY 283.—Educational Psychology. ( 
(See Education 283.) ... „ TT 
PSYCHOLOGY 343,-Child Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. . 
(See Education 343.) rwHit 3 I 
PSYCHOLOGY 353.—Adolescent Psychology. (3- ) _ 
PSYCHOLOGY 463.—Mental Adjustments. (3-0) ie i 
(See Education 463.) 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
Earl L. Sasser, A. M., Head 
William H. Houston, A. M. Julia A- Greene B ^ 
Ruth I. Clark, A. B. ^t LIi B S 
A. B. Moore, A. B. Anna \ CamPbe11' 
J. Mercer Johnson, A. B. 
Course of Study 
The course of study in this department is designed 
dent intelligent command of the English language and literature, b 
as regards theory and practice. satisfied before the 
Freshman English requirements must all be satished 
student passes on to any of the work of the ^ 
For those students, who, by some form of test -tttog 
the term or after trial, are found not to be sufficiently prepa ed to d 
the regular work of freshman English, English 100 is provided, 
credit toward the degree is given f,or this; work. Any an.e n ,n man 
partment, whose work in composition falls below that 
quality, may be required to do credfiable work m ng rcquired 
For a major in English, at least 18 hours 
abovl the sophomore year. Of this work the following courses are re­
quired: 313 or 323; 333 or 343; 413 or 423; 353; 363. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN ENGLISH 
Courses for Freshmen 
— — *— 
a degree. 
FNCLISH 113 Composition. (3-0) Credit 3 each semes er. 
S o? grammar and English essentials. Study of models of various 
types of composition. Emphasis upon written composition. 
FTMOT TSH 123 —Public Speaking. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Introduction to Public Speaking, Debate and Parliamentary procedure. 
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Emphasis upon practical work of speech construction, organization and 
delivery. Offered each term. Prerequisite: English 113. 
Courses for Sophomores 
ENGLISH 213.—The Study of Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of the Standards of literature with a view to the formation of a 
basis for literary likes and dislikes. Readings from standard classics. 
For Sophomores in Arts and Sciences. Second term only Prerequisite: 
113, 123. 
ENGLISH 233.—Journalism. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Iheory and practice in different forms of modern Journalism. Empha­
sis upon practical work. For Sophomores in the Vocational divisions. 
Prerequisite: English 113, 123. 
ENGLISH 223.—Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Study of literature by types. For all Sophomores. Second term. Pre­
requisite: English 113, 123, 213, or 233. 
ENGLISH 253.—Usage. (3-0) Credit 3. (For repeaters of Sopho­
more English.) I. 
Composition and mechanics. Offered each term. 
Courses for Upperclassmen 
Prerequisite to all upperclassmen courses: Creditable completion 
of Freshman and Sophomore requirements. 
ENGLISH 313.—The Drama. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Brief study of origin and developments through representative types 
from the Greek to contemporary. 
ENGLISH 333.—Public Discussion and Debate. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Advanced public speaking with chief emphasis upon argumentation and 
debate, briefing, and practical presentation. (Not offered 1932-33) 
ENGLISH 353.—The English Language. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of essential features in the growth and development of the 
language. 
ENGLISH 323.—Shakespeare. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Brief introduction to Shakespearean drama, the character and conditions 
of the age. Major emphasis upon study of representative plays. (Not 
offered 1932-33.) 
ENGLISH 343.—Creative Writing. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Advanced composition. Study of general principles of writing and ques­
tions of English Usage. Writing of essays and articles of advanced 
nature. 
ENGLISH 363.—American Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A survey course. Study of historical influences and literary tendencies 
through representative selections from chief American writers. 
ENGLISH 413, 423.—Nineteenth Century Literature. (3-0) Credit 3 
each semester. 
Study of the works of the leading English poets and great prose writers, 
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in relation to the general character and temper of the period. Prose, 
first terrn^ Poetry, Second term. (Only second term course, 403 poetry 
offered 1932-33.) 
FNET TSH 433 Short Story Writing. (3-0) Credit o. . 
Study of theory and technique of short story writing. Pra^ca! work 
in sketches and short stories. Open only upon recommendation 
structor in charge. (Not offered 1932-33) 
ENGLISH 453.—Dramatic Production. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Principles of dramatic interpretation and characterization. TFeo 
technique of stage craft with particular reference to play production. 
ENGLISH 473.—Romantic Poetry. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Intensive study of the poetry of Byron, Shelly, Keats and Wordswoith. 
ENGLISH 443.—The Novel. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Study of the relation between literature and social and economic 
tion as revealed in outstanding examples in the field of nove . 
seniors and advanced students. 
ENGLISH 463.—Early Essayists. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Intensive study of the works of Coleridge, Lamb, Hazlitt, Landor, De 
Quincy. (Not offered 1932-33). 
PNGTJSH 513.—Negro Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of the Negro in contemporary literature. Special attention to 
Z4 by nJ™,. Open only to nbo.nced etndent. upon'p™»-
sion of instructor in charge. A graduate major. (Not offered 193 
THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH.—See Education 333. 
Study of aims, selection and organization of materials, prcparaion 
lesson plans, and use of effective methods of teaching English, especial­
ly in the Secondary School. 
DEPARTMENT OF EXTENSION CENTERS 
Extension Committee: 
J. B. Cade L- A- Potts 
C. W. Lewis F- A- Jackson 
Entrance requirements and standard of work are the same as for 
resident classes. Schools are established only in those places where 
there is a certainty that a high grade of work will be done. During t e 
present year centers are being operated in Houston, Galveston, Beau­
mont, and Nacogdoches. 
Teaching Staff 
Beaumont-Houston—E. S. Richards, A. B., A. M. 
Galveston—K. C. Stewart, B. S. 
Nacogdoches—T. R. Griffith, A. .B, A. M. 
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DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
Charles E. Carpenter, M. L., Head 
E. J. Mosby, A. B. Gertrude Turner, B. S. 
Foreign Language courses are dependent courses which may be con­
tinued through two semesters. 
FRENCH 113, 123.—Elementary French. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
The linguistic foundation of French including the mastery of the pe­
culiar French phonetics. Idiomatic usage and verb drill will be empha­
sized. An additional text (Pour Charmer Nos Enfants—Capus) is used 
during the second semester to enliven conversation and drill in memory 
work. 
FRENCH 213, 223.—Conversation and Readings. (3-0) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
Conversational French and special idiomatic and verb drill. The read­
ing matter is simple and based on habits of everyday life. Prerequisite: 
French 123. 
FRENCH 313, 323.—French Literature. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
A general survey of the French literature up to the present time. Illus­
trative excerpts will be read in class introducing many of the literary 
masters. Lectures on the historic background of French literature. Con­
ducted in French. Reference work and reports included. Prerequisite: 
All courses through 223 or the equivalent. 
German 
GERMAN 113, 123.—Elementary German. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
Fundamentals of the G'erman language with supplementary reader dur­
ing the second semester. 
GERMAN 213, 223.—Conversation and Reading. (3-0) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
Reading of idiomatic German supplemented with grammatical drill on 
composition and idiomatic usage. Special emphasis is placed on conver­
sation during the second semester. Prerequisite: German 123 or equiv­
alent. 
Spanish 
SPANISH 113, 123.—Elementary Spanish. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
Mastery of the principles of pronuncation of the Spanish language. Dur­
ing the second semester special emphasis is placed on the review of 
grammatical principles previously learned; much use is made of exer­
cise drills as outlined in the grammar; and conversation is stressed. 
SPANISH 213, 223.—Advanced Grammar and Readings. (3-0) Credit 
3 each semester. 
Mastery of the conjugation of the twelve cases of orthographic-chang-
mg verbs, the five classes of classable. irregular verbs, a continuation 
the study of idiomatic usage, memorization, conversation, and prac-
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mature During the second semester special drill 
tice in reading as literatui . *=> , pxnressions governing 
Ser^tJgtk speaSng.^Prerequisite: Spanish 123 or the equiva­
lent. 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
A. W. Randall, A. M., Head 
„ , u a S. B. Taylor, B. S. 
Mrs. E. J. Rucker, B. S. 
S T — N O  
credit toward graduation. 
MATHEMATICS «« theory of C*:s: rrs—:. «*. ** 
bra, 1 unit geometry. 
srst™-tr̂ zrSheS w 
Analysis. (3,. • 
FrsstaLTaSatic, eovoriM e.lUg. alg.bd trigonometry, and solid 
geometry. Prerequisite: same as for Mathematics • 
MATHEMATICS 213,-Analytic Geometry. (3-0) Cre^3. . 
The point, the straight line, transformation of co-ordvnates th 
and exponential functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 113 123. 
MATHEMATICS 223.-Differential Calculus. (3-0) re tQ 
Development and application of various orm 
practical problems. Prerequisite: Mathematics 213. 
MATHEMATICS 313.—Integral Calculus. (3-0) Credit . • 
fnt jab their application to special problems; introduction to differ­
ential equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 223. Credit 
MATHEMATICS 413.—Teachers' Course in Mathematics. 
A course'for those planning to teach high school mathematics. 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE 
Captain Edward L. Dabney, Infantry, Res. U. S. Army 
Professor of Military Science and Tactics 
O. Anderson Fuller, Jr. 
Band Director 
The United States government has direct control over 
training given at this school which is in accordance with_ Sectior^5 , 
National Defence Act of 1920. Over 200 U. S. rifles, calibre 30, model 
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1917, belts and several U. S. rifles for gallery practice with necessary 
ammunition for training purposes are provided by the U. S. government 
for the training of the Cadet Corps. 
The object of Military Training at this college is to inculcate habits 
and ideals that are required in every-day life, namely: respect for con­
stituted authority, obedience, team work, punctuality, alertness, and 
precision. These qualities are developed by drills, exercises, strict at­
tention and insistence upon details, supplemented by a system of dis­
cipline designed to teach the importance of doing things correctly. The 
Cadet is required to perform duties that demand thought, initiative, 
responsibility, and self control. 
Dseciption of Courses 
MILITARY SCIENCE 111, 121.-—Infantry. (1-2) Credit 1 each semester 
(a) Theoretical: National Defence Act, military courtesy and descip-
line, Infantry, hygiene and sanitation, (b) Practical: Infantry drill, 
physical training. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 211,221.—Infantry. (1-2) Credit 1 each semester 
(a) Theoretical: Musketry automatic rifle, (b) Practical: Command 
and leadership as corporals musketry,automatic rifle. Prerequisite: Mili­
tary Science 111, 121. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 311, 321.—Advanced Infantry. (1-2) Credit 1 
each semester. 
(a) Theoretical: Machine guns, topography, (b) Practical: Command 
sergeants, machine gunnery, topography, machine guns and combat prin­
ciples. Prerequisite: Military Science 211, 221. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 411, 421.—Advanced Infantry. (1-2) Credit 1 
each semester. 
(a) Theoretical: Combat principles; military history, (b) Practical: 
Command and leadership as officers and instructors; combat principles. 
Prerequisite: Military Science 311, 321. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
O. Anderson Fuller, Jr., B. A., Head 
Leah M. Minor, Piano Mabel K. Bullock, Voice 
Aim: The aim of the department of music is to develop a general 
appreciation for the best in music among the entire student body and to 
train students as performers and teachers of music. 
Maj°rs are offered in piano, Voice, and Public School Music. 
ing subjecr01'1^ " ^ f°r a"d COmplete the follow" 
selecIteHPfr^man 3nd S°pho,more years: Twelve semester hours of music 
selected from courses numbered 113 through 263, and four semester 
hours of appreciation and recitals. semester 
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In Junior and Senior years: Music 392, 302, 313, 323 333, thirty-
eight semester hours of music selected from 333 through 448. 
Description of Courses 
MUSIC 113, 123.—Elementary Drill in Piano. (lJ/2-4) Credit 3 each 
^PlYlPSlGr t 
Bach's Little'Preludes and Fugues; Bach's Inventions, Cramer, Jensen. 
MUSIC 133, 143.—Fundamentals in Voice. (lJ/2-4) Credit 3 each 
Development of flexibility, true color and phrasing, application of the 
same in songs chosen from the best moderate song literature. 
MUSIC 153, 163.—Elementary Harmony. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
A study of scales, intervals and chords. 
MUSIC 213, 223.—Intermediate Piano. (1 J/2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Acontinuation of scales and Arpeggio studies with increased rapidi y 
and variety. Czerny Op. 31, No. 2, Concertos, Special public recitals. 
MUSIC 233, 243.—Vocal Technique. (lJ^-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
A study of scales and Arpeggi in all forms; vocal embellishments, songs 
in one foreign language. Vocalises Lamperti, Bordese, concone, etc. 
Ensemble numbers. 
MUSIC 313, 323.—Instrument Music Education. (3-0) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
Instruction in orchestration and training for school orchestras and 
bands; practice in tsudying instruments. 
MUSIC 318, 328.—Arvanced Drills in Piano. (1J/2-4) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
A study of material of the grade of difficulty of Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 
31, No. 2, Concertos. Special appearance in public recitals. 
MUSIC 333, 343.—Advanced Harmony. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
A continuation of scales, intervals and chords. 
MUSIC 338, 348.—Advanced Voice Technique. (1J/2-4) Credit 8 each 
semester. 
Further drill in vocal technique. Ensemble singing from standard ope­
ras, oratorios, and cantatas, studies in expression and tone color; song 
recitatives and airs in at least two foreign languages. Solo classes and 
public recitals. 
MUSIC 353, 363.—Public School Music. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
Music for children with Victrola. Toy orchestras; projects; appreciation. 
MUSIC 373, 383.—Principles and Methods of Music Education. (3-0) 
Credit 3 each semester. 
Problems in the philosophy and psychology of music training; of the 
music supervisor; the administration of Junior and Senior High School 
Music and values of tests and measurements are emphasized. 
MUSIC 392, 302.—Music History. (2-0) Credit 2 each semester. 
General course in Music History, studying ancient and primitive music; 
the historical bases of musical works and their composers. 
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MUSIC 418, 428.—Advanced Piano. (1 J/J-14) Credit 8 each semester. 
Repertory study, exhibitions of a sufficient mastery of scales, arpeggios, 
chords, octaves and double notes, ensemble sight reading and accompa­
nying. Senior recital. 
MUSIC 438, 448.—Vocal Interpretation. (1J/J-14) Credit 8 each semester 
A study of repertoire building. Knowledge of proper interpretation of 
songs of classic and modern vocal literature. Senior recital. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 
Marjorie A. Johnson, A. B., Head 
*Georgia P. Offutt, B. S. 
Physical Education is required of all students two hours per week 
throughout the freshman and sophomore years. All students are re­
quired to wear regulation uniforms in Physical Education classes. The 
uniform consists of a blue one-piece suit, black cotton hose, and white 
keds. Entering Freshman girls are required to place their order for 
this uniform with their instructor in Physical Education. The approxi­
mate cost of this outfit is §3.25. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 111, 121.—Freshman Practice. (0-2) Credit 
1 each semester. 
Elementary work in tactics, gymnasium games, tumbling and pyramids, 
posture grading, and training; simple folk, natural, clog, and tap danc­
ing; physical efficiency and motor ability tests; contests, stunts, self-
testing activities/developmental exercise, Danish gymnastics. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 211, 221.—Sophomore Practice. (0-2) Credit 
1 each semester. 
Continuation of course 111, 121. The work done during this year is of 
an intermediate nature. 
Major Course in Physical Education 
Students majoring in Physical Education are required to register 
for, and complete the following courses: 
Freshman and Sophomore yearS: Physical Education 111, 121, 211, 
221, Hygiene and Sanitation (Nursing Education, 122) and Biology 
313, 323. 
Junior year: Physical Education 311, 321, 312, 323, 343, and Nurse 
Education, 413. 
Senior year: Physical Education, 411, 421, 412, 422, 413, 423, 432, 
442, 462. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 311, 321.—Junior Practice. (0-2) Credit 
1 each semester. 
A continuation of the work in course 211, 221. This is an advanced 
course emphasizing the more difficult exercises, formations, tests, and 
*Part of the year. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 312.—Organization and Administration of 
Play. (2-0) Credit 2 each semester. 
A brief historical view of the growth of the play movement from the 
standpoint of child development, school administration, and the wider 
organization of community activities. A study of daily programs, sea­
sonal programs, exhibitions, festivals, fetes, club work, tournaments, 
contests, leagues; and the conduct of adult activities. Required of all 
students majoring in Physical Education, and open to others at the 
discretion of the instructor. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 323.—Principles of Physical Education. (3-0) 
Credit 3 each semester. 
A course which deals with the problems of organization, management 
and supervision of physical education programs. A study of objectives, 
principles and policies. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 343.—Physical Education Methods. (3-0) 
Credit 3 each semester. 
Subject matter and methods in teaching physical education in element­
ary schools. Open only to students majoring in Physical Education. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 411, 421.—Senior Practice. (0-2) Credit 
1 each semester. 
This course is a practice survey with additional work. Emphasis is here 
placed on analysis of activities and exercise, nomenclature, judging and 
criticizing. More attention is given to form, agility, ease and proper 
execution. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 412, 422.—Observation and Directed Teach­
ing. (0-4) Credit 2 each semester. 
Principles and practice in teaching and supervision. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 413.—Mechanical Analysis of Developmental 
Skills. (1-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Theory and practice. Instruction in the kinesiological analysis and prac­
tice in the actual working out of the motor problems involved in the 
wide variety of developmental activities. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 423.—Methods in Athletics. (3-0) Credit 
3 each semester. 
Theory and practice of teaching athletic sports for girls and women. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 432, 442.—Advanced Dancing. (1-2) Credit 
2 each semester. 
The more difficult movements in all types of dancing. Much time is de­
voted to interpretation. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 462.—History of Physical Education. (2-0) 
Credit 2 each semester. 
History and development of the play movement, the sports, and physi­
cal education in general. Emphasis is placed on the contributions made 
to physical education rather than on the historical sequence of events. 
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NATURAL SCIENCE AND PRE-MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 
*R. Patterson Perry, M. S., Chairman of Natural Science Group and 
Head of the Department of Chemistry. 
M. J. Lucas, B. S., Acting Chairman 
Harvey G. Dickerson, M. S., Head of the Department of Biology 
William L. Donley, M. S. 
E. B. Evans, D. V. M. 
D. R. Turner, B. S. 
Maurice Jones, B. S., Acting Head of the Department of Physics. 
Hamilton J. Brown, A. B. 
*Walter M. Booker, A. B. 
E. E. Byais, B. S. 
The group embraces Bacteriology, Biology, Chemistry, Physics and 
Zoology. The group aims to present both the practical and theoretical 
rules of the subjects olfered. The courses spread over a wide range to 
the end that students may find adequate opportunity to prepare for the 
fulfillment of the varying purposes and interests of life. The group 
makes a special effort to satisfy the needs of students who specialize in 
Agriculture, Mechanics, or Home Economics. 
Students desiring to satisfy requirements for the pre-medical or 
pre-dental course should complete the following courses: Biology, 114, 
124; Chemistry, 114, 124, 214, 224; English, 113, 123, 213; Foreign 
Language (French or German), 113, 123; Physics, 215, 225. Enough 
work in other fields must be presented to make the total of credit equal 
or exceed 64 semester hours before completion of the pre-medical or 
pre-dental course may be certified. 
Biological Sciences 
At present only a major in Zoology is offered. In addition to the 
departmental requirements (see p. —), the student must satisfy cer­
tain requirements of the Departments of the Group of Natural Science. 
Science. 
A total number of not less than 18 hours are to be taken above the 
Sophomore year in zoological courses. The following subjects are re­
quired: Physics 214, 224; Physiology, 313, 323; Biochemistry, 404; Ge­
netics, 404. 
The student is advised to confer with the Director of the Division 
or the Head of the department at all times. 
BIOLOGY 114.—(2-4) Credit 4. I. 
An introduction to the entire field of animal life. 
BIOLOGY 124.—General Botany. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A general survey of the plant kingdom, gross morphology of the seed 
plants, cells, tissues, the lower plants, including algae, fungi and mosses. 
*On leave 1931-1932. 
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BIOLOGY 214, 224.—Systematic Botany. (2-4) Credit 4. . 
Historical survey of various systems of classifications or pnncip e 
groups by means of representatives. Prerequisite: Biology 124. 
BIOLOGY 234.—General Zoology. (2-4) (For Agricultural Students) 
Credit 4. I. . , 
A general survey of the animal kingdom with special emphasis on the 
anatomy habits and physiology of domestic animals. Prerequisite: Vet­
erinary Science or Biology 114. 
BIOLOGY 244.—Agricultural Botany. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
The structure and function of the seed plants are studied in detail. The 
botanical phases of the common farm plants are emphasized with special 
stress on the corn and cotton plants. 
BIOLOG'Y 254.—Invertebrate Zoology. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
An advanced course in zoology dealing with the Protozoa, Porifera, ' o-
elenterata, Eehinodermata, Annelida, and Mollusca. The life from the 
ponds about Prairie View is observed and studied. Prerequisite: Biology 
114. 
BIOLOGY 264.—Invertebrate Zoology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A continuation of 254. Prerequisite: 254. 
BIOLOGY 313, 323.—Physiology. (2-2) Credit 3 each semester. 
This is a general course covering the fundamental facts and principles 
of physiology. The physiology of food digestion, absorption, blood circu­
lation and excretion of wastes are considered in detail. 
BIOLOGY 314, 324.—Bacteriology. (2-4) Credit 4 each semester. 
Astudy of the cultural characteristics of various organisms and the 
technique of stains and the bacteriology of foods. Prerequisite: Chem­
istry 244 or 264. 
BIOLOGY 315.—Plant Physiology. (3-4) Credit 5. I. 
The physiological features, absorption, conduction, transpiration, photo­
synthesis, respiration, growth, movement, and reproduction are stressed. 
BIOLOGY 325.—Plant Pathology. (3-4) Credit 5. II. 
Diseases common to the farm orchard and garden. Seed treatments are 
illustrated in addition to spraying and sanitation. Designed to follow 
the course in Plant Physiology. 
BIOLOGY 334, 344.—Vertebrate Zoology. (2-4) Credit 4 each semester. 
An advanced course dealing with the Phylum Chordata. The life his­
tories. Advanced work on the structure and relation of types. Prere­
quisite: Biology 264. 
BIOLOGY 402.—Laboratory Management. (1-2) Credit 2. I or II. 
This course is devised for students majoring in Biology or preparing to 
teach biological subjects. Prerequisite: Biology 344 or Biology 224. 
BIOLOGY 413.—Embryology. (2-2) Credit 3. I. 
A general introductory course. The development of the chick will be the 
type of specimen used. Maturation, fertilization, cleavage and differ-
Bi-
S 2-
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olog-y 244 or 264 6 mP°' ̂ ant topics discussed. Prerequisite 
BIOLOG1 433—General Entomology. (2-2) Credit 3 r 
-« 
BIOLOGY BM« 2« -
Methods of nresew;™ ' gy" (2"2) Credit 3. II. 
mens are considered. Taxidermy'nfeTh d and Staining blological speci-
Prerequisite: Biology 344 are Used and demonstrated. 
?Sture\oui7te the6?'/ GenetiCS" (4"°> Credit 4. I or II. 
Plications to modern <L7 princiPles of evolution and their ap-
Biology 323. mental evolution and eugenics. Prerequisite r 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
Chemistry 
to register for^nd^ompLt0tSfolTaj°r Chemistry are required 
sophomore years: Chemistry 114 124™ ̂  freshman and 
223; and Physics 215, 225 In addition' tl Mathematlcs 133> 143> 213, 
istry 334, 344, 234, 244. addltmn they are required to take Chem-
Courses 
The ( TRY J14—Inorganic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4 T 
with a wide^Jparatfve TtuTTof the^l ^ ^ W theories' along" 
odic system. e dements m the light of the peri-
(2"4> Credit 4. II. 
ment or for pre-medical students P Wh° !° maj°r in the dePart-
CHEMISTRY 134 n re - ' leiequlsite: Chemistry 114. 
a couxJ:n1S;?te rysk (2-4) credit4- *• 
Tests, separation and identificatio^TT" Agrlcultural students, 
metallic ions. Prerequisite: Chemistry 114* C°mm°n metaIlc and non-
FOT^udJn^dSi^grmore6 Jnalysis" {2"4> Credit 4. II. 
all ions except those of the6 rare^f Systematic analysis for 
tehory and the detection of negative'IST?' ^ SP<5Cial attention to 
C H E M I S T R Y  2 2 4 - Q u a n t i t a t d ^ s  Z T T 1 ^  
The general principles of ouantitr , } Credlt 4" IL 
rocks and mineral analysL^Zffmetals> alloys', ores, 
quisite: Qualitative Analysis. Y ; fertlllzers and soil. Prere-
after consultatRntitf tTeTeaYo" thTd °f Q+Uantitative Analysis may, 
lstry 515. Pead of tbe department, register for Cheni-
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CHEMISTRY 284.—Advanced Qualitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
For students majoring in analytical chemistry. The lecture deals with 
the analytical reactions and the development and application of laws 
governing solutions and equilibrium. Prerequisite: Chemistry 214. 
CHEMISTRY 234.—Organic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
The principles of organic chemistry for students preparing for medicine, 
dentistry and for students of home economics and agriculture. 
CHEMISTRY" 244.—Organic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
For students who plan to major in department or for pre-medical stu­
dents. A continuation of Chemistry 234. Prerequisite: Chemistry 234. 
CHEMISTRY 264.—Organic Chemistry for Home Economics and Agri­
cultural Students. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
Lecture and laboratory work in the examination of food materials and 
their changes in the animal body. Prerequisite: Chemistry 234. 
CHEMISTRY 315.—Advanced Organic Chemistry. (3-4) Credit 5. I. 
For students majoring in the department. Fundamental syntheses in 
both aliphatic and aromatic series are discussed and illustrated. Pre­
requisite: Chemistry 244. 
CHEMISTRY 325.—Organic Preparations. (1-8) Credit 5. I. 
This course involves elementary research in the synthesis of organic 
compounds and a study of the reactions of compounds of theoretical and 
industrial importance. Prerequisite: Chemistry 315. 
CHEMISTRY 334,344.—Physical Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4 each se­
mester. 
A course dealing with theoretical chemistry. Required of all majors in 
the department. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224, Physics 224, Math. 223. 
CHEMISTRY 355.—Ferrous Metallurgy. (3-4) Credit 5 I. 
Primarily for Mechanic students but may be taken by students in. chem­
istry. Blast furnace operation, puddling, cementation. Crucible steel, 
Bessemer processes, open hearth processes. Ingot casting and mechani­
cal treatment. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124. 
CHEMISTRY 365.—Non-Ferrous Metallurgy. (3-4) Credit 5. II. 
General metallurgical principles pertaining to the industries producing 
copper, zinc, lead, tin, antimony, cobalt, magnesium, manganese and 
nickel. Prerequisite: Chemistry 355. 
CHEMISTRY 302.—History of Chemistry. (2-0) Credit 2. I or II. 
A non-technical course dealing with the growth of sciences in general 
and chemistry in particular from prehistoric times to the present. 
CHEMISTRY 404.—Elementary Biochemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. I or II. 
An introduction to the study of the animal body and the vital processes 
and their regulation. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224, 234. 
CHEMISTRY 415, 425.—Research. (1-8) Credit 5 each semester. 
Students may register for research after consultation with the head of 
the department. 
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entiation are some of the important topics discussed. Prerequisite: Bi­
ology 244 or 264. 
BIOLOGY 433.—General Entomology. (2-2) Credit 3. I. 
A general introduction to insect life. The life histories, habits and classi­
fication are given due consideration. Prerequisite: Biology 264 or 244. 
BIOLOGY 423.—Practical Zoology. (2-2) Credit 3. II. 
Methods of preserving, mounting, fixing and staining biological speci­
mens are considered. Taxidermy methods are used and demonstrated. 
Prerequisite: Biology 344. 
BIOLOGY 404.—Elementary Genetics. (4-0) Credit 4. I or II. 
A lecture course in the history and principles of evolution and their ap­




Students who plan to do their major work in chemistry are required 
to register for and complete the following courses in their freshman and 
sophomore years: Chemistry 114, 124, 214; Mathematics 133, 143, 213, 
223; and Physics 215, 225. In addition they are required to take Chem­
istry 334, 344, 234, 244. 
Courses 
CHEMISTRY 114.—Inorganic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
The course embraces an intensive study of the laws and theories, along 
with a wide comparative study of the elements in the light of the peri­
odic system. 
CHEMISTRY 124.—General Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A continuation of 114. For students who intend to major in the depart­
ment or for pre-medical students. Prerequisite: Chemistry 114. 
CHEMISTRY 134.—Qualitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
A course to be offered to Home Economics and Agricultural students. 
Tests, separation and identification of the common metalic and non-
metallic ions. Prerequisite: Chemistry 114. 
CHEMISTRY 214.—Qualitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
For students desiring a more extended study. Systematic analysis for 
all ions except those of the rare elements, with special attention to 
tehory and the detection of negative ions. Prerequisite: Chemistry 125. 
CHEMISTRY 224.—Quantitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
The general principles of quantitative analysis; metals, alloys, ores, 
rocks and mineral analysis; food analysis; fertilizers and soil. Prere­
quisite: Qualitative Analysis. 
NOTE: Students desiring a full year of Quantitative Analysis may, 
after consultation with the head of the department, register for Chem­
istry 515. 
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CHEMISTRY 284.—Advanced Qualitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4. IL 
For students majoring in analytical chemistry. The 6a ? j 
the analytical reactions and the development and application of la 
governing solutions and equilibrium. Prerequisite: Chemistry 214. 
CHEMISTRY 234.—Organic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
The principles of organic chemistry for students preparing for medicine, 
dentistry and for students of home economics and agricultui . 
CHEMISTRY 244.—Organic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
For students who plan to major in department or for pre-mec ica s 
dents. A continuation of Chemistry 234. Prerequisite: Chemistry 234. 
CHEMISTRY 264,-Organic Chemistry for Home Economics and Agri­
cultural Students. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
Lecture and laboratory work in the examination of food materials a 
their changes in the animal body. Prerequisite: Chemistry 234. 
CHEMISTRY 315.—Advanced Organic Chemistry. (3-4) Ciedit . . 
For students majoring in the department. Fundamental Ky" u~e^ ln 
both aliphatic and aromatic series are discussed and illustrated, 
requisite: Chemistry 244. 
CHEMISTRY 325.—Organic Preparations. (1-8) Credit 5. I. 
This course involves elementary research in the synthesis of organic 
compounds and a study of the reactions of compounds of theoretical and 
industrial importance. Prerequisite: Chemistry 315. 
CHEMISTRY 334,344.—Physical Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4 each se-
mester 
A course dealing with theoretical chemistry. Required of all majors m 
the department. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224, Physics 224, Math. 223. 
CHEMISTRY 355.—Ferrous Metallurgy. (3-4) Credit 5 1. 
Primarily for Mechanic students but may be taken by students in chem­
istry. Blast furnace operation, puddling, cementation. Crucible steel, 
Bessemer processes, open hearth processes. Ingot casting and mechani­
cal treatment. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124. 
CHEMISTRY 365.—Non-Ferrous Metallurgy. (3-4) Credit 5. • 
General metallurgical principles pertaining to the industries Produc1"^ 
copper, zinc, lead, tin, antimony, cobalt, magnesium, manganese and 
nickel. Prerequisite: Chemistry 355. 
CHEMISTRY 302.—History of Chemistry. (2-0) Credit 2. I or • 
A non-technical course dealing with the growth of sciences in general 
and chemistry in particular from prehistoric times to the present. 
CHEMISTRY 404.—Elementary Biochemistry. (2-4) Credit L I or• IL 
An introduction to the study of the animal body and the vital process 
and their regulation. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224, 234. 
CHFMISTRY 415 425.—Research. (1-8) Credit 5 each semester. 
S™, lor r„..rch alter con,Nation with the h„d o. 
the department. 
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CHEMISTRY 400.—Seminar. No credit. I or II 
Sareh" "" discus,ion, on 
CHEMISTEV „ s, c « . . 
Lectures on the thpnrv n-F , -analysis. (1-8) Credit 5. I. 
titrations, electro analysis and ^telV laboratory work in electrometic 
224. analysis, and steel analysis. Prerequisite: Chemistry 
D™ed™J S5tud^?srgan-C COmbuStions" d-4) Credit 3. I. 
of carbon, hydrogen and nitro^ 7 °r8'a™C chemi=try. Determinations 
try 315. nltr°8en by co™bustion. Prerequisite: Chemis-
d-4) Credit 3. II. 
Chemistry 315. pounds and mixtures. Prerequisite: 
5I04;7n!"eral Theoretical and Physical Chemistry. (2-4) 
reactions °an? th7 dectroSj^^ ̂  e?uilibrium of chemical 
Chemistry 344. 6 01 ce voltaic cells. Prerequisite: 
Wu^and fssi^ed^reaS Chemistry- (3-°) Credit 3. I. 
typical chemical industries. 77requlsit Ch"6 „imp°rtant of the 
CHEMISTRY 543.—Industrial Inalyli 
A continuation of Chemistrv I'-!-; , ' ( ,"6) Credit 3. II. 
quisite Chemistry 533. ' dealm£ wlth laboratory work. Prere-
CHEMISTRY 505.—Advanced Biochemistry n „ 
A detailed study of the comnositinn 7 y". (3"4) Credit 5. I or II. 
required by them and of the tran-f °rganisms and the food materials 
into those materials compost^" 0™^10113 °f thesa food materials 
404, Physiology 323. organisms. Prerequisite: Chemistry 
CHEMIS1R1 402.—Laboratory Technioue i t )  A n  
R«d...«d „ufab „,jorins lh" ' 2' ' " 
Eectoesfreeiliitionr'i2",* .Cr.H<Iit 4 eaci> semester, 
ties of matter, forces, equilibrium' °" mechanics' Proper-
semester: experiments in magnetism T 'CS of fluids- Second 
activity. Prerequisite: Plane geometoy high /la.ty',Sound and radio-
trigonometry, desired. " school algebra, and plane 
Simpfe^lectric TncT^a^ t-Cr<:dit 4 each semester. 
chinery; characteristics of "J™*? * direct current ma-
sys ems of direct current distribution and zZZryTCllI^ 
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semester: Theory of operation of transformers, induction motors, and 
switch board equipment. Prerequisite: Physics 22 and calculus. 
PHYSICS 423.—(1-4) Credit 3. II. 
The theory and operation of modern telephone, telegraph, and radio in­
stallations. Prerequisite: Physics 323, Calculus. 
THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS 
F. A. Jackson, M. B. A., Chairman of Departments 
and Head of Department of Economics 
Students majoring in any department of the Group of Social Sci­
ences must complete at least eighteen semester hours above freshman 
and sophomore work in some one department of the Group of Social 
Sciences. 
Requirements for a major in Sociology and nine semester hours in 
studies of other Social Sciences and prescribed courses of other depart­
ments. All courses listed in the department must be taken excluding 
Sociology 213, and 413. 
Department of Economics 
ECONOMICS 303.—Survey Course in Economics. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II 
Rural life, farm production, population in rural and urban communities. 
Open to Home Economics students. 
ECONOMICS 313, 323.—Introductory Principles of Economics. (3-0) 
Credit 3 each semester. 
A general survey of the field of economics dealing with production, dis­
tribution, goods, exchange, prices, supply and demand. The second se­
mester deals with money, banking, labor problems, foreign exchange, 
agricultural problems and consumption. Textbook, problems and reports. 
ECONOMICS 403.—Money and Banking. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
History of money; bimetallism; legal tender; value of money; functions 
of banks; credit and credit instruments. Prerequisite: Economics 313 
and 323 or special permission. 
ECONOMICS 412, 422.—Principles and Practices of Insurance, (2-0) 
Credit 2. I. or II. 
The fundamental principles and types of insurance. 
ECONOMICS 463.—Labor Problems. (3-0) Credit 3. 
Modern problems of labor in industry. Prerequisite: Economics 313 or 
special permission. 
ECONOMICS 443.—See Division of Agriculture. Rural Economics 423. 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
J. E. Pierce, A. B., Acting Head of Department of History 
C. E. McMillan, B. S. M. J. Davis, B. S. 
HISTORY 102.—Constitutional History of the United States and Texas. 
(2-0) Credit 2. I or II. 
and the *<•"»»«*<* 
».£2i E"°w° =-» «™>-
nlM. class; IndustrJ Re^ta""™''SlV" °' 'h» national state; 
government. Second semester N^oleTn w ***"** of democratic 
tional feeling-; Empire building- the W° the rise of a new na" 
peaceful arbitration. S' the World War; a world state and 
HISTORY 213 223 w; , 
Credit 3 each semester.^ °f ^ Unit6d States (1763-1860). (3-0) 
lves 3, brief survey of Hi** v • 
t i onal government; rise of p^ticaf7 Americai formation of Na-
semester: Emphasis is placed on 1 ? qUCStion- Second 
political and social reform ^cession, Civil War; reconstruction; 
ATudylf^mlRafK^' ^ Credit 3" 1 orH. 
smce freedom. gl° and hls African background, progress 
history 313 329 7? ^. , 
Deals with the founding^/th^kingd^' (3~0) Credit 3 each semester. 
Don and representativegovernment 7® °f C°mm°n law> refo™a-
f kmgs; overthrow of aristocracy." semester: The Divine Right 
S2LEiet08-Med,"»'" Europe (300-1500). (M) Credlt 3  ̂
the 
Abrief survey of the Soiwo!01"^" ^~0) Credit 3- I-
wnr0eJ>0Ctrine' isolation, our Latin Ame" P°liCy With emphasis °n the 
ng in Mexico and our "Big Sister" nnl " relations> watchful wait-
He. History 213 and 223. y ln the Carribean. Prerequis-
This course ^5"- (3"°> Credits. II. 
modern imperialism on inti .-nat or T .6"""'6 View of the effect of 
twentieth centuries, showing how 7 °f the ^teenth and 
as a basis of diplomacy. Due conslTT a"d P°litical Policies serve 
over raw materials, concession colonfes " ^ be given to inflicts 
- — Of in. 
I o r n .  n e m p o r a r y  E u r o p e a n  H i s t o r y .  (3-0) Credits, 
-i his course is an intensive stnrhr r . 
a comprehensive view of conditions ofE^ Eur°Pe" 
GOVERNMENT 213.—American M r Pn°r t0 the World War. 
A study of the National Constii a nal Government. (3-0) Credit 3 I 
GOVERNMENT 223 —/ ution and Government. 
«  s „ w l h ; 7 e l 3 - 0 '  c v " « » •  
. county, town and township 
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governments and their growth. Special study will be made of Texas 
constitution and government. 
GOVERNMENT 313.—American City Government and Parliamentary 
Law. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
A study of the growth of the American cities. 
GOVERNMENT 323.—Introduction to Political Science. (3-0) Credit 
3. II. 
The cause and evolution of the state, the theories underlying state, 
sovereignty, executives, legislatures, judiciary, law and colonial govern­
ment. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 
Mack 1. Williams, A. B., B. D., Head of Department of Philosophy 
PHILOSOPHY 313.—Introduction to Philosophy. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Designed for undergraduates taking Philosophy for the first time. 
PHILOSOPHY 323.—Problems of Philosophy. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
An introduction to some of the main general problems of philosophy, 
such as those of mind, nature, truth and value; the field of philosophy 
and its relation to the special sciences and to scientific method. Prere­
quisite: Philosophy 213 and 223. 
PHILOSOPHY 413.—-Logic. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Introductory study of the methods of correct reasoning, deductive and 
inductive proof, arguments, etc. 
PHILOSOPHY 423.—Ethics. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Intioductory study of the development of moral codes and ideals; the 
problem of conflicts of interests; the nature of goodness; personal and 
social ethics; ethical theories and principles. 
PHILOSOPHY 443.—Philosophies of Life. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Introductory survey of the main classical philosophies of life, with con-
si eiation of some of the ideals or values involved in the moral, re-
igious, aesthetic, and scientific points of view. Prerequisite: Philoso­
phy 313, 323. 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
H. A. Bullock, A. M., Head of Department of Sociology 
SOCIOLOGY 113.—(See History 113 and 123). (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
his course, though taught in the History Department, is designed to 
acquaint the student with those social institutions which are consider­
able parts of the social structure. Open to all freshmen and should be 
taken by those students who plan to major in Sociology. 
SOCIOLOGY 213.—Introduction to the Study of Society. (3-0) Credit 
3. I. 
Pure Sociology designed to acquaint the student with the nature and 
field of Social Science, the origin of Social Institutions, Social Process, 
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Pect of the phases but togrve^roduct1^6 ^ 8° int° th® detailed as" 
might be used for advanced studv T>, °ly matenaI of Sociology which 
for all other courses. Collateral readings C°UrSe f°rms the Prerequisite 
Th^p^y^i^j^is^of^sodaMi^^0108^' (3"0) Credit 3" 
personality and its deviation from'the normal!8 ^ deVelopment of 
SOCIOLOGY 313. Introduction to the Study of Society. (3-0) Credit 
and^LTrlharaSe'rScs! faX^optaC^6"' ̂  ̂  °rigin °f races 
astudy of such institutions as the eh m soclal development and 
SOCIOLOGY 323 The p , Ch' fa™ly and state-
Domestic reLioL~T Uly:.(3-0) Credit 3. II. 
advantages of modern intoryand' ^V°rCe' iIIe8"itimacy, domestic dis-
the family and its broad social asntc! Proble™s that have to do with 
civilization. d grouP contributions to our present 
^ Credit 3- b culture. e hlstorical development of man and his 
The^origin"*of T nization" <3-°) Credit 3. I. 
tions, Public Health, Recreation Zu studies as Housing Condi-
interest, ever keeping their social aspect^tW Wi" be °f gI'eat 
SOCIOLOGY 453.—Social Case Work«oT* 
Aims to give the stnHonf + • 0) Credit 3. I. 
study of actual social cases'1 CornuR^ °f ,approach to the systematic 
considered. ' Compilcd and non-compiled cases will be 
(3"0) 3" IL 
procedure are studied and crittci!^ Per®°n' C°Urt systems and prison 
the criminal. criticized as to their relation to crime and 
SOCIOLOGY 463.—Social Research 13 ni „ , 
Acquaints the student with „ \ } Credlt 3- H. 
and field methods win be used.'6 °f S°dal research- Both library 
ments. (l-0) Credit'Tor \TModern and Social Health Move­
ments and problems6'"wit^referenfe toT-Ith ^ C°Ver civic move" 
and Americanization. health, public housing, recreation, 
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DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Elizabeth C. May, B. S. in H. E., Director 
Essie J. Anderson, M. S. Elcena F. Martin, B. S. 
Nellie Bishop 'Dillon, B. S. Mary I. Moore, B. S. 
M. Irene Pride, B. S. Grace L. Smith, A. B. 
Ophelia C. Hubert, B. S. Geneva P. Crouch, M. S. 
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred upon candidates who 
have completed all prescribed courses, and met all other requirements. 
One hundred and twenty-eight semester hours of acceptable work must 
be completed before the degree is granted. 
Aim of Division 
The aim of this college course in Home Economics is to inspire and 
stimulate interest in continued study, to train in accuracy, to help the 
student find her place in the social and economic world, and to increase 
the student's stock of information. 
The course, as outlined below, is designed to meet the needs of the 
following groups of persons: Those who plan to teach, those who wish 
to enter graduate courses leading to technical and professional work, 
and those who wish to use such training in solving home problems. 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN HOME ECONOMICS 
FRESHMAN 
Sem. 
First Semester Hrs. 
English 113 (3-0) 3 
Composition 
Chemistry 114 (2-4) 4 
Inorganic 
Education 113 (3-0) 3 
Intro, to Education 




Constit'nl History of 
U. S. and Texas 
Mathematics 113 (3-0) 
Mathematical Analysis 





Chemistry 124 (2-4) 
Qualitative Analysis 
Education 123 (3-0) 
Principles of EleElem'try. 
School Subjects 
Clothing 123 (1-4) 
Textiles & Clothing 
Mathmatics 123 (3-0) 
Math. Analysis 
Physical Ed. 121 (0-2) 
Freshman Practice 
English 213 (3-0) 
Public Speaking 
Chemistry 214 (2-4) 
Organic 
SOPHOMORE 
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Education 233 (3-0) 
Elementary Methods 
Poods 213 (1-4) 
Elementary Nutrition 
Biology 313 (2-2) 
Prin. of Physiology 
Physical Ed. 211 (0-2) 
Sophomore Practice 
Education 313 (3_o) 
Classroom Management 
Economics 313 (3_0) 
Survey of Economics 
Biology 314 (2-4) 
Bacteriology 
Clothing 313 (1_4) 
Children's Clothing-
House 312 (2-0) 




3 Education 263 (3-0) 
Vocational Education 
3 Foods 223 (1-4) 
Elementary Nutrition 
3 Biology 323 (2-2) 
Prin. of Physiology 









Education 343 (3-0) 
Child Psychology 
Sociology 323 (3-0) 
The Family 
Education 363 (3-0) 
H. E. Methods 
Clothing 323 (1-4) 
Adv. Cloth. Construction 
House 322 (2-0) 
Management 
Art 322 (0-4) 
Art Structure 
*Education 401 (1-0) 
H. E. Problems 
* "Education 403 (1-5) 
Student Teaching 
* "House 403 (0-14) 
Practice House & Fami­
ly Relationships 
Parental Ed. 413 (3-0) 
Child care & Training 
Foods 413 (1-4) 
Advanced Nutrition 
Parental Ed. 411 (i_o) 
Nursery School Observ. 
Clothing 412 (0-4) 
Costume Design 
Electives 
* Taken same semester as stu­
dent teaching. 
* "Taken either semester. 
Electives: 
Art 402 (0-4) 
Handicraft 
Clothing 402 (0-4) 
SENIOR 
H. E. Agri. 422 








Color & Its Application 
Clothing 423 (1-4) 
Problems in Advanced 
Clothing 
Electives: 
Clothing 422 (0-4) 
Modeling & Draping 
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.—See Division of A. & S. Education 263. 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION.— See Division of A. & S. Edu­
cation 363. 
HOME ECONOMICS PROBLEMS.—See Division of A. & S. Edu­
cation 401. 
TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS SUBJECTS.—See Division of A. & S. 
Education 403. 
DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED AND RELATED ART 
ART 312, 322.—Art Structure. (0-4) Credit 2 each semester. 
A knowledge of line, dark and light, and color for an understanding of 
art principles and color which may be applied to the home, school, dress 
and application of the principles of design and color to practical and 
aesthetic value. 
ART 422.—Color and Its Application. (0-4) Credit 2. II. 
Methods of combining lines, dark and light colors in developing original 
experience. It is parallel with advanced clothing. 
ART 402.—Handicraft. (0-4) Credit 2. I. or II. 
Practice in the application of all principles to the making of small ac­
cessories for the home, school and wardrobe. Elective. 
DEPARTMENT OF CHILD TRAINING AND HEALTH 
PARENTAL EDUCATION 413.—Child Care and Training. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
A study of the child's growth and development of the child. 
PARENTAL EDUCATION 401.—Nursery School Observation. (1-0) 
Credit 1. I. or II. 
HOME NURSING 422. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
A knowledge of elementary methods of how to prevent disease, to wo­
men and elder girls, in the home, who have the care of the sick thrust 
upon them. 
DEPARTMENT OF FOODS 
FOODS 213.—Elementary Nutrition. (1-4) Credit 3. I. 
Students learn the relation between food and health. Etiquette in vari­
ous methods of preparing and serving meals is emphasized. 
FOODS 223.—Food "Problems. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Classification, composition, occurrence, general properties of food, food 
values in relation to cost, place of various foods in diet. Scientific prin­
ciples applied to cooking processes and why. Definite standards estab­
lished for products. Food problems of the consumer. Study of quality 
and cost of foods on the market. Special emphasis of management fac-
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Princinlp^'f8 budget time and money involved in meal preparation. Principles of preservation. • 
FooTctntS 423;""idVanCed Nutrition" d-4) Credit 3 each semester, 
bilitt P i I occurrence « different foods and their digesti-
tions a-e marlf °l ^ huMan nutrition are studied and applica-
Prereamsi e A T feed^ problems of the individual. 
Tfnnny A consi eiable background in natural science is desirable. 
The studt pf "°™e Economies Agriculture. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
he study of poultry, home dairying, and gardening. 
Problem 4°2-~~Quantity Cookery. (1-2) Credit 2. I. or II. 
vis^rLrrfrnt' bUying by whoIesale> use of left overs. Super-
ber of people. Elective"1 Preparatl0n and serving food for a large num-
DEPARTMENT OF CLOTHING 
ALS°™V"1? 123-Text|Ies and Clothing. (1-4) Credits. II. 
prinSL of'Pfte™S Used °n the principles of drafting; 
the —^ -d -
Practir^1^ Advanced Garments Construction. (1-4) Credit 3 II 
the Principles of costu-e desfn; Jhe di 
CLOTHING 4 91 "aT m 6 construction of various types of garments. 
Ses^nTfor Sole wrCf * Ctothin* <^> C-dit 3. II. 
and draping with the uLrf""thl" dSforms0.10'111"^ inClUd6S 
CLOTHING 402. Millinery. (0-4) Credit 2. I or II 
"" "eU"!l™ of beconlnlf 
modeling of hats. Elective. ^ texture: renovation and re-
CLOTHING 422—Modeling and Draping. (0-4) Credit 2 I or TT 
Advanced course in specialized clothing prob ems 
CLOTHING 412-Costume Design. (0-4) CredR 2 I 
» . .  i . «  »  -
DEPARTMENT OF THE HOUSE 
THE HOUSE OL2.—House Planning Furnishing 12 O f  r o T 
of lh~ •*•«« »«* «•« ̂  
THE HOUSE 322—Household Management. (2-0) Credit 2 II 
- ~ 
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THE HOUSE 403.—Supervised Household Management P r a c 11 c e 
House. (1-14) Credit 3. I. or II. 
Gives the student experiences in group living and opportunities to prac­
tice skills and techniques. A course of six weeks duration. 
DIVISION OF MECHANIC ARTS 
J. J. Abernethy, B. S. in M. E., Director 
C. L. Wilson, M. E. I- L. Jacquet 
D. F. White, B. S. in A. E. Sadie Allen Johnson 
F. G. Fry, B. S. in E. E. A. G. Cleaver 
N. A. Jones Edward Johnson 
R. F. Johnson T. H. Brittain 
Wm. Cook Henrietta Farrell, B. S. 
J. M. Wilson D. W. Martin, B. S. 
Aims of the Division 
The Division offers four-year curricula in Mechanical Arts and 
Industrial Education. Besides the four-year professional curricula, the 
division offers one, two and three-year courses in trades. 
Mechanic Arts 
The course in Mechanic Arts is designed to give a thorough train-
ign in fundamental principles of engineering and industry. The main 
object is to have so trained the student that it will give him a broader 
view of the whole industrial system. 
Cultural development is not neglected. English literature, educa­
tion, history, and economics are offered. Strong courses in science and 
mathematics are offered since they are closely related to modern indus­
try and engineering. 
The student on satisfactorily completing this course will be awarded 
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanic Arts. 
Industrial Education 
The four year course leading to the degree of B. S. in Industrial 
Education is designed to train teachers of the various trades, and, as 
city directors of Vocational Education. 
Trade Courses 
Trade or vocational courses are offered for the benefit of two classes 
of students: (1) Those who cannot afford the time or expense of taking 
a longer course and who desire to apply their limited time directly to 
acquiring more skill in some one industry with a view of following it as 
a trade; (2) For the benefit of those who are engaged in some industiy 
but who feel the need of acquiring more skill and efficiency in the work 
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and WheeIwrightVs*ly°„i)™fh. „*? Printing, Biacksmithing 
Plastering-, Tailoring, and Cament ' ®am®ttin£> Brickmasonry and 
t h r o u g h  t h r e e  M a k i n *  -  t e n d  
net Making devote only one academi S mn£ to specialize in Cabi-
hoemakmg, Stationary Engineerino-C Tru^ ^ the work" The courses in 
mg and Dry Cleaning, and Aut M' , ec. ncal Repair Work, Launder-
years while the courts in B1!? T! are planned to cover two 
Shop Practice are one year courses r®SS Makin& and Machine 
. ave had some practical experienc ' • n'a-v Possible for those who 
m a shorter time. However no certifi * ® to comPlete the courses 
year has been devoted to a course A ,wi11 be granted until a full 
penence in a trade may be admitted app cant who has had some ex-
satisfactory evidence is shown of his advanced standinS Provided that 
mended that those who have hPd y d° the Work" It is recom-
* i  i h e  « « » ~ h  
trade courses as industry,°f ^ ab°VB named 
e lequired to devote the same numb ' °*" same- They will, however, 
longer period before receiving full credit * alt°^ether through a 
Short courses in Mechanical n a certlficate. 
Auto Mechanics, Tractor Repair ancToi^' rH°USe DrawinS> Plumbing, 
the receipt of five applications in o °P?ratlon wil1 be organized upon 
considered extension work, and aie Sar£? ^ Counie» be 
RN.»T.me„„f0rEnran^er"",S<"m,tU"a««' 
In order to enter a t™j . ce 
at least sixteen years of age'" musfb0^1 C°UrSe the applicapt must be 
m all cases admission mu'st be app̂ eTbfthe" £££?*  ̂
r , , Expenses 
" Auto Mechanics students will k 
tool kits and text books which will be f to purchase individual 
The cost of text books and too^ win h! ^ &t the C°1Ie^ Exchange. 
will be approximately $18.00 
~ OR ®IWl»ECH«,c ARTS _ 
FRESHMAN 
First Semester gem 
English 113 ,,, Hr®" Second Semester ' 
Comp. & Rhetoric English 123 (3.0) 3" 
Education 113 (, 0- Comp. & Rhetoric 
Intro, to Education Education 123 (3.0) 3 
Chemistry 114 (2 4, Psychology 0f Elemen-
Inorganic ' 4 tary School Subjects 
Chemistry 134 ' (2.4) 4 
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Sem. 
First Semester Hrs. 
Mathematics 113 (3-0) 3 
College Algebra 
Mechanic Arts 112 (0-4) 2 
Engineering Drawing 





Mathematics 123 (3-0) 3 
Trigonometry 
History 102 (2-0) 2 
Constitutional History 
Mechanic Arts 121 (0-2) 2 
Descriptive Geometry 









Mechanic Arts 213 
Mechanism 
Mechanic Arts 232 
Machine Drawing 








Education 273 (3-0) 3 
General Psychology 
Physics 224 (2-4) 4 
General Physics 
Mathematics 223 (3-0) 3 
Calculus I. 
Mechanic Arts 223 (3-0) 3 
Elem. of Steam & Gas 
Mechanic Arts 263 (0-6) 3 
Surveying 
Military Science 221 (1-2) 1 
Infantry 
JUNIOR 
Education 313 (3-0) 
Classroom Management 
Mathematics 313 (3-0) 
Calculus II. 
Mechanic Arts 313 (3-0) 
Applied Mechanics 




Military Science 311 (1-2) 
Advanced Infantry 
Mechanic Arts 413 (3-0) 
Hydraulics 
Mechanic Arts 433 (3-0) 




Methods in Sec. Ed. 
Mechanic Arts 383 
Heat Engines 
Mechanic Arts 323 (3-0) 
Strength of Materials 
Mechanic Arts 343 (0-6) 
Architectural Drawing 
Mechanic Arts 363 (3-0) 
Electricity 





Mechanic Arts 423 (3-0) 
Reinforced Concrete 
Mechanic Arts 443 (0-6) 
Design 
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First Semester 
Mechanic Arts 412 
Graphic Statics 




Mechanic Arts 473 
Communicative Eng. 









Second Semester Hrs. 
Mechanic Arts 483 (2-2) 3 
Estimating 
Mechanic Arts 422 (2-0) 2 
Business Law 
Education 483 (1-5) 3 
Practice Teaching 
Mechanic Arts 463 (3-0) 3 
Shop Management 
Military Science 421 (1-2) 1 
Advanced Infantry NOTE- <31,i • ^"va a mi t  
years. Seminar woriTis reqmhed both f reSh™an' S°Ph°more, and Junior 
Seniors must present satisfactory theses!^ °f ^ JUni°r year" A11 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
FRESHMAN 







Mechanic Arts 232 
Mechanical Drawing 




















Physics 224 (2.4) 
Mechanic Arts 242 (0-4) 
Mechanical Drawing 
Military Science 221 (1-2) 











Intro, to Economics 
Government 353 
Amer. Indus. History 
Mechanic Arts 333 (0-6) 
Architect! Drawing 














Industrial Ed. ow 
Vocat. Guidance 
Economics 363 
Prin. of Economics 






(0-6) ait   (( 
_ Architectural Drawing 
Military Science 321 (1-2) 
Advanced Infantry 
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SENIOR 
Sem. 
First Semester Hrs. 
Industrial Ed. 413 (3-0) 3 
Organization & Manag. 
Education 453 (3-0) 3 
Industrial Ed. 433 (3-0) 3 
Trade Analysis 
Industrial Ed. 412 (0-4) 2 
Shop Work 




Note: Theses required of Seniors. 
Second Semester 
Advanced Infantry 
Mechanic Arts 463 (3-0) 3 
Shop Management 
Industrial Ed. 423 (3-0) 3 
Job Analysis 
Industrial Ed. 443 (3-0) 3 
Course Making 
Industrial Ed. 422 (0-4) 2 
Shop Work 
Military Science 421 (1-2) 1 
TRADE COURSES 
(The following trade courses are outlined for students in the junior 
and senicr high school classes and any others who desire to take a 
straight trade course. "Hrs." represent clock hours per week devoted to 




Shop Practice 15 
Drawing 6 
Mathematics 4 
English — 3 
Science — 2 
Brick Masonry & Plastering 
Three Years 
Shop Practice 15 
Drawing 6 
Mathematics 4 
English — 3 
Science 2 
Carpentry & Cabinet Making 
Three Years 





Broom & Mattress Making 
One Year 
Subject ^rs* 





Electrical Repair Work 
Two Years 
Shop Practice 15 
Drawing 6 
Mathematics - 4 
English 3 
Science ^ 
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Laundry & Dry cleaning 
Two Years 
Subject 






















P«iI SthttTmosf modetlathLhr:Sfthef0l;°Wing sh°*>s ^quip-
trades: Auto Mechanics; Broom and M It mstruction in the following 
Pair; Engineering and Construction- T , ress Makmgl Electrical Re-
"" P'Umb" 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OF STUDY 
MECHANIC DEPARTMENT of m^HANIC ARTS 
Selection andtse^f^ (0"4> Credit 2. I. 
p-jecti-^etconstruction of geometricai 
More advanced problems than" Engine Ge°m®try- <°-2> Credit I. II 
























—. wx v p , . . »• ^  
MECHANIC ARTS 212—Machine 'CqU1Mte: Engmeering Drawing 112. 
Parallel conventional representeLn (°"4) Credit 2. 
rawings modern drafting room svst tai1 and assembly working 
Geometry 121. g r°0m sterns. Prerequisite: Descriptive 
. . - at representation T5' (°~4) Credit 2. I. 
jawm JLl*a,lIT1
MECHANIC ARTS 219 M 1. 
Principles underlying the acdon^'^'v ^3~°* Credit 3. I. 
Machines. Prerequisite: Pla„e 
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MECHANIC ARTS 223.—Elements of Steam and Gas Power. (3-0) 
Credit 3. II. 
Elementary study of steam engines, turbines, boilers, power-plant aux­
iliaries, gas and oil engines, natural and manufactured gas, and the ele­
ments of automotive engineering. 
MECHANIC ARTS 232, 242.—Mechanical Drawing. (0-4) Credit 2 
each semester. 
Projection drawing, developments, intersections, and the elements of 
sheet metal drafting. Prerequisite: Descriptive Geometry 121. Second 
semester: machine drawing, working drawings, and elements of cabinet 
drawing. 
MECHANIC ARTS 263.—Surveying. (0-6) Credit 3. II. 
Elementary surveying problems; in field methods. Prerequisite or paral­
lel: Plane Trigonometry and Engineering Drawing 112. 
MECHANIC ARTS 313.—Applied Mechanics. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Composition, resolution, and conditions of equilibrium of concurrent and 
non-concurrent forces; center of gravity; friction; laws of recilinear and 
curvilinear motion of material points; moments of inertia; relation 
between forces acting on rigid bodies and the resulting motion; and of 
work, energy and power. Prerequisite: Calculus 223 and Physics 225. 
MECHANIC ARTS 323.—Strength of Materials. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Behavior of materials subjected to tension, compression, and shear; 
riveted joints, torsion, strength and stiffness of simple and continuous 
beams; bending moments and shear forces in beams; and the design of 
beams and columns. Prerequisite: Applied Mechanics 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 333, 343.—Architectural Drawing. (0-6) Credit 
3 each semester. 
A study of the architectural conventions and details; building materials, 
special attention to the development of a high standard of lettering and 
draftsmanship. Prerequisite: Descriptive Geometry 121. Second semes­
ter: Preparing working drawings and specifications for residences and 
other small buildings. 
MECHANIC ARTS 363.—Electricity. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
The fundamental principles of direct current and alternating current 
eiectricity with their various applications; installation, operation, and 
care of electrical machinery. Prerequisite: Physics 225 and Calculus 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 383—Heat Engines. (2-2) Credit 3. II. 
Heating power engineering including thermodynamics, steam engines, 
boilers, turbines, internal combustion engines, fuel and combustion, 
power plant equipment, and air compressors. Prerequisite: Physics 225 
and Calculus 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 412.—Graphic Statics. (0-4) Credit 2. I. 
The laws governing the action of water at rest and in motion, as related 
to engineering problems; the measurement of the flow of water and its 
measurement; the description and theory of impulse wheels, reaction 
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MECHANIC1 Ss'Tpp1 TPS" Prerequisite: Applied Mechanics 313. 
The geneJnihll ; Engmeerin^ English. (2-0) Credit 2. II. g neiai pioblems of engineering writing. 
MECHANIC ARTS 423.—Reinforced Concrete. (3-0) Credit 3 IT 
columnsanforming °p concrete footings, floor slabs, beams and 
of Materials 323 ploportlonmS and placing. Prerequisite: Strength 
Fundamental TM ' V'""1"1™' <3-°> 3- L 
»" Mmc" 
~ r 3. , 
equipment, orders, records Durehss,"^"1?111- °f machmer-v and service 
Ming, and general management. "S' p]anning, routing, sched-
MECHANIC ARTS 473 r 
Magneto, common battery and^o X EngineerinS- (3-0) Credit 3.1. 
Special emphasis is place'd on XT, ?* 0"6 sterns are studied, 
equipment; fundamentals of" ,r lnstallation and repair of telephone 
tricity 323! ^ °f radl° recei™S sets. Prerequisite: Elec-
^^XXr^gCnmterhi14q^janXieslat'n^ ^ Cl'edit 3" IL 
of cost from sketch plans X°f preliminary estimates 
from complete working drawings'anVspedflcatSns^ 6StimateS °f C°St 
Th^fot^is^elgnty^rTh8 (3"0) Credit 3" L 
tracts, agency, partnership XeXiabp6"1 &t general knowledge of con-
trade marks. Prerequisite: Senior classiflcatiX"1^8' ***** 
ThXs^udX? inX^nt^Arts0^' (Re,qUh'ed) <°-8> Credit 4. II. 
trade departments as described Xthe foflnS'1' W°rk fr°M . any of the 
should be made in consultation witv i, ° °willg pa£es- This, however, 
each quarter. 1 Director at the beginning of 
MECHANIC ARTS Seminar. (i-0) No ^ , 
- I — -
interest. Inspection trin* + ° cuss toPics of technical 
- — "r*:r — trips. equu en to go on inspection 
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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 363.—Vocational Guidance. (3-0) Credit 
3. II. 
A survey of the recent development of educational and vocational guid­
ance within and outside of the schools; analysis of personal character­
istics; value of cumulative school records; methods of keeping records; 
optional guidance through literature; a study of physiological indus­
trial and commercial tests. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 412, 422.—Shop Work. (0-4) Credit 2 
each semester. 
Students in Industrial Education will select some trade in which to 
specialize. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 413.—Organization and Management in 
Industrial Education. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Problems in organization and managing industrial schools and depart­
ments; making surveys. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 433.—Trade Analysis. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
The student must know a trade which will be divided into its several 
parts, as: units, operations, jobs, sciences, mathematical contents, etc. 
This material will then be organized in teachable form. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 423.—Job Analysis. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A study of the division of trades. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 443.—Course Making. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
This course is designed especially, for industrial courses and methods 
of outlining courses of study to meet various needs of the different 
types of classes. 
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE COURSES 
Automotive Science 
AUTOMOTIVE SCIENCE.—The underlying principles governing the 
operation of the Internal Combustion Engine, the study of the function 
of other units of automotive equipment and of auxiliary electrical equip­
ment. Two double periods weekly. 
SHOP MATHEMATICS.—One period daily is devoted to the review of 
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Common and Decimal 
Fractions, Ratio and Proportion, Square Root, Percentage and Interest, 
together with the study of Algebraic Symbols, some Practical G'eometry 
and many short methods of shop calculation pertaining to Auto Me­
chanics. 
Note: A similar course is required of all students in other trade courses. 
AUTOMOTIVE DRAFTING.—Three double periods weekly will be de­
voted to freehand perspective and isometric sketching of automobile 
parts. Practice in the reading of various blue prints relative to auto­
mobile electrical systems, etc., will be given. 
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ELEMENTARY AUTOMOTIVE PHYSICS.—Two periods weekly will 
be given to the study of physical principles often encountered in the 
function of different units of the automobile. 
SHOP PRACTICE.—Sufficient equipment is available to enable stu­
dents to receive ample practice in the dissembly and the repair of all 
chassis units. 
AUTOMOTIVE BLACKSMITHING.—Automotive Blacksmithing gives 
the student sufficient knowledge of blacksmithing to enable him to 
handle jobs requiring the aid of a blacksmith. 
ELEMENTARY MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE.—This course covers 
bench work, vise work, chipping, filing, arbor press work, power hack 
saw work, drilling, tapping, threading, grinding, etc. 
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS.—The student is given practice in the repair 
of the various types of ignition systems, magnetos, starting motors, 
generators and electrical control devices as well as sufficient road work 
in trouble shooting incident to same. 
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING.—During some part of the last semes­
ter each student will be taught the fundamental principles of oxy-
acetylene welding as well as given sufficient practice in welding light 
cast, heavy cast, steel, brass, copper and aluminum, as to form the foun­
dation of future specializations. Soldering will be included. 
Brickmasonry 
The purpose of this course is to train bricklayers and foremen. The 
course is outlined to cover a period of three years. 
ACADEMIC SUBJECTS.—The following Academic subjects are re­
quired: English, General Mathematics, General Science, Physics, Chem­
istry, American History, Industrial History, Business Law and Busi­
ness Procedure. 
TRADE THEORETICAL SUBJECTS.—The term, Trade Theoretical 
Subjects, includes trade theory as developed in lectures and discussions 
in Trade Science, Shop Mathematics, Shop Hygiene, Drafting, Blue­
print Reading, Materials and Estimating. 
TRADE PRACTICE.—About one-half of the time alloted to the course 
is given to actual Trade Practice. 
Broom and Mattress-making 
BROOM-MAKING.—This course includes instruction in assorting broom 
corn, seeding, staining, bleaching, putting on handle corn, putting on 
shoulder corn, putting on turn backs corn, cutting shoulders, covering 
brooms, putting hurl corn, forming the bead, velveting the bead, putting 
tin locks, also in the making of warehouse brooms, beading and banding, 
scraping and sewing, clipping and bundling in dozen lots, and all finish­
ing hand work necessary to the manufacture of high grade brooms. 
The course also includes estimating accurately the amount of work or 
loss in any given amount of corn and the number of brooms of different 
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grades, or weights that can be made any Section 
corn and cost estimates. Instiuction S 
and care of tools and equipment. ,• d 
MATTRESS MAKING.—This course includes ^Qunt of certain 
repairing of mattresses of all sizes and P ' t- a given size, the 
grades of filling that should be used in a ™^tiess o g ^ |he 
making of sectional feather mattresses, cotton and tea P 
making of all sizes of mattress ticking, and pillow ^tiTttresses also 
mate of the production of certain kinds and weigh mattress 
the instruction in the different kinds of machinery used in mattress 
making and the care of same. 
Carpentry and Cabinet Making 
This course includes one year of Cabinet Making and two years of 
Carpentry and House Building. 
DRAWING.—Name and uses of the drawing instruments, ^e ' 
geometrical problems, projects of simple solids, orthograp P ^ 
tion, pictorial drawing, tracing, blue print reading, ui 
and house planning. . 
ENGLISH.—This course includes grammar, composition an 1 e or 
as given to students in the first year of the Academic department, 
aim is to have the workman prepare to express himself clearly. 
Note.—A similar course is required of all students in Auto Mechan­
ics, Laundering, Plumbing, Machine Shop, Printing, and Tailoring. 
SCIENCE.—Elementary principles of Physics and Chemistry. 
PRACTICE.—Care of shop, names of tools, use and care of tools, stu y 
of materials, sawing, beveling, plumbing, nailing, eemen ary ^cuse 
making, advanced furniture making, window and door ram , -
framing, siding, shingling, sheeting, flooring and interior finishing, ,aw 
filing and wood turning. 
Electrical Repair Work 
The course is outlined to cover a period of eighteen ^ ™ 
eludes the study of commercial methods of generating e ec r ' 
simple electrical circuits electrical con^ntmns an^^wning 
chemical action and development of E. M. r., 1 - ooomhlincr 
cells, function of storage cell parts, plates; jars -nd cases assemblmg 
plates, gas and electric lead buring, testing, Cadium, Watt -hour spec, c 
gravity, method of sealing, charging and discharging, build S 
plete battery, the storage battery station, organization, equ pment a 
purchasing of materials, analysis of costs and setting retail price,^the 
battery manufacturer and the battery station, advei ising 
paper, and policy. 
Laundry and Dry Cleaning 
i... <-v.„ otnrlent for work in either the ml. - L I « Ai. ^-C 4-Lir. 
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hand or steam laundries in our large cities and also to prepare him to 
take complete charge of this class of work in small towns. 
LAUNDERING AND DRY CLEANING.—Practice work will be given 
n all phases of laundering and dry cleaning and will include work with 
cylinder washers, extractors, shirt starching, starch cookers, flat work 
ironers, collar and shirt ironers, pressing machines, collar shapers and 
other machinery found in first class laundries. Since all of the work 
of the College and the students is done in our college laundry, this work 
will be extremely practical. 
SCIENCE.—The course will include the study of the effect of soft and 
hard water, the different cleaning preparations and uses of each, the 
study of, and experiments with common bluing and dyeing. 
TEXTILES.—The manufacture of cotton, linen, silk and woolen gar­
ments is studied in order that the structure will be understood and the 
proper method of laundering chosen. 
Course in Machine Shop Estimating 
SHOl PRAC1ICE. This course aims to provide the thorough training 
required of a competent all-round machinist. The instruction consists 
of shop work and lectures 
SHOP MATHEMATICS.—The instruction in all cases is by concrete 
examples and problems relating to the trade. Arithmetic, fractions, deci­
mals, discount, elementary geometry, chiefly the measurements of an-
g es, choi (Is. and arcs, areas of triangles, rectangles, circles and cubic 
contents of tanks, bins, cylinders, cones and other bodies. English and 
metric system of weights and measures, formulae, simple fundamental 
processes applied to solution of shop problems. 
SCIENCE.—This course consists of problems involving the laws of the 
ever, wheel and axle, inclined plane, screw wedge, etc., expansion and 
contraction of solids, liquids and gases, water pressure, horse power of 
pumps and engines; physical properties of machinery materials, metals, 
eir force> weight, strength, color, hardness, malleability, ductility and 
use; chief alloys: brass, bronze, babbitt, etc., and uses; cast iron, wrought 
iron and steel manufacture, use and strength. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING.—In drafting the aim is to give the stu­
dent familiarity with the working drawings so that he may read a draw­
ing intelligently and work from it and make when necq^sary his own 
working drawings. Attention is given to rough freehand dimensions 
and sketching. General use and care of drawing instruments. Freehand 
lettering, proper placings of machine parts, practical drill in projections 
0f^/0l!ds- Conventions in P^e sizes. Drawing from 
sketches and data. Making details from layout or assembly drawings. 
Plumbing and Steamfitting 
steamhfitterseCt °f ^ C°UrSe t0 Pr6pare y0Ung men as Plu™bers and 
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PLUMBING.—Names and care of tools, cutting and threading pipe, 
tapping water mains, running sewer pipe, running soil, calking, wlPl"g 
joints, soldering, roughing in bathroom and toilet fixtuies, setting a 
room and toilet fixtures, connecting boilers, engines and pumps to water 
and steam lines, repair work of all kinds, steam heat and hot water con 
nections, study of plumbing laws and city ordinances. 
DRAWING.—This course includes the use of instruments, lettering and 
sketching, orthographic projection, floor plans and sections of buildings 
with the putting in of complete plumbing layouts. 
Printing 
The Printing Department aims to give its students thorough train­
ing in the fundamental operations in the practice of printing. As fai 
as possible individual instruction is given each student. 
SCIENCE.—Chemistry as it relates to printing, elementary physics. 
PRINTING.—The case, the point system, measurement and type of 
stock, history of printing, practice in setting straight matter, funda­
mentals of job composition, cylinder press work, platen press wor -, 
principles of design and display, and linotype operation. 
Shoemaking 
The chief aim of this course is to train the student to become a prac­
tical shoemaker in order that he may be able to care for the class of 
work found in the average town or city. 
DRAWING AND PATTERN MAKING.—This course includes the use of 
instruments, lettering and sketching, orthographic projection, and de­
velopment of intersection with practical application in shoemaking. It 
includes the making of patterns from measurements and fittings. 
LEATHER MANUFACTURE AND USES.—This course will not only 
include the different kinds of leather, but will also give the student a 
thorough knowledge of the kinds and uses of different leathers. 
BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING.—The proper shop accounting is 
taught in this course. Record keeping, estimating, cost finding and pur­
chasing are also given in order that the student may be able to conduct 
the trade on sound business principles. ^ . 
Note: A similar course is required of students in Laundry, Print­
ing and Tailoring. 
Stationary Engineering 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to operate and 
to make the ordinary repairs necessary in steam plants of small towns 
and act as assistant engineer in plants of large cities. 
Machine Shop Practice includes practice in shaping, filing babb 
ting, soldering, drilling and turning; practice in cutting and threading 
pipe, connecting boilers, engines and pumps to water and s earn ines, 
practice in heating, drawing out, bending, upsetting, welding, temper 
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and hardening of iron and steel and making of small tools; practice in 
firing both the return tubular boiler and the water tube boiler, together 
with the operation and maintenance of boiler feed water pumps and feed 
water heaters; practice in engine and dynamo attendance and mainten­
ance on various types of machinery, including the Corliss engine, high 
speed cut-off engines, air compressors and turbines; practice in opera­
tion and maintenance of ice making and refrigerating machinery. This 
course also includes the study of the various types of boilers, steam 
engines and auxiliaries. 
DRAWINGS.—This course includes the use of instruments, sketching, 
orthographic projection, and machine drawing and standards. 
ESSENTIALS OF ELECTRICITY.—In this course fundamental princi­
ples underlying alternate and direct current and a few industrial appli­
cations will be given. 
Tailoring 
The object of this course is to prepare the student to become a prac­
tical tailor and garment repairer. 
TAILORING PRACTICE.—Practice in hand needle work, basting and 
making different kinds of stitches, taking measurements, practice in 
making vests, trousers, Prince Alberts, cut-aways, and double-breasted 
coats. 
DRAFTING. The drafting includes uses of instruments, lettering and 
sketching, orthographic projection and development. 
TEXTILES.—A study of serge and worsteds as to their manufacture, 
use and proper methods of working into garments. 
TAILORING MACHINERY.—A close study of the various types of 
machines used in tailoring. 
BUSHELING. A study of repairing, cleaning and pressing of men's 
and women's clothing in general. 
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DIVISION OF NURSING EDUCATION 
John M. Franklin, M. D., Superintendent 
W. A. Richardson, M. D. Mabel Lucas, B. S. 
Martin. L. Edwards, M. D. L. M. F. Langford, R. N. 
M. S. Brannon, R. N. Alvin K. Smith, D. D. S. 
Zula A. Douglass, R. N. H. C. Fitzgerald, Ph. G. 
E. B. Evans, D. V. M. F. A. Jackson, M. B. A. 
The purpose of this department is to give to young women an edu­
cation in a profession that is honorable, independent, and helpful to 
themselves and others. 
The school of Nursing has an affiliation with the Jefferson Davis 
Hospital, Houston, Texas, which enables the nurses during their senioi 
year to get experience in pediatrics and obstetrical nursing. The time 
required in these branches of nursing is six months. 
The course in Nursing Education covers a period of three years of 
twelve months each from date of entrance. The first four months con­
stitute a probationary term. This is a period of intensive study and ad­
justment to institutional and hospital life, and is intended to prove the 
applicant's fitness or unfitness for the work. The affiliation period is 
included in the three year term. Upon completion of the three years 
work with 92 semester hours credit a diploma is given which makes the 
nurse eligible to take the Nurses' State Board Examination. 
Requirements for Admission 
Applicants desiring to enter this department must have completed 
four years of high school work in an accredited high school and must 
be between the ages of eighteen and thirty-five. Preference will be 
given to applicants with training superior to the above. Aside from 
educational qualifications, the applicant must have good health and 
morals. High school transcripts are approved by the School and State 
Board of Nurse Examiners. After approval of transcripts, applicant will 
be advised to report to the hospital on September first. 
Application blanks may be obtained from the Director of Nurses 
upon request. 
Necessary Articles 
Applicants are required to bring the following articles: foui sheets, 
three pillow cases, one pillow, sufficient cover, three gingham dresses, 
an umbrella, rain coat, overshoes, low heel black kid oxfords with iu er 
heels, and other necessities. Two spreads, four hand towels, four bath 
towels, a work-box containing articles for mending, a cheap watch with 
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Time, above two weeks, lost to'roNvhVV °f the physicians, 
be made up. ' illness or any other cause, must 
Vacation 
two weeks will be gh^n tholhird yelr" ^ firSt ^ SeC°nd year' and 
Instruction 
d u c t e d b y  t t r n " h o s p i t a l  s t e f f ^ n d ^ f a c l T l t y 6 8  a r e  c o n "  
study is as follows: outline of the course of 






Comp. & Rhetoric 
Chemistry 114 
Inorganic 
Nursing Ed. 103 
Bacteriology for Nurses 
Nursing Ed. 113 (3_0) 
Pi in. & Prac. of Nursing 
Nursing Ed. 132 (2-0) 
Ethics & Hist, of Nursing 
Nursing Ed. 153 (2-2) 







Nursing Ed. 133 
Dietetics 
Nursing Ed. 373 
Medical Nursing 
Nursing Ed. 352 
Gynecology 
Nursing Ed. 311 
Case Study 
Nursing Ed. 332 
Advanced Ethics 










Comp. & Rhetoric 
Chemistry 124 
General 
Nursing Ed. 122 v 
Hygiene & Sanitation 
Nursing Ed. 123 (3-0) 
Pi in. & Pract. of Nursing 
Nursing Ed. 143 (3_o) 
Applied Psychology 
Nursing Ed. 163 (2-2) 
Anatomy & Physiology 





Nursing Ed. 322 
Surgical Nursing 
Nursing Ed. 344 
Pediatrics & Infant 
Feeding 
Nursing Ed. 324 
Obstetrical Nursing 
Nursing Ed. 321 
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SENIOR 
First or Second Semester 
Sem. Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Nursing Ed. 412 (1-2) 2 & Professional Problems 
Surgical Nursing Nursing Ed. 422 (2-0) 2 
Nursing Ed. 431 (1-0) 1 Medical Specialties 
Psychiatric Nursing Nursing Ed. 421 (1-0) 1 
Nursing Ed. 411 (0-2) 2 Nursing in Diseases of Eye, 
Emergency Nursing and Ear, Nose & Throat 
First Aid Nursing Ed. 442 (2-0) 2 
Nursing Ed. 432 (2-0) 2 Modern Social & Health 
Survey of the Nursing Field Movements 
The remaining credit is granted for time spent in the Jefferson 
Davis Hospital, Houston, Texas. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE OF STUDY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 111.—See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
NURSING EDUCATION 113, 123.—Principles and Practices of Nurs­
ing. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
This course gives a clear understanding of the fundamental principles 
of good nursing. Helps to develop the habits of observation, system 
economy, and manual dexterity. To develop a love for nursing, and pride 
in good workmanship. 
NURSING EDUCATION 121.—Urinalysis. (1-0) Credit 1. II. 
The object of this course is to teach the student to recognize normal 
from abnormal urine and the associated pathology with each abnormal­
ity. To acquire the laboratory technique and learn the various tests 
employed in the analysis of urine. 
NURSING EDUCATION 122.—Hygiene and Sanitation. (2-0) Credit 
2. II. 
To impress upon the student the importance of good health and forma­
tion of sound health habits. Furthermore to recognize the importance 
of the opportunities of the nurse as a teacher of personal and public 
hygiene. Required of all students intending to major in Physical Edu­
cation. 
NURSING EDUCATION 132.—Ethics and History of Nursing. (2-0) 
Credit 2. II. 
To inculcate into the student the ethics of Florence Nightingale pledge 
and to teach the proper behavior with a formulation of a clear and more 
definite philosophy of life. Secondary from a standpoint of history, its 
aim is to arouse interest in nursing as an occupation by acquainting the 
student with the great leaders of nursing, its long and splendid history, 
and the tradition and ideals of nursing. 
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NURSING EDUCATION 133 n;0f +• 
This course gives the principles and ^ Credit 3" L 
for wen and gick peopJe_ ^ famiIiar^eth0ds underlying- simple cookery 
of foods and how to plan a balanced dietVd®nt Wlth nutritive value 
patient according to age, physical activA Wel1 0r convalescent 
NURSING EDUCATION 143 r ^ cIimate" 
Credit 3. II. ' ' pplled Psychology for Nurses. (3-0) 
An effort is made to acquaint tv,Q 
with' lyif.g human conduct and to develop^ fundamental principles 
ith patients and others professional^ tl prmciPles for dealing >'Z™HZyn" »»"*» ' 
NURSING EDUCATION 153 icq A 
Credit 3 each semester. ' nat°my and Physiology. (2-2) 
7n bodyaS an'eSriachi^'and1" ^ appreciatio* the hu-
workmg knowledge of the structure and f ^7- ** StUdents a practical 
y as a basis for study of hygiene diet r"' °f th® normal human ssss r,c° oi *" Mlholoer as wo" 
This course enables the nurse ufadnd (3"0) Credit 3" n-
gently and to recognize their effects D i ! a prescribed d™gs intelli-
P evention, actions and dosage of drue-s df the study of the source, 
ent of over dosage. g ' as wel1 as recognition and treat-
NURSING EDUCATION 311 
0^ of this course is as fono .^ (1-°> Credit 1. I. 
each patient as a whoIe_ Tq ^ ™s- To enable the student to study 
about her patients in an organized and dent ln seeking information 
formation so that it has ^ T° neatd SUCb 
NURSING EDUCATION 319 a j ° rse'f and others. 
This course is a continuation' of d ^ Nursing. (2-0) Credit 2 II 
= rand~re^sreraI nUrSin8' procedures requiring 
NURSING EDUCATION 321 n 
T„ iw, ».-D„e, ,nd So,utiom (M) ^ 
out the essLtiaievtaltrof0amthe ""V"® S°Iutions Properly To point 
strength and therapeutic effect. of Linl ^ t 
NURSING- EDUCATION 322 • 
The object is to give the student a' Nursin^" (2"0) Credit 2. II 
rath'Tt d'SeaSes' their causes, synfpTomr"6131 knowled^e of the chief 
be of the6 f S° that She may care for and post-ope-
f the g^atest possible help to Thf P&tl6nt intelligently and 
NURSING EDUCATION 324 Oh t ™ promoting recovery. 
K ~ tsxsz.& 
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Jefferson Davis Hospital in theory and practice of obstetrics. 
NURSING EDUCATION 332,-Advanced Ethics. (2-0) Cre i « • 
To give advanced ethical procedure m nursing, and discuss advanc 
ethical problems. n fil 
NURSING EDUCATION 344.—Pediatrics and Infant Feeding. 
Its objective is to help unrses understand something of the physical and 
mental development of the normal children. To teach the 
or well children and to plan proper diet for both. 
NURSING EDUCATION 352.—Gynecology. (2-0) Credit 2- ' 
The object is to give a minute knowledge of the anatomy of the female 
pelvic organs, a study of the diseases of same, their causes, sy 
• medical and surgical treatments, and nursing care. 
NURSING EDUCATION 372.—Medical Nursin g. (2-0) Credit 2. . 
The study of general disease is made and special attention is Siv®n 
the causes, symptoms, prevention and treatments of common s 
Secondly, enables students to recognize their symptoms and to see tne 
effects of treatment. 
NURSING EDUCATION 411—Emergency Nursing and First Ai 
(0-2) Credit 1. I. , ,, , 
This course is intended to help the nurse adapt her hospita me oas. " 
emergency situations in accidents of various kinds. To teac <pn<T 
thinking, adaptability, resourcefulness, economy, speed and careful tec 
nique in emergencies. 
NURSING EDUCATION 412.—Surgical Specialties. (1-2) Credit 2. II. 
To teach operating technique in orthopedics, gynecology and urology. 
NURSING EDUCATION 421.—Nursing in Diseases of the Ear, Eye, 
Nose and Throat. (1-0) Credit 1. II. 
This course is a study of the sense, abnormalities, treatments and nurs­
ing care of diseases of these organs. 
NURSING EDUCATION 422.—Medical Specialties. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
Objects: (1) To teach the principles underlying prevention and control 
of communicable disease. (2) Through a study of causes and si'"1!' oms 
a nurse may help in securing an early diagnosis of the case, (o) o re 
late more closely the methods of asepsis to general nuising ^aie. 
To teach the method oT handling communicable diseases in the home and 
and community. (5) To show the need of education of the public in pre­
ventive hygiene. 
NURSING EDUCATION 431.—Psychiatric Nursing. (1-0) Credit1- I. 
The object of the course is to teach the student nurse t a en 
Changes occur in physically sick patients and the recogm ion 0 
changes. To give the student nurse an elementary but authentic k -
edge of the mental mechanism that initiates conduct, with a view o 
increasing the nurse's own mental stability and to develop a veen 
A • <• i „ —» AA r, Inro 
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NURSING- EDUCATION 432 —S„ 
sional Problems. (2-0) CrediTT I NUISing and ReIated Profes-
ing open to nuTseTh^ prob^6 Vari°US ^ °f nurS" 
methods of meeting- them. ^ ' Problems encountered and the 
NURSING EDUCATION 442.—Civic <5 • i 
Health Movements. (2-0) Credit 2 "Tt °8J*' Modern and Social 
wm education, and 
Public housing, play and recreation a 71 ̂  reference to health> 
reports, and problems ' d Africanization. Textbooks, 
COMPOSITION.—See Division of A & s * 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY-See n- -~Engllsh lls-
124. • Division of A. & S._Chemistry 114, ' 
"TT EDTO«>0" Nme,. Credji 
A general course with special emphasis on Nursing needs. 
ADVANCED COURSES 
General Statement 
e purpose of these courses i= + • 
an opportunity to do advanced ' studv 7777 UXCeptlonal students 
C h e m i s t r y ,  E n g l i s h ,  a n d  S o c i a l  S c 7 e  6  f i e l d s  o f  E d u c a t i o n ,  
effective teachers for the Secondary Scho' ,Wlth / Vlew to making more 
Provide, at least, a general training t £ 7™ CoIIe^es' and to 
instruments of research and investigation % the more simplified 
"""" ""<>™<r «». I n'" 
Courses of Instruction 
the courses offered will represent a a « 
Program of the college and shall be refits relati°n to the academic 
dent. The course offerings will be toonf°f the needs of th* stu-
matic plan, involving a definite aim. At 7° ** t0 Pr°vide f°r a syste-
1 "'ted to the following fields: Present the work will be re-
A.—EDUCATION: 
S613 Educational Administration. 
« r Statistics. 
S525 P mati°nal Meas«rements. 
S535~Ma°tblem,S  ̂ Rural Education. 
S 5 5 3 I  S  ° f  I n s t r u c t i o n .  SSSS-Elementary Research. 
£>573 Seminar and Thesis Writing 
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B. CHEMISTRY: 
S515—Quantitative Analysis; Advanced Qualitative Analysis. 
S513—Organic Preparations. 
S533—Qualitative Organic Analysis. 
S525—General Theoretical and Physical Chemistry. 
S523—Physico-Chemical Calculations. 
S523—Advanced Physical Chemical Laboratory. 
S553—Industrial Chemistry; Lectures and Recitations. 
S573—Industrial Analysis. 
S535—Bio-Chemistry. 
S532—Seminar and Thesis. 
C. ENGLISH: 
S513—An Introduction to Graduate Work in English; Methods and 
Bibliography of Research. 
SB33—Advanced Shakespeare. 
S523—Seminar in Elizabethan Drama. 
SB25—Theme Writing. 
S635—The Short Story. 
D. SOCIAL SCIENCES: 
S613—Rural Sociology. 
SB33—The Rural Community. 
S623—Rural Survey Methods. 
SS43—Principles of Rural Community Organizations. 
S51B—Rural Education and Country Life. 
SB35—History of Modern Social Thought. 
ENROLLMENT-SUMMER SESSI0N, JM1 
Division of Agriculture 
George Adams, Oakland- T 
Manor; Norman A. Allen, Needville-CUei'°: Willie J" Adams> 
ichia, Hempstead; Berryman Armst ySSesE" Allen> Paris; Monfus 
Atkmson, SCHULENBURG; Pred D FIT T?H G' C°LD SPRIN^ ROBERT A. 
Luther D. Bauknite, Bryan; Ulys!es s' ^ Batts> Calvert; 
Boone, Sargent; Alonzo A. Bradley p OIlt: Arthur Miller 
Igman, Atlanta; Benjamin Bush AusP ""'NT Ja"k Brisco, Delia; R. L. 
da Caldwell, Hempstead; E. J ' Camnbe'i] \f°le°n P' Byrd' Midway; 
da, Pod.ce; A. C. Clemons, Neches Tnf ^ Nacogdoches; Dock Cana-
eman, Jamestown; S. Edward Coone" r Inton' Rusk! Roosevelt 
Laneville; Arlone B. Davis Loft- r ?T ' Bartlett! Winmon H Coss 
son, Midway; Ira A. Donovan, Ledbetf .Davis\Fodice; Oscar C. Davi-
lap^Ledl' h' Dou§:lass' Caldwell; Thomas 'j L"ther D'°rsey, Cor-
lap Ledbetter; Plem S. Duniavy Ft TI' ?°WnS' GiInier>' J- R- Dun-
E v t n J  C o m m o d o r e  E a s o n ,  W e i m a r -  FT' Dwellingham, Nac-
ens, Eastland; Moses W. Evans He i Anderson; Prank K. 
Agnia A. Pedford, Bellville; Beton'o ^ ^ H" L" Farris' IRarne; 
P,flC°pi T68'' IV6y S" Geoi'g'e, Overton ^n^ meSt°ne: A" D" Barrett, 
Griffi r ames Grant, Houston- Huttie r fr, H' Glasgow> Palestine; 
Griffin, Ledbetter; M A wQ I ttle Gr.ffin, Ledbetter- Rnlrmrl v 
>'TMILTULLH- '• • Ieniy, Stoneham* A T lt * ea^ins, New Willard* Book 
SS AHA;SL- °,*W" 
vr• , * ^°hns, Silsbee; B I Tnii ' n§^es> Somerville: 
fnder; T" V°hn-n, Crocketi;Eh"S G" 
.ate;' Pred 
ison Martin, Pt. Worth; Hoegie I M r ® 6' Calvert; Dewey Mor-
LWd G 1 H" W" MoCowen, Dekalb D Columh™ C. Mat-
E SOWL™ IKRH ?«*•**CRK'TH 
M. so«hZ'mS-t? d«VM'C w s"7w url"i,,e: 
lan S.Stevens CnV™, Spencer. Luling; W D W ^lergate; J-
evens, Gohad; Ployd D. Taylor, Bastron- Ph e Calvert; No" 
' i3astr°P' Chester Elmer Thomas 
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Kerens; P. W. Thomas, Mexia; Arthur Lee Traylor, Omaha; Ben Wade 
Turner, Conroe; Samuel A. Vaughn, Chandler; C. A. Washington, Mari­
etta; Cad Williams, Palestine; P. J. Winston, Selma; Joseph J. Yates, 
Atlanta; Wyatt Thompkins, Giddings. 
Division of Arts and Sciences 
Grace Abernethy, Prairie View; Ida Lee Holt Adams, Beaumont; 
Mattie H. Addison, Corsicana; Pearl D. Aldridge, Paris; J. F. Alexander, 
Rusk; Beatrice C. Allen, Harlingen; Carnie E. Allen, Kendleton; Elsie 
M. Allen, Brenham; Jocie Allen, Mt. Pleasant; Olivia S. Ammons, Den­
ton, Mattie Anderson, Teague; Murdie M. Anderson, Wiergate; Lizzie 
B. Armbrister, Brenham; Timmoxena F. Arnold, Waco; Lessie H. Ash-
ford, Navasota; Lena Atchison, Fastrill; M. Atkinson, Greenville; Thel-
ma L. Atkinson, Brenham. 
Alice E. Banks, Denton; Juanita O. Banks, Navasota; M. P. Banks, 
San Antonio; M. K. Barlow, Sabine Pass; Tryphena W. Barnett, Jeffer­
son; Millie A. Bates, El Paso; Venora Battle, Cuney; Charlie M. Batts, 
Maco, Gx-aves P. Batts, Calvert; Bessie L. Baxter, Kerens; Mamie T. 
Beal, Calvert; Addie E. Becton, Clarksville; Ruby Steptoe Bell, Houston; 
Inez Bennett, Hempstead; Nancy V. Berry, Hawkins; Rutha Mae Bevil, 
Jamestown; Leola Black, Bryans Mill; Corine J. Blair, Temple; Lillian 
Blair, Willis; Mattie A. Blake, Jefferson; A. E. D. Blanks, Oakhurst; 
Amus Booker, Burkeville; R. E. Bookman, Shiro; Arizona H. Bouldin, 
IVealder; Grace Boutte, Houston; Rebecca S. Brach, Somerville; Bessie 
. ladley, Orange; Laurene T. Hilliard Bradshaw, Denison; Janie S. 
Breeding, Eagle Lake; Eloise L. Briggs, Beaumont; Theresa J. Bright, 
San Antonio; Florizella Brigman, Atlanta; Johnnie M. Brock, Burleson; 
Margaret V. Brook, Yoakum; John Henry Brown, Troup; Joseph L. 
Brown, San Marcos; Reba Brown, Navasota; Tommie S. Brown, Ft. 
Worth; Willia Lee Brown, Cameron; Dora B. Bryant, Roganville; Frank 
Bryant, Pmeland; Ledell T. Bryant, Pt. Worth; Letona B. Kelly Burks, 
Cameron; Elinor Bell Butler, Sweet Home;Anna Rebecca Byrd, Cold 
Springs; Gertrude V. Byrd, Pt. Bend. 
Cieola Cade, Jasper; L. A. Callahan, Houston; Nexcy Mae Cannon, 
Texarkana; Idell V. Canty, Hempstead; Maggie M. Carter, Nigton; Co-
xinne E. Cass, Bryan; Addie B. Catley, Winchester; Maud E. Cawthon, 
Houston; Ollie Mae Chappell, Dallas; Ananza S. Chatman, Axtell; Edith 
E. Chatman, Washington; Lou Ella Cheeks, Giddings; Hagar Alma 
Choice, Tyler; Martholean Choyce, Tyler; Aslee Clark, Nacogdoches; 
Mane Clater, Waco; Mary E. Coger, Ft. Worth; Eddie Coleman, Jeffer­
son; Emma A. Coleman, Hempstead; Johnnie M. Coleman, Hempstead; 
Lena Mae Coleman, Corsicana; Hutchins A. Collins, Lovelady; Pearl 
Augusta Watts Connor, Mexia; Delia Thomas Cook, San Augustine; Sal-
lie Cook, San Augustine; Charles Robert Cooper, Jefferson; Luvenia E. 
Cormier, Beaumont; Ethel B. White Cosby, Hearne; Alberta Counter, 
Bryan; D. J. Craig, Clarksville; Rhoda Lee Crawford, Houston; Lillie 
B. Cuba, Gilmer. 
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Wo°?D'r' D D"°iClS' Center; C»,d™ia 
id Davis, Houston; Blanche H n • Davis' Wharton; Bessie Van 
Jead; MaIinda Bryan; Hortense Davis, Hemp 
raywjck; Lulu M. Dean, Bryan- Lee 71 Bryan' Maggie Day 
Alpha Dees, Hallettsville; Julia' DeSh I)e6re-' desman; Lillian 
worth pumbia; ™«» L?**>EMh 
I I T1' V" Lessie Bixon Earselene Dil-
ov'an I Hh JMnie Doggett flZ Dallas; Amanda an' Bedbetter; Emma Gene Dotff t Harris>' Marshall M. Lillie Don 
Z; SVu"- Drthho"^. 
xTZ" ' N ' M '  L"  m ^  
ton C»u,ee StaUo„; Xart!oh°"e!,.''' E" lIai"t DeKalb; Ev, Mae Ea 
JMa, Muldoon; Jeirfu G,S"k' Ank«< Id 
ST' *"• 
W ™ i h 7 " f " :  w . l  » * * •  W d  F .  E .  F l a n a -
sh.a f ' A<"'>"e tt'ooten Ffekf p„T ^ °°: Vir»»'» 
Sn. i ?Sr L' "•»*** B.^ tnbi V w?,T- » Fal-
-s: XTTISRSGR* r ZZZ&FZS 
«TeS,S?®"k-IinS,"-''™! B^n\i0h;™kIrwd'hJ,SP"; 
™«rt; CorttnSh^rrS,,?™ 1"™'- SaStST; 
~»d; Lula Mae Ftdtar, V™"' «»»' 
Rosa V. Garner Wa-h;™* w arhne Fuller, Tatum. 
oS»ffl"e„ St,ll0»- Booth, Eee'ct"' Ch™' LI"K> M. 
HoS«: wsits E,,Gr"' »»"•»•»" s:.s*c- r* Gibson n , Gerald, Mexia; Rosa M„ Hortense Horace, 
Wood- Rp'l 0''; Lora A Gibson, OakwooH v Sugarlandl Homer 
San Antoni M *Uby Gildersleeve Ho Jton t ""f L Gibson' Gak-
ville- Wiv Z°rZ °• Gipson• Mt. Pleasant R - A"nie GiImore' 
Ruth g V _ Goodwin, Center; LuL r nT G°°den> Madis°n-
PeaH GranG Pl— 
Galveston; Lillian'c'veene HuT'-,f'Mor^n ST"6' 
Sr- *• w«* *•* ZZS^™;Z irr «»"!• 
™ 0n™* H°-
S2 « ̂ A'«- Bean 
Montgomery; Ofc'CCrar' ZZi Tr 
ura E. J. Hamlett, Pales-
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tine, IGoience V. Hammond, Houston; Emma Hancock, Tennessee Col­
ony, Pearl A. Hann, Dallas; William A. Harden, Dallas; Edna E. Har-
man, Texarkana; Chauncey Mae Harold, Schulenburg; Belzora Harper, 
Atlanta; Valerie Harrell, Ladonia; Allie Mae Harris, Carmine; Thelma 
arns, San Felipe; Daisy L. Harrison, Mexia; Ollie Hatch, LaGrange; 
Mnlf6 !, n - LaGrange'" R°bert E. Hatton, Houston; James Hawkins, 
umford, Daisy Graves Hawthorne, Houston; Girlena O. Hayden, Lit-
tig Raymond Booker Hayden, St. Abilene; Grace Louise Hayes, Bay 
City, Geneva V Haynes, Columbus; Lillie L. Haynes, Clarksville; Mary 
tt' ayn®s> Edna." Jimmie Dee Haywood, Corsicana; Antonio Brown 
W u-rT Blanchard'' Edna T- Henderson, Corsicana; M. E. Henderson 
Samuel H°n' - f'6 TLp° Henderson' Terrell; Ella L. Henegan, Paris; 
ry HalSus" pf u"' fSTier\AlbCnia Henry' Stoneham; Ira Corine Hen-
man- Ora l w ,,1S w S °Wer' Huntsviile; Emma Louise Hill, Sher-
T '.G a,Le® Hl11' Hempstead; Asa G'rant Hilliard, Bay City; Henry 
Denfsom Ma H i l l i a r d >  C o l o i ' a d o i  Viola Velma Hillard, 
Houston Bav ret G°ds'eR' Gilford; S. J. Holbert, Dallas; Nina Mae 
Arthur L Huck h' Z * Ladonia; lolar Hubbard, Hooks; 
Goly" Hudwall C fu 1STa 6nCe B" Dea" Hudspeth, Hempstead; 
Dayton RuTf; w W" P" Huff' Marlin-" T- W. Humphrey, 
, Ruth I. Hunter, Brookshire; Josephine Hutchins, Lovelady. 
DeKalb!' Il6S' Lubbock>" WiHie Mae Inglemon, Roxton; Maeoly Isiah, 
A Jackson H6 JaCfks®n' Mari0"i Almedia Jackson, Crockett; Prances 
son Marsh;,B" Jackson' Galveston; Hara V. Jack-
R iafkson i P6 T' L°di: M°Sley Jackson' GaH'eston; Nettie 
San Antonio T? T™'' ' JaCks°n' Houston; Eddie Mae James, 
ton JessTe C T u w"' C°Iumbusl Ameda Brown Jefferson, El Ma-
B^ Jenkins LUClIa Davis Jenkins' Houston; Lula 
ner A ril S ;n AMay Jenkins> Houston; Bessie Jessie, Cu-
ney, Airlene Johnson, DeKalb; Allie M. Johnson, Clarksville- Annie E 
EstTlanSdT mj;,Bama ET J°hnSOn' Berkley; Carrie Johnson,'Jefferson;' 
Johnson wn dohnsoTn' JasPer; Fences E. Johnson, Foster; Lena E. 
fie'd- Mkrv'l3 t iI6 M'ke Johnson' Cuero'" Bura C. Johnson, Fair-
Oluref T\ c "S°n' BediaS; Mollie Mae Johnson, Hempstead; 
son Hern'n t ntonlo; Pauline Johnson, Fairfield; Ruby John-
Glaiivs AR ^ Bndean Johnson, Hillsboro; Arie S. Jones, Deanville; 
Gladys "llyne Jones, Terrell; Helen B. Jones, Oakhurst; Leola Jones, 
Gal vest xr AaFT J°neS' Sin8'leton: Minerva Jackson Jones, 
er- Al l ; ; 6S' Pl'airie View! Pinkie Thelma Jones, Ben Wheel-
Midwav6 B- Jordan, Houston; Beulah Jordan, Dallas; Sarah Lee Jordan, 
marque ' leresa Marle Jordan, Brazoria; Mattie Gray Justice, La-
R, , , .  'SaVa""ah G- Kay. Houston; Myrtle B. Kelley, Wealder; Emmett 
Tr "e p, err. Caldwell; Elizabeth Kathryn Keyes, Denison; Ida Mae 
i^an, Margaret E. Kilpatrick, Houston; Odessa Kilpatrick, 
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Houston; Janie Scott Kincey, Galveston- M A w -i v 
town; Lewis Carl Kirven, Mexia. ' ' Kirven, George-
n^er ^xarkana a<R' D™ebox: Willie V- Ladd, Leesburg; Mary E. La-
Chriesman Sari Clarl T o!? HallettsviHe; Ophelia Lawrence, 
Schulenlnn-'g; Itenrv JanieS ^ ^'w ' Mae Billiard Lee, 
Lucille Houston Tw p i , D ^6' 011' J°sie Porche Lee, Oakland; 
mond Eloise Lee, Men Flora• TeUif mT L<'6' °akland; Rosa" 
ridge, Victoria- A,v,., a T ' • e * Lenued, Somerville; E. J. Leth-
ham; Manie L 'Lewri T t xt I" Augustine>' Ma§'gie Lewis, Stone-
Lewis, Beaumont- Gladys vSri t T1 /' L6WiS' DallaS; Richard Lee 
Ella A. L WvfTf' W* * ̂  ̂  
Somerville; Alzena Love Pr'n t+f' t ^ ' H°Uston; Beatrice Lott, 
Ha Pounds ^ ^ 
ter, Smithland; Inez J. Lyfe, JacksonriSe DallaS; B6SSie M&6 LUS" 
Rosa^tlma ^ Lee Sewe11 Mack> Beaumont; 
die Kate Mangram' pTh ^ n" Malone- Jacksonville; Lu-
Martin, Tiinpson- Katie M "a'' T °ra L" Marion' Beaumont; Bernard 
Martha LoX Matthew R V / QUinte6n H" Martin' Ti-pson; 
Jessie L McAhster Sff Rusk; Gert™de Neonia Matthews, Gonzales; 
M c C o r d ,  S a n * " * » »  B "  
Hearne; Celeste B FcCov Gle McC°wan. Conroe; Gertie McCowan, 
H. McDavid Houston- wT °n; E™a B- McCoy, Jefferson; Percy 
Donald, Mexia; Ella Mae J6 MoT Houston; Cammie T. Mc­
Donald, Teague- Janie Pen/* Groesbeck; Eloise Sylvia Mc-
Ennis Lillie Mae McGowan /" McElroy, Brenham; Colito McGowan, 
Julia Melba 'L "f"»«' »—•» 
Lillian Lottie Meadow- San - n- • ' E ?estyne McNeil, Nacogdoches; 
8'ia R. Minkens, Viwtoria^ Claude PG WortiB Geor-
Anderson; Alberta Mitchell r  , ?°r' Eldervine; Primus Minor, Jr., 
Frances Mitchell, Washington- L /T M'/fTi6 Ma6 Mitchen' Houston; 
Marshall; Daisy Moore Dent t •' ' Bellville; Lillian Mitchell, 
Moore. LaGranL 7hl m °U1Se S" M°°re> ^rell; Mae Ellie 
Lincoln; Mary J Morris Or 1 t/®' Shiro; Verlie C. Thomas Moore, 
« .  A .  M o r r l , !  S  '  & T a '  
Hearne; Alice E Moss San A t ' 6mple; Ce°la L" M°Sely' 
nr * S' S&n Antomo>' Australia Musgrove, Hempstead. 
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Parish, Calvert; Lillie Jones Parker, Timpson; Octavia Lorine Parker, 
Denison; Wilter Menta Parker, Burleson; Georgia B. Patton, Texas City; 
John Ella Patton, Dallas; John Leslie Patton, Dallas; Vymella Mae 
Paynes, Dobbin; Olivia M. Pedescleaux, Eagle Lake; John Wesley Pen­
dleton, Honey Grove; Mattie Pickard, Hearne; Millard Pigfor, Mexia; 
Oneita Pigford, Mexia; Aaron Polk, Trawick; Ethel B. Pollard, Tatum; 
Pohnnie A. Pollard, Tatum; Henry C. Porter, Colmesneil; Mary Lorene 
Porter, Waxahachie; Robie Z. Porter, Nacogdoches; Vivian Carsdale 
Portis, Calvert; Fannie M. Pouges, Royse City; Etta Lee Powe, Dallas; 
Elijah J. Powell, Beaumont; Lillian Powell, Dallas; Dorothy Z. Preston, 
Tyler; Cleola Mae Price, Victoria; Lexie E. Price, Tyler; Ora Lee Price, 
Victoria; Gustella O. Granger Priestly, Victoria; Norma R. Prince, Ft. 
Worth; Flora E. Proctor, Midway; Victoria T. Prophet, Cedar Bayou; 
Marie E. Pruitt, Eagle Lake. 
Thelma Ragsdale, Jacksonville; Ora L. Randall, Hawkins; Ellen 
Leora Ray, Giddings; Lillie A. J. Reed, Bellville; Bessie Lois Reid, Dal­
las; Thelma Baldwin Rhinehart, Hugo; Roberta C. Rhodes, Terrell; Iva 
Lee Rhone, LaGrange; Urissa E. Rhone, LaGrange; Joel Dint Richards, 
Velasco; Mildred Green Richardson, Houston; Bessie V. Riddle, Dallas; 
Conzetta Riles, Hugus; Bernice Cleo Riley, Hempstead; Arlethia Rivers, 
G'iddings; Eula Bell Rivers, Giddings; Alberta Carl Roberson, Waco; 
Annie Mae Roberts, Center; Elizabeth L. Roberts, Blessing; Alzene H. 
Robertson, Glenflora; Alice H. Robinson, Shiner; Annie Mae Robinson, 
Ennis; Dorothy Redus Robinson, Bay City; J. H. B. Roligan, Beaumont; 
Janie Rydolph, Faddin. 
Maggie Lee Sample, Chapel Hill; Ruby L. Whiting Samuel, Bleak-
wood; Altemeta Sanders, LaGrange; Carita Sanford, Columbus; Jennie 
A. Sayles, Kingsville; Lucile Ralstine Schuler, Gonzales; Demeris Vern-
ice Scott, Ft. Worth; Gaston Scott, Moody; Matilda Scott, Jasper; Zelma 
Lee Scurry, Washington; Henry Ray Seay, Bonham; Mildred M. Seay, 
Bonham; Oddie Love Shaw, Calvert; W. L. Shaw, Calvert; Katie Oma 
Shields, Huntsville; Annie J. B. Simmons, Burkeville; Valena Sims, Fla-
tonia; Maggie Mae Singletary, Houston; Josephine Ruth Singleton, Bell­
ville; Ora Lee Singleton, Wichita Falls; Tyree Singleton, Chapel Hill; 
C. V. Smilie, Tyler; Ethel Mae Brissette Smith, Cuero; Elmira Arm­
strong Smith, Beaumont; Iola Brown Smith, San Marcos; John Wilburn 
Smith, Big Sandy; Leonia Marie Smith, Smithland; Leverna Carson 
Smith. Beaumont; Madgelene Snell, Hempstead; Alberta H. Soders, Mar-
lin; Zu!a Sommers, San Antonio; Vivian Clopton Sparks, Prairie View; 
Odessa Hines Stafford, Navasota; Lilla B. Stanford, Sweeny; Cora J. 
Stanley, Groveton; Lonnie A. Stanton, Mart; Gilbert Stevens, Jr., Biv-
ins; Sandie Allen Stevens, Bivins; G. P. Steward, Dallas; Erma Iioskin 
Steward, Bryan; Juanita B. Stewart, Hempstead; Matilda Graham Stew­
art, Paris; Sabra D. Curl Stewart, Manning; Sara B. Stewart, Dallas; 
Alexander H. H. Stonum, Caldwell; Polly E. W. Stratton, Cedar Lake. 
Willie Tarrow, Midway; Savella B. Tate, Sherman; Ambrose B. Tay-
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MmeSlle; ^ ̂  San An-
on Thomas, JeffeSon CWo t? ' Th°maS' Jeffers°n; Wilton Cle-
Houston Thompson, Houston'' Lrm"1'T'"' Glearview' 0kla-l Constance 
Thompson, Clearview Okla • Limv M t- Th°mPson' Da^: Ivy Mae 
B. Rhone Thompsol,' Ho^on^ ItaSCa; Theresa 
Douglas Titus, Fairfield- Katie'T Tnli ' Phmman> Bl'yan; Annie G. 
ver, Waco; Katie Toliver (( I ' Bryan; Ida L. Barrens Toli-
' Io»», Galveston; D,i,y 1?P?^I^,,Th0m,ki'"- W'"°" M"M 
itn™'T™- M"™; 
V*'^X^,VhSu.^^1^>V^'», Tytao; H.„l, W. 
«e E. Si N,™S: M"" W"lk«' K»»»i ««' 
ton, Nacogdoches- Jessie Ma ' alker> Navasota; Lillian Marie Wal-
tonia; Roy Jerom^ wZL Z T?"'- DaHaS; °phelia Warren, Fla-
Lake; Jordan T. Washington r1 " °ni°' Beulah L. Washington, Sour 
tonic; Ruth Spencer Washington Bes^' Grey Washington, San An-
Winnie Lee Washington Hisrhhn t. Vlctoria Washington, Leona; 
omi C. Webb, Terrell; Carlean m" WellJ*18,6 Watson, Lovelady; Na-
stead; Emma K. Elmore Wheatlev C^ ^8C°' Ida Mae Wells, Hemp-
Point Blank; John Finis White R™' ™ ! °arrie B" Wiley White, 
Nannie A. White, Victoria- OKM n. CCS White> Navasota; 
res Whitfield, Brenham- Car,- w' Bedmon White, Bryan, Susie Delo-
Williams, Galveston; Callie Love w.j.. ey' Greenville; Annie Louise 
Hams, Houston; Clara B Willi Williams, Calvert; Christine E. Wil-
Dorothy Ray Wiiiamf' ST*' ̂  ̂  P" Wiltiams> Huntsville; 
Eya Mae Williams, Chapel Hi^HeST^ Evarlena Williams, Kerens; 
mie Williams, Malakoff- Tohi w ,u'[ Bee Williams, Cameron; Hum-
Hams, HallettsviHe; Sarah ^VTn rr^u V"*™' NaVasota: Juli* Wil-
Floyd Williams, Rockdale; Corene / wr"'™8' Houston; Willie Lee 
Wilson, Weimar; Alexia Bernioe W ),•' f""' GaIvestonl Edna Bremby 
Cuero; Erma Lee Mmer wLstonSM^"61"0; ̂  G" WimWsh' 
Ophelia B. Wortham Paris- T uh + ara L- Wooten, Houston; 
nssrss; 
n.»LoS: Goc"'rieh: Cal" 
t Division of Home Economics 
Burleson; Leonard G Ane^ LaC118" E ^R6nt' Houston; Louise Agent, 
Arizona Arnold, Mexia; Phin^ Isbfe'' ^ AlChie' Hempstead; 
^5^1* Austin, M.y.,MdnV"le: a A" 
Sar.li O. K.it,]'H:J,lir"lnV,V ^l™S,tl" Alia M«e Barren., G.tesville; 
AMle Beaver- Corsicana; Rowena E. Brown, 
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Terrell; Alfraidia E. Bryant, Jackson; Leola A. Bryant, Calvert; Miller 
B. Bryant, Terrell; Susie Cockrell Buchanan, Fort Bend; Marie S. Buggs, 
Trinity; Ida Burrell, Plantersville; Bertha C. Burrow, Terrell; Lieu­
tenant A. Bush, Brenham; Mamie Jessie Bush, Bellville; Orrie Jeannette 
Byrd, Pineland; Rosa Mae Byrd, Nacogdoches. 
Evia Campbell, La Feria; Mrs. C. E. Carpenter, Prairie View; Alice 
Evelyn Chatman, Chapel Hill; Ela Ikner Clark, Nacogdoches; Claudia 
M. Clarkson, Houston; Rosa Lee Cockrell, Simonton; Katherine Coleman, 
Corsicana; Corinne V. Collins, Memphis; Edith Mae Harrison Cooper, 
Pittsburg; Zelma Lee Creeks, Navasota; Adell Crommo, Somerville; 
Annie M. Crowe, Jefferson; Mayme L. Curtis, Gilmer. 
Alice Lee David Daniel, Mexia; Irma Daniels, Center; Norveline 
Dean, Orange; Mattie C. DeBlanc, Liberty; Irene Leona Dixon, Beau­
mont. 
Annie Mell Enge, Limestone; Iantha Ewings, Silsbee. 
Eugenia B. Fair, Prairie View; Mary Flournoy, Como; Rebecca 
Forney, Douglass; Bennette Vivian Foster, Mexia; Dorothy M. Ander­
son Foster, Ft. Worth; Irene L. Franklin, Beaumont; Minnie Leevern 
Franklin, Pineland; Arverta Frazier, Zavalla; Katie Virginia Fulton, 
Belton. 
Idella M. Gallon, Nacogdoches; Myrtle E. Garrett, Longview; Ze-
nobia Gerard, Galveston; Ola M. Goldthwaite, Waxahachie; Annie Bell 
Goodwin, Center; Walter Mae Grady, Flatonia; Lillie Gray Buchanan, 
Pittsburg; Marseilles M. Green, Liberty; Ora Mae Green, Milano; Sarah 
Gh-een, Palestine; Virginia Green, Richards. 
Mary Lou Austin Hall, Beaumont; Marguerite Hall, Houston; Irene 
O. Hammond, Calvert; Martha B. Hampton, Calvert; Eva Eulalia Han-
na, Pennington; Elsenia L. Hardeway, Ponta; Sarah Lee Thomas Harde-
way, Ponta; Mamie N. Harp, Texarkana; Beulah H. Harris, Rosenberg; 
Mary J. Harris, Ennis; Almenia Harrison, Carthage; Fleta Harrison, 
San Antonio; Gertie Mae Haynes, Trinity; Mary Etta Haywood, Del 
Rio; Maue Alexander Henry, Waelder; Essie B. Hicks, Kerens; Irene 
Adams Hill, Jasper; Blanche Mae Holloway, Dimebox; Beatrice Hooper, 
Nacogdoches; Leona Eva Hooper, Timpson; Artena Rosetta Hornsby, 
Taylor; Minnie C. Houston, Crockett; Ulah H. Houston, Flatonia; Faye 
L. Howard, Beaumont; Espanola A. Hubbard, Crockett; Ida L. Hudson, 
Carthage; Versa V. Huff, Houston; Ora Lee Jackson Hulitt, Somerville; 
Adeline Hurdle, Diboll. 
Ida Mae Irvin, Douglas; Allie Mae Jackson, Henderson; Inez Mar­
garet Jackson, Chapel Hill; Mildred P. Jackson, Center; Rosetta Jack­
son, Crockett; Donnie B. Jacobs, Kilgore; Callie Minneola James, Tex­
arkana; Susie L. F. Jingles, Hempstead; Katie E. Johnson, Jefferson; 
Myrtle L. Johnson, Normangee; Bennie M. Jolley, Bastrop; Eliza Jones, 
Chriesman; Erma E. Jones, Ennis; Erna B. Jones, Midway; Wiley Lee 
Jones, Midway; Greta G. Kane, Ennis; Ada M. Kelley, Waverly; Maude 
Merrell Kelley, New Waverly; Crezette Holley King, Crockett; Alberta 
Beatrice Knox, Brazos. 
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Wis, Brenh«a^r»LEE?L'id"ay ei£kLeWiS' Crock«"i °'"n Beatrice 
den; Pearl L. Little, Texarkana- iLf f' Corrine R- Lindsey, Lin-
Love, Hammond; Neva Aline Luper, Greenvml6' Ft' W°rth; Th6lma V> 
Wenonah Maai^H m̂pTtead̂ r'' Ruth Mavtin, Dallas; Gant 
Elroy, Brenham; Sallie Mc&rffian" Bonh McDade' Austin! Rosa B. Mc-
Novella Mickens, Prairie View Fori' "lam> Frankie Harrison Means, 
ell, Jacksonville; Ada Mae Moore LaGr MtISS' WUliS; Ardella Mitch" 
Lois Winner Morales, Houston- * S" Moore' Houston; 
•Morris, Wiergate; Hattie V. Morrison6 f" ^°rgan> Columbus; Chartie 
stead. Morrison, Lufkm; Johana Mosley, Hemp-
Beaumont; RweliroSr'Lvelad? °enter: Leona B" Norwood, 
Parker, Mumford; Charlie Mae Phihr r\i Palmer' Toledo; Annie P. 
stead; Khoda Plummer Groesheltr dlaS; Nonah J- Pleasant, Hemp-
Powell, Houston; Myrtle E PowMl ^ WUKs' Emma Peari 
Grange; Emma Price, Victoria ' BeaUmont-" C°buita H. Price, La-
Richards, VelafcoTsLye1 Richard^°™a T' Tarrantl Affie Harris 
Hempstead; Theresa Hoskin Rohi„ T® 16W; Lilly 0ra Richards, 
«»). HuntsviHe; STa^"01,- L«">» *• Rome (W 
Calvert; Nannie Mae Samuel Blent Ruffin> Houston; Susie L. Salter, 
urn; Ruth H. Sanders, Skidmo're- SaluTl ' >eth B- Sanders, Yoak-
Bernice Sayles, Edna; Georgia A a Lee Sasser, Prairie View; Laura 
Moody; Erma Scott, Navasota- Mattv n ^ashin^tonl Alphonso Scott, 
Scott, Moody; Onnie F. Sells Sirihee T? R HemPstead; Violet V. 
LaRose Shelby, Brenham; Margaret T ShaW' Mexiai Laura 
S minis, Winsboro; Myrtle Park* J" ""I"8' Bryarly! Odessa Batts 
ton, Trinity; Nancy M. Singleton New xT' atonia; Rosetta S. Simp-
Mantle Lee Besser Smith, Hunts'ville- In®Z Smith) Ft Worth; 
O. Smothers, Malakoff; Vernelle K1 1 R" Smith' G'iddings; Alice 
cock Spencer, Luling; W. L. Stewart H^nT' Sburgr; Carrie Han-
Jor Bastrop; Artehl' n'JeaT Crockelt ^W^ Taylor, Ft. Worth; R. D. Tay-
Mabel Thorn, Nacogdoches; kattTe Lee I?'6 Th°mas> Ennisi 
Ponta- _ "Ie Lee Hpton, Houston; Lena M. Vales, 
oise Th^frnf W^ts^Slv^tTltfweTif'"J <?' Waiin*' MaOetta; El-
eaumont; Iona Mae West, Liberty Ma ^erson; MaiY Lucy Wells, 
Bessie Cam White, Brenham- nZ Zl- y Lee Wheeler, Freestone-
oma D. Williams, Ft. Worth- Loni 'Za ®th Williams, Hempstead- Lei 
berta Williams. Kerens^ WHHams' El-
ams, Athens; Minnie M. Wilson Naray m l®5 R"by Cozzette Wil-
Thelma Mae Woolridge Barrin g 5 Mahel L" Windle, Bay City 
O. Yates, Atlanta " ^ Fannie Ma« Wright, bounce'; 
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Mechanic Arts 
Theodore Beauchamp, Memphis, Tenn.; Essie A. Johnson, Austin; 
Millie B. Leftwich, Morris; O. J. Massey, Taylor; William J. Maxwell, 
Prairie View; Andrew Moore, Brenham; Dewitt Osby, Hempstead; 
Horace Rivers, Giddings; Earl George Rollins, New Orleans, La.; Gran­
ville Sanford, Columbus; John R. Singleton, Jr., Bremond; Wiley W. 
Tarrow, Midway; Fred Taylor, Hallsville; W. P. Terrell, Houston; Kay 
tVesley, Texarkana; E. R. Williams, Elderville. 
Nursing Education 
M. J. Clarkson, Houston; Harryetto L. Jackson, Galveston. 
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ENROLLMENT, SESSION 1931-1932 
FRESHMAN 
Division of Agriculture 
r, J)0"ald Webster Allen, Paris; Willie C. Alton, Kendleton; Donald 
MarsLnlf rrnS^n;iSaaC E' Brown' TrouPi Lloyd F. Brown, Sealy; Wm. 
Worth• lyan> Milton Evans, Bryan; Roger A. Givins, Fort 
rrr.pl '«• TT,-,,ri Bryan' Thelmo Johnson, Gladewater; Bishop King, 
Chm-wVllI t King' Cl'°Ckett; Monroe D- M- Marshall, Granger; 
T T m a Martm> Bryan; Matthew McCarver, Colorado; James 
Jacmiel l™6' Arthur James Mooring, Jr., Rosebud; Frank 
sota- r s'JVa^°: Booker T. Paige, Jasper; Willie V. Parker, Nava-
Wilh'nm'w ^5" •.,' EOlt ^ ortb; Booker T. Simmons, Wiergate; 
NacotX.5' T®Xfkana; Layton W" Teal- Crockett;Joe Fred Wade, 
G' WVe A"8' + S T ' Bryan; Clyde B. Wedgeworth, Itasca; Harry 
Frank T'i " "ey: James williams, Palestine; Thomas Wright, Gilmer; nk Lincoln Young, Navasota. 
Division of Arts and Sciences 
L Anderson hTrieneiAdams' Jasper; Annie B. Anderson, Houston; Merle 
Belt Barltt R T' ̂  Bryan HeMy Barrows' Brya«= Alcne C. 
Irene DRiv \r ' *Mt' Camden' LaFay F- Biggins, Dallas; 
E Brown LnAfl' J Geor&la Pay Bradley, Iowa Colony; Phelon 
CMeman DenAon A Maynard Catchi"g^ Houston; Lucille E. 
Myrtle Daniel Per C°nnor' Columbus; Irene M. Cox, Marlin; 
Davis Galvestn or"'- alence Mayo Davis, Hempstead; Ruby Jewel 
Velma V £ 'h A Galvestoni Mary R. Dunlop, Orange; 
Fields BeaumTt n I3" Myitle Fedford> Bellvilfe; Robert 
ves on- CJara l e r J?™***"- Washington; Ben Foreman, Gal-
Goodman DMlL S^' °USt°n; °pal L" Garrett> Longview; Lodis 
Cedar Lane- Bonit - Goodman> Beaumont; Alice M. Green, 
Bryan- LMs oS^l1^ Ft" W°rth; James Carl Hatchett, 
ette M. Easter Hodge, New Y«k°N Y^Ef Beanmont' Ann" 
Im t oc t i ' e Etta Hornsby, Taylor. 
Mabel Eunice Johnson B w?' Johnnie Mae Johnson,' Chapel Hill; 
Ophelia Jones, Jefferson °E ugeneEB?n Johns°m Dallas; Emma 
Deanville• Sarah To t 'A l Jones, Navasota; Jessie B. Jones, 
Darius A Sng Telt t",: L°UiS6 Kilpa«ck. Prairie View 
ton Lewt Bea Jont R tlT L" Kirby' Hemp^ad; Merkle Little-
Sâ Ĉ  
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E,eanor Man Noble, Galveston; 
ita Osby, Hempstead; Arlington Patton, ' Worth 
Wichita Falls, Jewel G. Price, Taylor; f -h^E RagsTon^^ Hemp-
Thomas Hugh Quails, Alamosa, Col.; Hattie• E- « ' David 
stead; Audrey Lamar Roan, Bryan; Hal o , Huntsville; 
Sands, Clarksville; Eddie W. Scott, Houston; Hazel L Scott Hu , 
Laura A. Shields, Huntsville; Oliver James Seders, Marlin, Lorai^ 
Sprett, Beaumont; Leroy Sterling, Galveston; Edwar 'wichita 
"• m- shic":r™h "̂i«w. Falls; Mae D. Thomas, Wichita Falls, Chester in i> ' TlirT1„r 
Okla.; Rudolph Valentino Thompson, Houston; eona Warren! 
Wiergate; Loretta L. Walker, Texarkana Ark-; Jessie MaeJ/Var , 
Dallas; Mary Frances White, Navasota; James Leon^ Will' ^ 
view; Marshall E. Williams, Bryan; Rosa Lee Wdham , 
Willie E. Williams, Clarksville; Wilma F. Wilson, Weimar, Ruth ^ 
Woodward, Linden; Beulah M. Young, Alice; Cicero Young, 
Worth. 
Division of Home Economics 
Girlie M. Allen, Longview; Tena M. Allen Yoakum Alma Mane 
Arrant, Mexia; Jemima E. Barnett, Jefferson; Katie Nell Bell Chap 
Hill; Hilda Bouldin, Galveston; Tena Bradley 
Brownlow, Ennis; Susie C. Buchanan, lirionon, Houston; 
Texarkana; Ariorie D. Charleston, Yoakum; Gladys E. Cossey, 
£b".h Lucile Crockett, Bryan; Bt.lch 
Palestine; Se.ella S. Dirton, Dallas; Lorlne „«y 
Everson, Ft. Worth; Arzee Olis Ferguson, Kilgore, Ekzabeth M W 
Franklin, Bryan; D'orris Jurdean Frazier, Texarkana, Amanda^ 
r i s o n ,  S a n  A n t o n i o ;  T h e l m a  G .  H e n d e r s o n  D a l l a s ;  D o t t i e  M a e H ,  
Wood Lake; Jewell M. Hilliard Bay City; Gussie M. y , ngon 
Gladys L. James, Ennis; Ruth Lee James, Houston; E ey • 
Lufkin; Helen Marie Johnson, Ft. Worth; Jossie Lean Johnson, M 
Varrie M. Johnson, Longview. ri ll . Tfatherine 
Ethel Kelley, Houston; Ju.ni.a C. MngrtonMta., ££££_ 
Love. Ft. Worth; Etta Mae McCraeken, Hearne, Viola . 
Aundree Moore. Ft. Worth; Eva Mae M-al Bryan A -l - Mp"e'n^ton 
Chriesman; H.rtense F. K. Patten, 
Somerville; Ercelle Benson Kelty"' Ag"6S powell; Beaumont; Blanche 
Martha Arneta Portis, Calvert, Eula M. Tessie F. Rags-
Louise Preston, Texarkana; Viola Pruit axa ^ Mi'tchell; Columbus; 
Corsicana; Novella Mickens, Prairie View, Nannie Mae Samuel, 
dale, Jacksonville; Ida Mattie Ransom, PnLWp m Sowells, Long-
Clarksville; Consuela M. Scott, Hempstea , Terrell San Antonio; 
view; Dorothy J. Spiller, Houston; Geneva F Q wig. 
Gladys Walton, Somerville; Mazie B. White, Na ^ Barbara Wil-
gins, Navasota; Lorine Gwendola Wiley, Galveston Come Ba 
Lms Hearne: Mittie A. Williams, Calvert; Emma T. Young, 
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Division of Mechanic Arts 
locks,1 vttoriatArthur t0Gn; E1 PaS°: Theopoli* Bal" 
Houston; James E. Holliman airie Vlew; Forest Henry, 
A- King, Dallas; Arthur E. McMillan^ v HynS°n' DaIlas; Leoma 
Ft. Worth; William Charles Monroe ^^airi® Vlewi Alfred L. T. Miller, 
Ft. Worth; Otis Leon Morris Bryan Rowland Luk? Moore, 
James M. Reed, Houston; Arm stead Bish Q & - S Redd' Beaum°nt; , ^rmstead Bishop Smith, Ft. Worth. 
Ad M Diyision of Nursing Education 
Norva Ray Hill, Colum^usTToTma v"]™6 C,eIeStine Harris> 
Mouton, Lafayette, La.; Amanda T n'Jf' Smithville; Helen A. 
**, Dallas; Beatrice Pryor stinvVn T' H°USt°n; °ctavia B- B'ok-
Gertrude L. Taylor, TexarkanaW1 * Z ^ R°bei'ts' Lyons>-
Turner, Mexia; Annie Watson Tyler- Plr Iaylor> Buda; Callie Mae 
a Falls; Ida Juanita Wormley, Rosebud.'23 Rod^ers Welch, Wichi-
SOPHOMORE 
Walter H Dlv>s>on of Agriculture 
stead; Sherman C0lema^\JmeStowmbLCk' Nathaniel L- Archie, Hemp-
™ J" Dmisby, Kilgore; Kermit Da'vW , nS' Mt Pleasant; Ben-
mer^ u-lIS°n D" Ellis> Crockett- CoI^t' Mldway: Jack W. Echols, 
Dim h' rkS' JaSper; Charles Ho'lford C aV1S. Panner> Yoakum; Wil-
WiHie W it" McKinIey Ja<*so„,2,S^i»GeneriI Humphrey, 
6 W; Johnson, Taylor; Gentry IP p Ravis P- Johnson, Calvert; 
GraH6rp rnmes B" Stanley> ^ Kerens- n Bastrop; F. M. Shankle, 
w hT r y' Crockett; Leon'Charl °nS amplin' Prairie View; 
r h, Itasca; Elmer W. Wooley, NormJngeT' He3rne'' TaIton Wedge-
Montraville L ^ S™ 
sicana; Sarah St* H" Ash^d, Cor-
Sae Bro^ri L' B1Unt' Humbl«; Sylyfaa jWB' *eUy;, Reda Bee Bland, 
Mt Be lv ' Ay! Wayne °thella Burris r ' Vict°ria; Johnnie 
CoTS B" Calb0"a- Houston;' Bess-ri1 eeV,HaZel °"  ̂
Bavaliac£,ptSnVJr-' ^ SSTk ̂  
Frazier, Silsbee; Maurine L r? Pearl Foreman, Mexia- FstilT 
Houston; Delia Mae BW? p GI°SSOn' San Antonio- Alvin T A " -»»iai£5SS5Ssg 
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Annie Lee Jackson, Galveston; Willie Mae Jefferson, Dallas; Carrie A. 
Johnson, Jefferson; James L. Johnson, Denison; Joseph T. Johnson, 
Detroit, Mich.; Sadie Nelson Jones, Prairie View; Catherine L. Justice, 
San Antonio; Ollie H. Kinchion, Belton; Mary Kirby, Hempstead; Joseph 
P. Larkin, Dallas; Annie Lillian Lawrence, Montgomery; Willie B. 
Leaks, Chapel Hill; Ethel LeBlanc, Beaumont; Dale Timothy Lee, Ft. 
Worth; Margaret Lucile Lee, Houston. 
Louise Elna Mason, Anderson; Mattie L. Matthews, Ft. Woit , 
Martha H. Moore, Beaumont; Floyd D. Mebane, Ft. Worth; Marie A. 
Muckelroy, Texarkana; Mayme E. Myers, Denison; Marie L. Nichols, 
Galveston; Bernice Thelma Owens, Houston; De Artis G. Pryor, Dallas, 
Thelma L. Redd, Beaumont; Herbert Richards, Hempstead; Myrtle L. 
Rush, Bryan; Maggie Lee Sample, Chapel Hill; Edna W. Sanford, Gal­
veston; Tom Elizabeth Sellers, Ft. Worth; Gertrude T. Simpson, Beau­
mont; Giles D. Smith, Gainesville; Edith Margarett Smith, Ft. Worth; 
Wordsworth Albert Soders, Marlin; Esther Naomi Sykes, Houston; Jual 
T. Taylor, Houston; Virginia Elois Thompson, Houston; Preston Valien, 
Beaumont; Vernell E. Warren, Houston; Julius L. Wilburn, Chapel Hill; 
Loring R. Williams, Corsicana; Willie Mae Woodard, Beaumont. 
Division of Home Economics 
Unita L. Bell, Houston; Frances C. Bivins, Houston; Thelma Yvon­
ne Bryant, Houston; Ethel B. Britt, Waxahachie; Pansy Brown, San 
Marcos; Leola M. Bryant, Ft. Worth; Mrs. C. E. Carpenter, Prairie 
View; Marie Collins, San Antonio; Mildred Flonza M. Cummings, Cald-
Well; Jessie Gladys David, Mexia; Robbie E. Davis, Waxahachie; Anna 
Beth Echols, Mexia; Verta Mae Ellis, Goolidge; Ruby A. Flewellen, 
Brenham; Johnett Gilder, Beaumont; Constance M. Goodson, Brook-
shire; Lena Gwendolyn Goslen, Ennis; Sarah Green, Palestine; Geneva 
V. Haney, Stanford; Mary Lucille Hayes, Wharton; Gladys Henton, 
Sunset Heights; Ada Mae Hyson, Waco; Mrs. F. L. Jarmon, Columbus, 
Vernie Mae Johnson, Dallas; Greta G. Kane, Ennis; Helen Elizabeth 
Kennedy, Rusk; Carrie Jimmie Kirby, Hempstead; Vernice Lee, Hous­
ton; Ida Mae Mahaffey, Ft. Worth; Elizabeth Martha Marcell, Orange; 
Captola Marshall, Texarkana; Delphine Myrtice Marshall, Temple; 
Jewell McBroom, Nacogdoches; Juanita McBroom, Nacogdoches; Lillian 
Constance Mitchell, San Antonio. 
Claudia M. Owens, Waller; Sarah L. Owens, Waller; Emma Loreta 
Parker, Stamford; Helen N. Price, Victoria; Josie Lee Ray, Houston; 
Maxcine Richard, Nacogdoches; Zenobia I. Richard, Beaumont, Birdie 
D. Richards, Groesbeck; Dorothy Redus Robinson, Palestine; Jessie Mae 
Robinson, Courtney; Alphonso Scott, Moody; Myrtle Sias, Beaumont, 
Eva Richie Smith, Wadsworth; Helen Irene Smith, Edgar; Ada B. Toran, 
Hankamer; Pearline Westbrooks, Benchley; Dora E. Williams, Hemp­
stead. 
Division of Mechanic Arts 
Floyd H. Barton, Kerens; Preston Beauchum, Hubbard; Noble W. 
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JUNIOR 
Division of Agriculture Jesse J. Ad " ° ffricuIture 
ciT;kWmtman'^^T^ClemTnt!1 J?ates' Mexia; William B-
Alexander Hrary^Sto' ?imebox; Martin V. Curtis ^kd T' DACnVer' 
Raibon ^Ul,0Ugb> Houston^ Bob ^ark, Nigfon; 
CaJ willTyler: CJine Thomas Sel Beaumont; Lonnie 
Chireno £ockett; 
' on, Darius Woodson, 
Harold B. Anders 1'°" °f Arts and Sc»ences 
BT"' ^ h»ws»r„ ia ?• h,i>' si««-
Mildred A O p i, phet> Cedar Bayou- Pre Dorothy Z. Preston, 
H. Riley, Houst ^80"' HoUston; Thomv! O p",H" RaJb H°ustoa; 
Charles, La.; Wilma ^d° M" R°berts- Waco; Fannye L RY^' Wa-lter 
Doris Marie Sand „ Rollgan> Houston- CIvTq ' Roblns°"> Lake 
Smith, Marlin P t H°UStoiC Hulen G McKinney; 
<We TZI;J* "r'F-p.i.«in;isS Ve'nice c-
Wan-en sa„ !' ' Houston; Jessie Mae wfii Tbomas, Houston; 
Willi,™', v°Af»«°i M,W, E. M w,!*"""- C*'™«1 Roy Jerome 
W. WOSHT7™- ?A,!HM*= I? WO?RT',II„DOR<,,HJ'E-
Antonio, "l Jr., G,Ive.t0„ S' *• William,, 
' Va" Daha Wright, San 
v. Zolemor °f H°me Economics 
View; Mrs I n r» , ' LamPasas; Luida i 
leon H. Carter Bre^ Houston: Marion E CaM^n Austin' Prairie 
Ville; Fola A llT™' ArdelIa Clark, N.Vton ^1' H°Usto^ Napo-
Hughey, Tyler- All61' TIexia' Earner Lee Guidrv' J" Di8,gs> Bell-
Amanda """" 
E*"I™ HICBAY, MES; £ST£' 
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Moore, Galveston; Jancie M. Morgan, Dallas; Gertrude Norwood, Tyler; 
Lois Oliver, Beaumont; Lillie Mae Paley, Houston; Bessye D. Richards, 
Prairie View; Willie Richards, Prairie View; Eddie M. Sanders, Hous­
ton; Onme Williams, Palestine; Ruth S. Williams, Houston; Beatrice D. 
Winkler, Houston. 
Division of Mechanic Arts 
Haskell Houston, Bay City. 
Division of Nursing Education 
Zelnia L. Atkins, Elgin; Lacy Bryant, Ft. Worth; Bogie Lee Chat­
ham, Houston; M. J. Clarkson, Richard; Alzuma L. Dawson, Columbus; 
Dorothy L. Debose, Houston; Emma E. Griffin, Jacksboro; Eula L. Hern-
don, Reagan; Mabel L. Latson, Taylor; Carrie M. Mosby, Columbus; 
Eatie Lynell Thompson, Bryan; Brenette Y. Wheeler, Colorado Springs, 
Col.; Hattie M. Williams, Alexandria, La. 
SENIOR 
Division of Agriculture 
A pGkkT W" Adams' Oakland; Walter K. Ball, San Antonio; Clyde 
land t ?r°r? ! ; William Drennon, Calvert; Commodore Eason, Oak-
nd, Jack Gooden, Madisonville; Jefferson Green James, Texarkana; 
Boilra^fl io HemPstead>- Marcellus McCullough, Crockett; 
coe-dn i, 6n ™ Dallas; Ernest Palmer, Toledo; James Powdrill, Na-
Milton Y' d 1V v Y' Sadberry> C'ause; Sylvester Sampson, Burton; 
set Hei p Y°akTUm; Ernest Smith- Cause; Nolan S. Stevens, Sun-
Huntsvifie-% Ennis J" Washington, Independence; Eddie R. Watkins, 
Buntsville, Robert J. Whittaker, Timpson. 
Division of Arts and Sciences 
Joyce M Alexander, Ft. Worth; Verdia C. Allen, Ft. Worth; Daisy 
• nders. Mineral Wells; Ida E. Anderson, Houston; Ellie M. R. Banks, 
Prairie View; Glovina V. P. Banks, Prairie View; Lillian A. Botley, 
urnont, Martha Mary Branch, San Antonio; Violet B. Bullock, 
JYw Har°ld Collins' MexiaJ Elroy D. Combs, San Antonio; 
M n avenport, Beaumont; James Clarence Davis, Temple; Johnnie 
d d- vTy' Anton'°' W. Duncan, McKinney; Shirley Dunn, Trini-
,a' "1Ia ' EaHes, Galveston; Alonia Maudesta Edwards, Texarkana, 
Ark.; Mrs Bernice P. English, Jackson, Tenn.; Sallie V. Frazier, Hous­
ton; Adella Harrell, Houston; Cornelius Harris, Galveston; Mattie L. 
awkms, Houston; Doxie Darling Haws, Dallas; Myrtle Pearline Hill, 
alveston; Lowry Pierce Howard, Texarkana, Ark.; Mrs. Florence D. 
T U ' RemPstead; Ernest H. Hughes, Cambridge, Mass.; Myrtise 
o nson, Galveston; Elizabeth Kathlyn Keyes, Denison; Gladys A. 
ockett, Prairie View; Ruby Z. Maxie, Houston; Lela M. McCullough, 
• ort , Leonidas H. Mitchell, Tyler; Sophia E. Montgomery, Seguin; 
Glivia B. Mosley, Bryan; Mrs. Millie W. Pace, Palestine; Roosevelt 
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£2 wsvcher; F*y l- k"»». 
Price, T.ylo,; Elira B. M. Pujh Tyle" ChS ''WV'"' W" En""a Srs^srttr's, s°" £%*£££ 
Matti, B. Whiting, hLsCe"'.,, hl"^" *",-B 
Division of Home Economics 
Robinson Brown6 Beaumont - ^°rt.h'^01?a Bel1 Bowles, Victoria; Agnes 
Butler, Palestine- FHp, M n , Brown, Dallas; Leila Mable 
Kinney; it ,7™ * ̂  -
atrice V. Flemine-s Tfnnctm T> i, r[ Dearon, Beaumont; Be-
Houston; Viola Jewell Cee "u m,&,f' Francis> Tyler; Patsy H. Frazier, 
etta Zenobia Harris Ft V , Hubbaid; Helen V. Green, Houston; Simon-
M- HoWen, Arwl", i Tolh"?""' 
Beaumont; Hazel L Tar-lrc r. i ' Houston; Faye L. Howard, 
Elizabeth Kilnatriek I* °X GalvestoiB Vera L. Johnson, Houston; 
Lewis, Beaumont- Olera3]16 M™' Eu1& Ma6 King' Mexiai Margerine 
Beaumont; Lovie'Marie mII ? Stoneham: Maxine Eloise Minor, 
Houston; Vertie Man P 1 • -d Antonio; Libbie Lee Nickerson, 
Beaumont; Al e M kfbon C^ Mercedes Pet™< 
Mae Shofner, Ithenf cL' » f ' ^ Randle' Houston' Janie 
Silsbee; Katie M. Snarrm»- n ™pSon, Beaumont; Elmo L. Smith, 
ble, Ft. Worth- Mary LucvW^b Hazel Tatum, Paris; Jewell E. Trib-
' Mary LuCy Wells' Beaumont; Willia E. Williams, Bryan; 
Division of Mechanic Arts 
K°llinS' N6W °rIeanS' 
Division of Nursing Education 
cer^BeaslyrMStieT' WaLGn,ncIrsfci.S' Flat°nia; Lueberdia SPen" 
SPECIAL AND' UNCLASSIFIED 
Division of Agriculture 
P""™ Hmhrt H. Harris, Canwine; 
. Division of Arts and Sciences 
Edith WraFu,,=?tlfeytwei*;rS'de"'ie M"e Cada- P"»™ View; 
ton, Prairie View- E Velma R h MDLee- Ennis: Sadie R. Pember-
Clearview, Okla. ' ' Robinson, Palestine; Ivy Mae Thompson, 
Division of Home Economics 
He View; Sallm 
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Division of Mechanic Arts 
Howard Acrey, Nacogdoches; Alvin Adams, Beaumont; Abraham 
Auzenne, Opelousas, La.; Clemment Clopton, Kerens; Enoch Cochran, 
Atlanta, Ga.; Theodore Davis, Beaumont; Willie Davis,, Jr., Waco; John 
Gilbert Evans, Hempstead; D. D. Go van, Palestine; Johnnie B. Holland, 
Mexia; Joseph Kenneth Horton, Beaumont; Leroy Horton, New Orleans, 
La.; Solomon Hudson, Carthage; Charles Hurrell, Beaumont; Isreal G. 
Johnson, San Antonio; Vessie D. Kelley, Mt. Pleasant; A. M. King, 
Crockett; JWillie B. Leftwich, Omaha; Charles Mathews, Jr., Timpson; 
Harold McGaston, Marlin; Andrew Moore, Brenham; Ed Otto Morrison, 
Navasota; Wiley Nellum, Corsicana; Thaddeus G. Porter, Houston; 
Johnnie Roberts, Shreveport, La.; Larkin Raibon, Prairie View; Hora­
tio O. Sadberry, Gause; Mance R. Smith, Ft. Worth; Fred M. Taylor, 
Hallsville; Benjamin R. Thomas, Kerens; Ed. Toliver, Prairie View; Kay 
Wesley, Texarkana; Leonard Wiley, Shreveport, La.; Willie L. Williams, 
Beaumont; Huriel Wesley Yates, Denison. 
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88 185 100 189 32 29 254 408 662 
Extension School Department 
Gtrand Totals 
Galveston Male Female Total 
Nacogdoches 4' 34 38 
Houston 7 33 40 
Beaumont 4 19 23 
3 23 26 
Totals 




254 408 662 
18 109 127 
43 54 97 
315 571 886 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. AND I .  COLLEGE 1 0 5  



































































116 641 309 120 244 950 1194 
Training School Department 
Elementary Department 




















I N D E X  
Adding Courses 
Admission " 











Course Numbers J 
Courses, Trade . 









Eailing to Pass J 
Fees 
Crade points 
Grades, Reports of • c'J'J-' 
^ & o r r : "  aui iUI Jtui iui XU1 1UI fUi 1U1 
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Important Directions 16 
Instructors 8, 11 
Location of Prairie View 15 
Majors 38 
Maintenance 20 
Mechanic Arts, Division of 65 
Officers of Instruction 7 
Officers of Administration 12 
Prizes, Annual .. 31 
Professors 7, 10, 11 
Professors, Assistant 8, 10, 11 
Professors, Associate 8, 10, 11 
Refunds 21 
Registration 22 
Return After Failing to Pass 24 
Statement, General 16 
Student Publication 30 
Student Societies and Organizations 29 
Transcripts of Records 21 
Undergraduate Class Attendance and Absence 24 
Uniform 17 
